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PREFACE 

limitations for the numheroftools and implements that 
can be illustrated also pi-esent problems. Consequently. 
I have not attempted to discuss or list every implement 
invented or used relating to the topics of discussion. 
Any attempt to do so would be impossible. Nor have I 
tried to identify every inventor who first pawnted the 
specific ;\gricultural innovation mentioned in the text. 
Inventors were numerons. and the time h~!wecn the 
patenting of :m implement and its perfection. mxtufw 
tore, and practical ;Ipplic:ltion wiis uw~liy long. Con- 
scqttently. it is frequently impossible to attribute par- 
ticular developments to specific inventors. Rather. my 
purpose: is to provide a chrono,logic:d dixussion of the 
technologic;tl developments which changed the nature 
of farming and which stimulated further innovation of 
American :~griwltttr;d technology. 

I am grateful to Homer E. Socolofsky and to Chris 
Duckworth for rexding :dI or portions of the manus- 
cript. and to John T. Schlehccker who has influenced 
my thoughts :dxwt technologic;d change in American 
:~griculturc, Bob Walther :I! the Smithsoni:m Instiw 
tiott’s Nation:tl Muscum of Amcriwn History gener- 
ously :lided with the sc1cction of the iilustr:~tions. His 
help was hencfici;d beyond proper recognition. Hiram 
M. Drache provided several of the photographs for 
which I am indebted. I am thankful as well for the help 
which I received at the libraries of the Ohio Historical 
Society and Ohio State University. and from the staff 
members in the Still Pictures Branch nt the IV~~tiona! 
Archives. 1 am particularly grateful to Mary El!en Hurt 
for preparing the index. Lastly. I am indebted to Wil- 
liam G. Keener, .Associate Director of the Ohio His- 
torical Society. for making this study possible. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Between the founding of Jamestown in 1607 and the 
beginning of the First World War in 19 14. the tools and 
implements ttwd on the American farm underwent vast 
cbunge. Whether that techttoloyic;d chtmpc ww rc- 
voltrtiwury or evolution:wy depends. of cwtw. on 
LEOC”* perspective and intcrpret;aion of the put. No one 
can dooht. however. that. over time. tcchnoiogic;tl in- 
vet&m prof~wndly influenced the farmer’s way of life. 
Moreover. technological inrovation gave a particular 
shape to the American pz;t. It is the shape of time and 
the shape ofchange. and it provides an historical record 
that cxn be studied as profitably as any written docu- 
ment. 

Technological change in American agriculture. how- 
ever. did not just happen. No one simply decided to 
build a mechanical reaper in order to harvest larger 
acreages more quickly than one could possibly cut with 
a cradle scythe. No one simply invented a machine to 
thresh grain in order to dispense with the flail and win- 
nowing basket. Technological change takes time. and it 
depends upon three criteria. First. it requires cumula- 
tive knowledge. Before anyone could build a steam 
engine someone had to invent the wheel. Success in 
technological innovation depends upon know~ledge 
gaitted from prior experience. An inventor draws upon 

the past -accepting. rejecting. and synthesizing- to 
shape a new idea into it workable product. Secondly. 
techno!ogic;d change relies upon :I perceived need. In 
:rgriculturc. :ts well as in other endcwors. the new 
invention must slexly work to the owner’s advatttttge. 
If nothing is to he gained. such as plowing more easily, 
reaping more quickly. or threshing more efficiently, 
there would be no reason to adopt the new invention. 
Third, the product of technological innovation must be 
alfordab!e. If farmers had not had sufficient means to 
purchase a cast-iron plow, that invention would have 
never replaced the wooden moldboard. 

During the colonial age. the tools which the farmer 
used were little different from those employed by the 
farmers in the Roman Empire. In colonial America. the 
farmer or the local blacksmith fashioned most of the 
required tools: or, if the farmer was wealthy. he might 
purchase some of the needed tools from Europe. More 
often than not, however. farm tools were fashioned at 
home after British models, but those tools were usua!ly 
modified to meet local conditions. 

From the colonial to the early national period of 
American history. the basic farm tools were the hoe. 
spade. and plow for tillage: the sickle, scythe. and hand 
rake for harvesting and mowing; and. the flail and win- 



nowing basket tix thwshing. Between 17cx) nndl865. 
however. American agriculture underwent rapid 
change. Some implements. such as the plow. were im- 
proved in design. and new methods of manufacture 
were developed. Iron replaced wood on many imple- 
ments. and inventors applied the concept of inter- 
changeable pttns to farm tools. Some innovations pro- 
duced new technological forms such as mowing 
machines. sulky plows and self-rake reapem. In addi- 
tion. power sources changed from hand to horse to 
swam. Mtny inventions involved providing special sol- 
utions for particular problems. Quickly. these specific 
solutions became general solutions as in the case of the 
4rvrlopment of a steel plow for breaking western 
prairie sod. Soon. t%mrrs in all regions wanted steel 
pfwvs for their tillage operations. Some inventions sim- 
ply enabled the farmer to perform necessary tasks more 
&cientIy thun ever before. for example. the substitu- 
tion of the threshing machine for the Gil. 

Most inventors did not build or manufacture their 
Co& and impiemrtns for immediate sale. If they lacked 
capit;ll. access to skilled labor. and shop facilities. they 
sold licenses to others who had those resources. Once a 
new tool bewme reasonably effective. farmers began to 
use it on a limited scale. Most farmers. however. were 
reluctant to purchase implements that had not been 
thoroughly proven. Clthers were hesitant to invest in 
new loois and implements. if their lands were unsuited 
for the application of that technology. Rocky soil in 

New England and slump-tilled clearings in Kentucky 
made them wait until either the rocks and stumps were 
removed or until the technology could accomodate 
those special conditions. This hesitation quickly faded 
duringtheCivil War. when labor shortages. high prices. 
and wartime demands encouraged farmers to invest in 
the new technology in order to produce larger crops and 
to reap more substantial profits than ever before. When 
the war ended. further technological innovations con- 
tinued to stimulate farmers toadopt additional tools and 
implements. 

Farmers. who were either onwilling or reluctant to 
adopt the new technology, were coaxed continually 
into doing so by implement company advertisements in 
agricultural periodicals and newspapers. by equipment 
exhibits at agricultural fairs, and by demonstrations of 
traveling salesmen. Agricultural societies, the United 
States Department of Agriculture. and the land-grant 
colleges 4so disseminated information on technologi- 
cal changes that would ease the f~wmer’s burdens and 
improve the efficiency and profits of the farm opera- 
tion. Usually. if an implement saved time. cased toil, 
expanded production. and decreased costs. f~wmcrs 
were inclined to adopt it. Generally. they tended to 
pttrchase the most indispensable implement at the 
cheapest possible price. 

Technological advance in one area. however. re- 
quired comparable change in other areas. If. for exam- 
ple. af;lrmerpurchasedagrain drill to seed more wheat. 
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this implement could not benefit him unless he also hdd 
the technology to reap a huger crop. If the crop 
shriveled fmn heat or ~1s destroyed by grasshoppers 
or by foul weLther before the harvest could be com- 
p&d. the grain orill did not provide the fwmer any 

cutting hay with a scythe and mower and using a 
wooden horse-rake and steel side-delivery rake to put it 
into a windrow. Such a person might have watched a 
combine operate oreven used one. Certainly, one could 
give instruction about how a steam engine worked. 

significant advantage. Technological balance. how- 
ever. had been hugely achieved by the mid-nineteenth 
century. 

By the turn of the twentieth century. technological 

Indeed. no other aspect of American life was more 
profoundly affected by technological change prior to 
the perfection of the internal combustion engine than 
was agriculture. Technological change in agriculture 

changean the American farm had been phenomenal. In 
IWO. someone born at theendofthr Warof 1812 could 
have been able to recount harvesting wheat with a 
sickle. cradle. reaper. and binder. One could recall 
threshing the crop with a flail and separator as well as 
turning the furrow with wooden, steel and sulky plows. 
At eighty-five years of age. someone could remember 

contributed to the nation’s economic growth, released 
farm workers for industry. and enabled the production 
of an abundant food supply for urban America. No 
other form of technological change wouid affect Ameri- 
can life more significantly than that applied to agricul- 
ture prior to the rapid development of the automobile 
industry during the 1920’s. 

AUTHOR’S NOTE 
Several years ago. Robin Higham asked me to write a 

piece about farm toots in the American West. His re- 
quest excited and challenged me. Almost immediately. 
howrver~~ I confronted the problem every historian 
must contend with when writing about the West. Sim- 
ply put, Where is the West’? Does it begin at the Missis- 
sippi River. the Great Plains or the Rocky Mountains. 
Or. is it the line of demarcation stretching from Saint 
Paul to Fat-t Worth which Gilbert Fite used for his 
seminal study Tlrv Fmmw’ Frontier. 1865~l900. All of 
these boundaries for marking where the West begins 
seemed reasonable, but, at the same time, each was not 
quite satisfactory for this study. 

Confronted with a problem of definition. I decided to 
avoid it for the moment and to concentrate my research 
on western farm tools anyway. Again. I was im- 
mediai?ty confronted with another equally serious pro- 
blem. It was that very few farm tools, used within the 
scope of this study, were developed entirely in the 

West. Virtually every tool had eastern antecedents. 
Certainly, some tools were better suited for western 
conditions than were others, and. ultimately. some 
tools were perfected in the West. Still. these factors did 
not make them specifically wswx farm tools. So. IL! 
problems compounded. 

Finally. the idea struck me (though hardly with a bolt 
of lightning), that there has always been a West. In this 
sense, the West is a state of mind. This revelation will 
hardly be new or astounding for historians of the 
American West, but it did solve my problems. Cer- 
tainly, from the time the first Europeans settled the 
North American Continent. the West has always been 
those lands which lay beyond. If not, I am badly mista- 
ken. 

With this rntional in mind, my work proceeded 
smoothly. For those readers, however, who do not 
accept this reasoning, I must apologize and urge them to 
try again. 

R. Douglas Hurt earned his Ph.D. in American His- 
tory at Kansas State University. He has been a Smith- 
sonian Fellow in the History of Science and Technol- 
ogy. and he has taught at Texas Tech and Ohio State 

‘,. Universities. His specialization is agricultural history, 
and he is the author of The Dust Bowl: An Agrictt/tttm/ 

and.Sorid History (1981) as well as a numberofarticlcs 
for scholarly journals. He is Curator of Agriculture at 
the Ohio Historical Society. 



CHAPTER II 

THE PLOWMAN’S TOOLS 
PLOWS 

Thro~tgh the :~gc\ the plow has been the most impor- 
tant :~gricultwat toot. Indeed. without it fwmers could 
not till the wit and prcpux their ticlds for extensive 
agriculture. Although the plow is anancient agricultural 
tool. it underwent little change prior to the invention of 
improved methods for making iron and steel in the 
mid-nineteenthcentury. American plowmen. however, 
always demanded an implement which required tittlr: 
draft. that is, the amount of power needed for putting it, 
as well iis one which ran at a uniform depth. turned ow 
the furrow. and pulverized the soil. But. these demands 
were seldom met before the standardization of design 
and the perfection of interchangeable parts. 

During the early seventeenth century. though. iffar- 
mers owned plows at all. they were usually British 
imports or were crudely fashioned homemade tools. 
Most beginning colonial farmers went without plows for 
a considerable period of time. Instead. they used hoes 
and mattock* to prepare the seedbed. The Pilgrims. for 
example. did not have plows until Ih32- I2 years after 
their wrival at Plymouth Rock. Only a few mites to the 

north. in 1637. the Porit:m I:.wmcrs ;~round Hoston had 
only 37 plows to till their tictds. And. as I;w its IW. 
Rhode Isl;u~d t’tw~wrs wcru still wing hoes ;md \p;alcs 
to turn the soil. L:~ter. British mcwmtile policy intcn- 
tionally restricted the development of American indus- 
try to make the colonists reliant upon England for man- 
ufactured goods. Consequently. colonial farmers could 
either import expensive Eng!ish plo\r,s or finhion thcil 
own as best they could. 

Bec;~use of the general ;~bscnce of plows in coIoni:d 
America. farmers who owned one tilled their nuighhor’s 
fields. Or. the town paid a bounty to any t’xmcr who 
porchwed a plow :md used it to prep;w local fields for 
planting. Those farmers. who could wither ;d’f<~rd 21 
plow nor hire their plowing done. fashioned plows of 
their own design from the wood and metal wxilahte. 
They commonly selected a winding tree and crafted a 
moldboard from it. Ideally. the moldhoard‘s function 
was to lift the furrow slice. turn it over. and bury the 
crop stubble. This procedure would leitvc the plowed 
lietd relatively smooth and in a witeble conditiori for 
further titling and planting. In order to prevent the 



motdho;rrd from wcwingout too rapidly. furmers plated 
it with iron from worn out saw hladcs. hoes. and horse 
\huur. Ncftw this iron could he attached to the 
motdhourd. houevcr. the local blacksmith heated und 
paw&d it into thin strips which were then nailed or 
holt,:d onto the face of the plow. The side opposite the 
narldhtwd. called the tandride. was made from an iron 
hnr or ,tlap, and thr hottom of the plow wits shod with a 
thin iron plate. The share or cutting edge of the plow 
~(II\ idso mxdc t’rom iron. Tho heam and handles were 
uoodcn ;md wrt’ fshioncd rcspectivcly Porn ii tree 
trunk imt from crooked hwncha. All of these purls 
ucru :rttxhed in :L wnwvhal huphuzurd fashion. The 
\i\- or wvcn-f&t hc;m wax wt at any Ditch the farme! 
dc+ed. and the bundles were uwdiy fawned at “curly 
right a~yles - both prxtices of which gave the farmer 
wry little control over his implement. Two or three 
yoke ofuxen Y:ere required to pull it. Even so. tilling the 
4 with plow huch as these required un extnrordinary 
wwunt of hard work. and the process was invariably 
\Iow. 4nce the cutting and turning ability of these im- 
plements wa undependable. The net result was un 
impurfcctly prepared wedhed. 

When the farmer‘s homemade plow broke, he had 
little hupe of repairing it exactly. Or. if a farmer had 
purchased a pxticulary effective implement from a 
plowright, he still had no guarantee that the craftman’s 
repairs would return the plow to its former level of 
performance. In short, Za farmer owned a plow which 
easily cut through the soil and turned the furrow 
smoothly and completely, it was because of accident 
rather than from design. 

Thomas Jefferson. who wxs a farmer. thought the 

plow could he designed on muthemnticul principles so 
that a stnndardizcd moldboard could be easily repro- 
duced. Such plows would provide maximum tilling 
ability and at the same time reduce the draft or power 
required for pulling the implement--all ofwhich would 
make plowing easier for men and beast alike. At the 
same time. scientifically designed plows would do u 
hetterjob of turning the furrow and killing weeds. since 
standurdized moldboards could he fashioned for all soil 
types. In 17%. with these goals in mind, Jefferson de- 
signed a moldhoard that would lift the soil verticnlly 
and. in u continuous motion. turn it over horizontally. 
This moldhoard. howcvcr. did noI turn idl w/Is in u 
uniform manner. und it was never munufactured on a 
commercial basis. Neverthetesr. Jefferson successfully 
demonstnwd that a standardized motdboard could be 
produced. provided the mathematical formula was 
perfected for it? design. And, while Jefferson made no 
attempt to improve the technical aspects of the plow’.. 
sole. landside. and position of the beam und share. he 
did recommend casting the m>ldboard from iron to 
improve the plow‘s cutting and wearing ability. This 
was an important idea. because standardization of de- 
sign could not he achieved by using wood. since each 
plowmaker fxsbioned it xs he pleased. Only metal 
which was cart. wrought or molded in some fashion 
would permit consistent duplication ofsuperiordesign. 

Jefferson never cast his moldhoard. but, in 1797. 
Charles Newhold, a New Jersey inventor. patented his 
own plan for u cast-iron plow. Neuhold cast the 
moldhourd. shure and landride in one, solid piece. Al- 
though Newbold proved that such casting could be 
done. it wus fur from practical. Indeed. if any part 
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broke. :LS happened to the original model’s share point 
during tezting. the entire plow hecame useless. If the 
plow did not break. the share dulled quickly and the 
Ewmrr hsd to either replace the entire implement or 
shxprn it frequently. These unfortunate features made 
the plw far too e&pensive for the average farmer. 
zany farmers also apparently believed cast-iron 
poisoned the soil. and a~couwgd the weeds to grow 
;md. thcrefoec. refused to adopt it for these rwsons. 
oven though Newbold substituted ii wrought-iron 
\hare. the ,Amwic;m farmrr still pwferred the \r~ooden 
moldhoard. Still. Newhold’s invention was a major ad- 
YI~CL‘ in plou concept. design ;md construction. Other 
ngricultural inventor% would huild on his technologic::l 
crmtrihution. 

Swentl yc;e\ later. in the spring of 1x07. David 

Peacock, also from New Jersey, patented a cast-iron 
plow w~ith three parts. The moldboard and the landside 
were cast separately and a wrought-iron, steel-edged 
share was a!tached. Peacock’s design was more practi- 
cal than NEwbold‘s since a ww~ out or broken part 
could he replaced. About this same time. the prejudict 
against the cast-iron plow began to fade away and 
Pexock’s plows gained widespwxd popularity in the 
middle Atlantic states where they were used until the 
cvc of the Civil War. 

The concept of standardized. rcplxcahlc parth is. 
however. usually credited to Jcthro Wood of Scipio, 
New Ywk. Prohahly heci~usc hc was the most sue- 
cessful inventortomarkct a plow with these fcaturcs. In 
IX14 when Wood patrntcd his plow with replacwhle 
parts. he probably knew about Pcxock’s design. he- 
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hue hc did not cktim thxt hc had inwntcd the principle 
of inwwhungwh~~ pact\. In LKIO. howcwr. when he 
p;ttcnted an impnwd dc\ign. he did claim a new 
method lirr .i<vininf thr moldh~urd. landside and share 
without the uw t)f screw\ 01’ holts which were difficult 
to make aw cxpcnsivc to obtain. Various mortise and 
tenon joint\ ;dloucd the pieces to lock together. A 
+xl-tipped \h::re cut through rhc wil more cflicicntly 
and required less sharpening than cast-iron shares. 
Wood’% plow prohahly did more to eliminate the old. 
clumry. woodun plow than any other design to that 
time. ;md fwncr* ww quick to pwch:w it. In 1X17. 
mr~ thim I.%Hl of Wovd’s plow were wld in New 
York. A y&w lax’. I .6Utl plw> wwc sold: and. in IX 19. 
the ycer he putcntcd his itnpwvcd model. New York 
Chners purchxscd 3.604 of his plows. Wood’s plow 
remained popuktr for decxlzs and stimulated other in- 
ventors to f&h&n their own plow designs after his 
mudrl. Most of the plows patented for a long time 
therexfter. differed very little in theirgeneral principles. 

Even though an e4m;tted 10.000 plows had heen 
manufactured in the United States hy 1820. the limited 
advantages of the cast-iron plow prevented farmers 
from quickly purchasing the implement on a wide basis. 
Some farmers were too conservative or reluctant to try 
these new implements since they had used nothing but 
wooden moldhoard plow all of their lives. Most. how- 
ever, simply could not afford to purchase a cast-iron 
plow. Cast-iron plows cost approximately twice as 
much as a wooden plow. if both were purchased from a 
merchant. If the farmer made his wooden plow at home 
he could save even more money. Furthermore. plow 
parts were not always readily available for the new cast- 

iron models. hcsause of poor transportation and dis- 
‘Shution systems in ninereenth century America. The 
brwiits of interchangeable parts were of little wluc. if 
the parts could not he obtained in the tiz-st place. And. 
tinally. although the cast-iron plows often turned the 
furrow more efficiently than wooden plows. they did 
not alwajrs perform as well as the best wooden models. 
Generally. these early cast-iron plows had difficulty 
penetratirn the soil deeply and were able to turn only :I 
four-or fit<-inch furrow. Co-.~equently. even though 
cast-iron plows required suharamtially less draft, ap- 
proximately one yoke of oxen instead of the two 01 
three yoke needed for a wooden plow. many fiwmers 
took a wait-and-see attitude. 

Although farmers increasinglj adopted cast-iron 
plows between 1820 and 1835. the wooden moldhoard 



plow remained 8~ fkworite. The Carey plow was perhaps 
the most extensively used wooden model. Although the 
Carey plow’s form differed somewhat according to the 
skill ofeach blacksmith or plowright who worked on it, 
the general style was uniformly reproduced on a wide 
basis. The Carey plow had a wooden iandside and 
moldboard. Iron straps plated the moldboard and a 
wrought-iron share was attached to it. The beam and 
handles were also made from wood. All joints were 
wooden and the various pieces were attached with 
wooden pegs. Over time, these joints loosened and the 
wood cracked or broke, all of which made plowing 
difficult and repairs frequent. Still. the Carey plow was 
popular in the North as well as in the Sooth. With it, a 
farmer could plow about onr acre per day. 

Many Southern farmers, however. preferred to use 
the shovel plow above all others primarily because they 
maintained their prejudice against the cast-iron plow. 
The shovel plow, %hich had become popular in the 

colonies prior to the American Revolution. was usually 
made by the plantation blacksmith. It consisted of a 
rough wooden beam into which another wooden piece 
with an iron point was attached. Two handles were 
m&d or pinned to the sides of the beam. The wought- 
iron point, approximately nine inches across, was 
shaped much like a shovel with the convex side turned 
outwards. A loop was welded on the back of the blade to 
provide a place for the stock to enter. One horse or mule 
could easily pull the shovel plow. It cut a shallow fur- 
row and turned the soil both ways. The nearly upright 
position of the handles forced the plowman to maintain 
an erect, tiring position. One observer noted that using 
a shovel plow was “pretty much like dragging a cat by 
the tail.” Nevertheless, southern farmers continued to 
use it for plowing and cultivating until the Civil War. 
particularly in the coastal and Piedmont regions of 
Georgia and the Carolinas. Nevertheless, while planta- 
tion profits were primarily invested in land and slaves 



completely in xde~- toespow the roots to the air and kill 
the gtxss. 

‘The prait-ie bl-eakct- M:O a heavy plow. The 
moldboxd atone often weighed I3 pounds. The 
tirurteen- or fifteen-foot bum and the h;mdles made it 
rven hwvicr. but this weight was needed since it kept 
the plow from bucking out ofthc fuwow as it struck the 
Zibcrous root system. ‘Two small wheels supported the 
plow beam in front and the depth of the cut was regu- 
lated by a lever which WI firnm the handles to the front 
of the hwm. My lifting the Icvu the shwc would dig 
deeper into the soil: hy depressing it. the plow could he 
raised from the ground. One of the front wheels ran in 
the furrow and win from two IO foul- inches lwger than 
the wheel xvhich MI on the sod. This was necessary to 
keep the beam level. Sometimes. several curved rods 
replaced the moldhoard. The rods reduced the fi-iction 
on the plow while lifting and turning the sod. 

Fore Carriage for Wisconsin Breakers. 

This Fore Carriage is all steel except the lifting lever and rear post. The upright steel 
standards are held in position on the beam by steel clips and are securely clamped to an 
lx-inch steel axle. By loosening the axle clamps the axle may be set to accommodate any 
width of cut from 18 to 24 inches. 

The wheels are steel with three-inch tire, staggered spokes. Equipped with oil-tight; dust- 
proof boxes. With these boxes it is an easy matter to oil the axles by filling the screw-cap 
with axle grease and screwing same into place on the hub. 
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or peul off as the implement was pulled through the 
g~~md. ‘Thih caused constant delay while the fxrmel- 
unclogged the plow by scraping it with a paddle. Sec- 
ondly. the cast-iron surfax contained small cavities 
known xs blow holes which tilled with the clay-like soil. 
This clogging caused unwmted friction which in- 
creased the draft required,, 

About 1833. John Law. ii Lockport. Illinois 
blacksmith. made the tirst successful effort to design a 
plow that would not clog after the initial breaking had 
been completed. Lyme recognized that only steel. not 
cast iron. would scour suitably to permit the moldboard 
to turn a cleim furrow. In order to produce such a plow. 
Lane plated a wooden moldboard and share with~stl-ips~ 
of steel cut from an old saw. Lane’s innovation worked 
brttrl- than any p!ow tried in the prairie soils to that 
time. He did not. however. patent his idea nor produce 



Actually. John Deere. a Grand Detour. Illinois 
bl;~ckwGth. did not make steel plows on it wide basis 
until the mid-1850s. Hi> early plows. the first made in 
1837, consisted of a highly polished wrought-iron 
moldhoard with a steel share. Deere cut his diamond- 
shaped moldhoard and landside from a single piece of 
wrought-iron, then heated and bent it over an anvil until 
it took the desired shape. To this. he attached it steel 
share. There is no clear evidence that he fashioned his 
tirst plow from a steel saw blade. Nevertheless. this 
myth has been repeated so often that it is accepted as 
fact. More correctly. Deere’s reputation for devising 21 
GeeI plow c:mw from his use of a steel share which was 
stronger than cast-iron and which held a sharp edge 

better then wrought-iron. Fwmcrs. by calling this im- 
plemcnt a steel plow. were probably merely using the 
twm to distinguish it from more traditional wooden 
and cast-iron plows. 

John Deere’s highly polished, wrought-iron 
moldboard with steel share easily cut through the sticky 
prairie soils without dztlling 01’ clogging and with about 
half the draft which cast-iron plows requiwd. His plow 
was so superior to the heavy brc..King plows that it 
became commonly used as a breaking plow itself. 
Quickly. it earned the nickname “singing plow.” In 
1846. Deere received the tint sleh of cast plow steel 
rolled in the United States. but this metal was still too 
expensive to warrant extensive production of steel 
plow. Until the mid-1850s. most of Deere‘s plows con- 
sisted of wrought-iron moldboards with steel shares. 
Not until the 1860s. when several steel manufacturers 
began making consistently high quality crucible steel. 
did implement manufacturers begin using steel on a 
wide hasis. Even so. steel plow cost as much as two 
and a half times that of cast-iron plows. Furthermore, 
rmmy technical pnrhlems rem&cd to he solved before 



in completely sxtisfzxtory steel plow could be made. 
Although Deere’s plow was effective in the Midwest. 

he had manufactured and sold only a few by 1843. In 
that year. however. Deere added a foundry to his shop 
and together with Leonard Andrus. produced 400 
plowx In 1847. Deere moved his shop :o Moline. II- 
linois, and with expanded capital increased production 
to 7CUplows. By 1857. twenty years after his tirrt plow. 
John Deere was producing more than 10,000 plows 
:mnu:dly. Over that time. he also refined the shape of 
the moldboard from the original curved trapazoid to one 
that looked more like the traditional moldboard. 

txgely hecause of John Deere’s efforts. the steel 
plow was in great demand by the late 1850s. Yet, while 
many farmers awaited the perfection of the steel plow. 
they still needed an efficient tool that would turn a 
furrow and not break or dull quickly. This meant using 

the hrst cast-iron plow possible. Fortunately, Joel 
Nourse. of Worcester. Massachusetts. succeeded in 
making it cast-iron plow which ttdeqtmtely broke rough 
ground and turned a furrow in soil with weeds and 
heavy stuhhle. This implement. culled the Eagle plow, 
diffe:ed ia two respects from all other cast-iron plows. 
First. Nourse lengthened the moldboard. Second, he 
gave the moldboard additional curvature. The result 
was that the Eagle plow lifted the soil and turned it over 
more effectively than did any other cast-iron plow. The 
Eagle plow cut a furrow 7 inches deep and as much as 14 
inches widedependingon the model. With abilitiessuch 
as these. it bccame a popultw implement for several 
decades. In fact. from 1840 to 1861. Nourse sold from 
?S.O4)0 to 30.000 Eugle plows :mno;dly - more than ;my 
other plow-maker in the United States. 

During the 1850s and 1860s another cast-iron imple- 
ment. known as the Michigan Double-Plow. came into 
widespread use. The Michigan Double-Plow had two 
shares. the smaller of which was attached to the beam 
ahead of the larger moldboard. The forward share pared 
off several inches of sod. inverted it, and deposited the 
slice into the previous furrow. The following share or 
main plow could then cut more deeply. The Michigan 
Double-Plow prepared a thoroughly pulverized 
seedbed which was excellent for all crops, but it was 
particularly well suited for preparing a deep. loose soil 
favorablt for vegetable crops. The Michigan Double- 
Plow cut deeper than single moldboard plows, but it 
required greater draft power to enable both shares to 
cut through the soil at once. Still, while the Michigan 
Double-Plow was never exceptionally popular for 
breaking virgin sod in the Midwest. some farmers used 



it For that purpose. hecause the second share 
thoroughly covered the grass roots which the tirst share 
exposed. Even so. the Michigan Double-Plow could he 
used only as a breaking plow in the spring when the soil 
was damp. At tha! time. three horses could plow two 
WTCS ;k day. but if the soil was dry the same number of 
horses could not budge this plow in the tough pwirie 
sod. More ;ippropriatcly. fwmers found this implcmcnt 
useful for preparing the wedhed with a second plowing. 
after the initi:tl hrwking had hccn done ;md the rod 
rffcctivety killed. 

two though the Eagle and Michigan Double-Plows 
were popular during the 1850s. prairie farmers still pre- 
ferred the steel-shared or steel moldboard plows when 
they could get them, and steel plows were in great 
demand by the outbreakofthecivil War. Nevertheless. 
steel plow had f number of imperfections that pre- 
vented maximum effectiveness. particularly when 
manufacturers substituted inferior material or were 
haphazard with the finishing process. Certainly. steel 
plows turned the prairie soil better with less power then 
tbc cast-iron models, but they were expensive and 
either broke or wore out more quickly than cast-iron 
plows. if they were not tempered correctly. 

A major problem with the steel plow was that the 
metal’s quality did not permit maximum performance. 
Given the state of steel technology at that time, the 
metal could not be tempered uniformly. During the 
process of shaping the plow. the steel would hold its 

form only when it was cold. When the steel was heated 
for tempering. it would wwp and it would continue to 
wm’p as it cooled. thereby ruining the shape ofthc plow. 
In addition. improperly tempcred steel would not scorn 
properly. In 1868, John I.;me tthc son of the earlia 
invwtor with the same mime) developed $1 process f&,1 
making “soft-cctttcr” steel. I.anc welded :t soft hiw of 
cast-iron between two bars of steel. He then rolled the 
Ihlock into :L thin phltc for tempering and shaping into 
moldhwrds. This process ended wmc of the warping 
prohlcms. Moldhoard plows could he f;~shioncd now 
which maintained their scowingahility and which wwe 
virtually unbreakable. 

Early in 1869. James Oliver. ~dso :L hhlck~mith. 
patented it process for hardening cast-iron so the 
moldhoard would wear longer :md scow better than 
regcdarc;~rt-iron plows. The pnrcesx involved passing a 
stream of warm water over the hot cast-iron. Oliw 
wiled the result “chilled iron.” hec:wc it cooled 
rapidly and hecame exceptionally strong. Chilled iron 
was also cheaper than soft-center steel. In 1870. Oliw 
produced his first plow for commercial wle. His plows 
hecame popular nationwide. hecause they were light 
and durable and had less draft than other iron models. 
By 1878. Oliver was producing 60.000 plows xmually. 
and more than 175,000 chilled iron plow were in we. 

By the last quarter of the nineteenth century. the 
walking moldhoard or swing plow operated cfticicntly 
hchind at draft horse. A variety of moldhoxds were on 



the market which wowed and turned a furrow under 
many wil conditions. Plow with iron beams gave the 
implrmrnt superior strength when oxed in stubbly soil. 
Wooden beams. however. were lighter and were less 
likely to be spnmg. a!though they might break if the 
shre hit a reek that did itot give way. Furthermore, cast- 
iron WR ab:mdontd in f:wor of chilled iron and soft- 
center steel for plow-making. Additionid plow im- 
pnxementr nrvald come only with the introduction of 
gawlinc ttxctor\ which increased draft power. 

In the meantime. farmerr movrd beyond the mid- 
uestc‘m pmiriw and onto the Great Plains. Agriculture 
IWA hecamz more extensive than ever before. Bonanza 
famten dso bean brcakin~ va\t tracts of land along the 
Red River V&y in North Dakota .I> well as on the large 
farm\ alow the Pacific Coast. The single moldboard a 
n:dking pto\\ \\a\ wo \IOM to do all the work that was 
ncccwry. i’onwqwntly. thaw fxmers began using 
rrdky ;md gang plow to ypced their work. 

The tin? wcue~rftd wlky or riding plow appeared 
;:hut IW. and it became popular among the grain 
prodwing famwrs during the 1870s. This one bottom 
pfo,a enabled farmers to take advantage of the extra 
draft power that they were losing when their horses 
pulled the walking plow. It also permitted them to cover 
more gound than cvc’!’ befow and to ride at the wmc 
time w that their work hucame f&ter and easier. The 
tir\r \ufkic\ con&tcd of ii moldhoard mounted on a 
twu-uheeled frame \hith a scat. In the mid- 1870s. how- 
wc’r. the plow’* IandGde was eliminated and the left 
wheel wt at an angle i,n, the furrow to support the plow. 
.This innovation tightened the plow and decreased the 
draft reqaired to pull it. A lever or foot peddle enabled 
the operator to regulate the furrow’s depth without 
rtopping the horw\ andgetting off the plow. By tripping 
another Icwr 01 by *tcpping on the hrcak peddle. de- 
pending on the model. the operatuv raised the plow from 
GIL! wil. Sevcrrd yews latw. in 1884. the three-wheeled 
model appeared on the market. and it found widespread 
acirptance among the f;trmers in the Upper Mississippi 
Valley. Occcassionalty. a second moldboard was added 
to the sulky. but this substantially increased the draft 
and these plows were commonly called “horse killers.” 
A sulky plow with a ringle moldboard was generally 
cheaper and more eflicient. Nevertheless. during the 
Intel870s. and early 1880s. bonanza farmers in Califor- 
nia and the Red River Valley of the North readily 
adopted sulky gangplowsfortheir wheat lands. Fouror 
five horses were used to pull the two bottom gang and 
eight horsestopull thefourbottomimplement. With the 
two bottom sulky plow. the operator could turn from 
five to seven acres per day. 

In addition to wooden. iron. or steel moldboard 
plows. whether walking. sulky, or gang, farmers also 
used a variety of specialty tillage implements such as 
the hillside. subsoil. ditching, paring. and disk plows. 
The hillside or sidehill plow. for example. was designed 

to allow a farmer to plow back and forth across steeply 
sloping ground and ust the furrow downward. In order 
to accomplish this task the moldboard pivoted on its 
axis from one side Jf the beam to the other. When 
unlocked. it could be rolled under the beam and up on 
the opposite side at each end of the furrow to permit 
plowing hack across the face of the hill. This plowing 
method helped pwvent soil erosion since the furrows 
acted as miniature terraces to catch precipitation. The 
sidehill plow was also useful for turning furrows away 
from stone walls or fences. 

The subsoil plow was another specialty implement. 
This plow had neither a landside nor a moldboard. 
Instead, it consisted of a narrow blade or tongue which 
could be set to cut at various depths. Farmers used the 
subsoil plow for deepening the furrow to permit greater 



moisture and root penetration. The narrow plow blade 
followed the furrow made by the moldboard plow. It cut 
from lOto 16inchesdeep without bringingthepoil to the 
surfxe. Not all farmers used it doting every plow sea- 
son. but many midwestem farmc:s found it useful when 
the subsoil became packed or when they desired deeper 
plowing than usual. 

When farmers had :o contend with poorly drained 
land. they used a ditching plow to help prepare the 
trench for the laying of drain tiles. The ditching plow, 
like the subsoil plow, did not have a moldboard. In- 
stead. it had a sharp. spiked point designed to cut a 
narrow furrow. This plow, pulled by two horses, cut a 
!rench from five to eight inches deep. Workers then 
used narrow shovels to clean out the furrow, and the 
plow was drawn down the trench again, each horse 
walking on one side of the furrow to avoid cave-ins. 
Frequently. theditchingplow hadadjustable handles so 
that it could be used at the bottom of a ditch as much as 
four feet deep; part of the beam was also moveable so 

that it swung upward while the plow was in the bottom 
ofa deep trench. When the trench was completed and 
the drain tile laid. a moldboard plow was run along the 
excavated earth in order to turn it back into the ditch. 

TYle paring plow was also a specialty implement. lt 
had a tlat. triangular-shaped blade which cLt a three- 
foot swath. The blade ran a few inches beneath the 
surface and shaved off weeds. An adjustable gauge. 
attached to the beam. regulated the plow‘s depth. This 
gauge or shield rested on the ground: if lowered the 
plow would cut shallower: if raised it would cut deeper. 
The paring plow was sometimes used to cut grass and 
weeds between poorly cultivated rows of corn. 

During the late nineteenth century some farmers, 
who tilled sticky or hard soils. began using a disk plow. 
In those soils a moldboard tended to clog orjump oat of 
the ground. Disk plows sliced through hard and sticky 
soils easily and efficiently and thereby did a better 
tillage job than most plows. Although the the disk plow 
had less draft on hard ground than the moldhoard. the 
draft proved to be heavier in proportion to the amount 
of work completed. The disk plow did not hecome 
popular until the 1920s. when gasoline tractors pro- 
vided the adequate draft power needed for it to operate 
efficiently m all soils. 

HARROWS 
The harrow, next to lhe plow. isone ofthe oldest and 

most useful implements for seedbed preparation. 
Plowmen considered it a necessary tool for rough, 
cloddy soil which the moldboard left onpulverized. 
Consequently. the harrow was needed tosmooth newly 
tilled fields prior to seed planting. Harrowing encour- 
aged an even crop stand and provided easier footing 
during harvest time. Harrows were also used to kill 
weeds and to cover seed which had been sown. The 
oldest and most primitive harrow was nothing more 
than a tree limb or clump of small trees, such as cedars, 
hitched behind the plow horse. Although the brush 
harrow did not smooth the field in a uniform manner, it 
did break down some of the rough spots and cover 
newly sown seed. An improved version of the brush 
harrow could be made by drilling holes in a timber and 
by mserting branches ten or twelve feet long in the 
holes. Chains could then be tied to the branches for 
weight, thereby. improving its smoothing ability. 

By the l79Os, the American farmer was using two 
basic harrow styles-the square and the triangular or 
“A” frame. The square harrow was usually used on old 
fields that were free from obstructions such as tree 
stumps, roots, or rocks. The triangular harrow, on the 
other hand, was commonly used on newly plowed lands 
which had such obstructions. The triangular harrow 
was stronger and less likely to break, and it did not 
collect as much stubble as the square harrow. Both 





harrows had wooden frames with either wood or iron 
teeth. 

In the 1840s. farmers began using a hinged harrow. 
This design worked better on rough land. It was less 
hkely to break. since the hinge gave this implement 
some tlexibility. The most popular triangular. hinged 
harrow appeared about 1845. This Geddes harrow had a 
light draft and it easily could be lifted to clear away 
clogged stubble. The hinged, square harrow was still 
most commonly used on well cleared land. When the 
square harrow was joined with another to smooth a 
six-foot swath. a farmer could harrow as much as ten 
acres a day. Still. there were problems. Iron teeth fre- 
quently broke when they struck rocks or other solid 
objects. Consequently, farmers had to replace harrow 
teeth frequently. During the 1860s. however. steel teeth 
were substituted for iron: manufactures also began 
making the frames from iron instead of wood. These 
two changes substantially increased the harrow’s 
strength and performance. At that wtne time, harrows 
were designed with levers which aliowed the farmer to 
change the pitch or angle of the teeth. depending on the 
nature of the ground being worked and the degree of 
smoothntw desired. 

Soon after the Civil War the Nishwitz disk harrow 
achieved :I degree of popularity. This harrow consisted 
of a wooden frame held together by a ctws bar. The bar 
adjusted to enpand or contract the harrow to the desired 
width. The cast steel disks were about one foot in 
di;:metcr and cut sevel‘el inches deep. Disk harrows 
suchasthe Nishwitzandothermodels whichcemelatet 
did not pack the soil as did some harrows with iron 01 
steel teeth. For most soils. thedisk harrow was the most 
economical implement. since it sometimes could be 
used as a substitute for the plow. particularly if the soil 
W:H Iwsc 01‘ where only sh:tllow tillage was required. 
Although hetwws with l4- :md 16.inch disks increased 
in popttlurity during the 1890s. they were not ctttilrly 
satisfactory until tractors provided ;Ideqtt;ae draft 
power to pull them through heavy soils. In the mean- 
time. farmers prefenzd the spring-tooth harrow. 

The first patent for a spring-tooth harrow was made in 
1869. The spring-tooth harrow was well suited for 
rough.rockyground. sincethesteel teethflexedanddid 





ROLLERS AND CLOD-CRUSHERS 
t )nce the plowing had heen completed. some farmers 

wcas~ionally used ~5 roller or a clod-ctwsher to htutk 
do\%” chunks of soil whrch the plow had not pulvwizcd 
xs it ~“ncd the furro\r. The tirst rollersorclod-crushers 
were simply logs vith pins driven into each end to 
which %tr;qx leading to a yoke ofoxen. were attached. 
Log rol~len were ditEcult to manipul;& 2nd to 1ur” at 
the end of II tieId. and they did not tirnction properly on 
u”eve” ground. These prohlcms were s&cd by the 
invention of iron roller* made in two or three sections. 
Each wctio” raised or lowered indepwdently as the 
implement passed over uneven ground. The most ef- 
fective clod-crushers consisted ofcast-iron disks which 
were loosely titted over an axle so that each disk re- 
volved separately. 

Clod-crushers and ~ollc’rs tended to pack the soil. but 

rollws did so more evenly. Conzequcntly. f~wnel-s 
wmetitnes used this implcnrent to pack the soil after the 
seed had been planted to enhance germination. More 
often than not. however. p;rcked soil was a hindxxnce 
because it enabled moiswre to escape through tiny. 
capillary-like holes. In order to prevent that moistul-e 
loss. farmers harrowed their fields aftel- they used a 
roller or clod-crusher. The hwrow broke up those 
capillary passages “nd cawed the moisture to remain in 
the soil for a grwtcr length of time. Rollers and clod- 
crushers were primarily used on heavy soils that were 
not well drained. In wet soils, the plow invariably 
turned “vet- large chunks ofenrth that had to be broken 
down before seed could be planted. Rollers were par- 
ticularly well suited for preparing a smooth. level 
seedbrd which was heneticial to farm hands who came 
lilter with a grain cr;ldle. grxss scythe. hay rake or 
moww. After it fwmel- installed dwin tiles. however. 
the soil dried better and the plow, pulverized it more 
efticicntly. Conscqwntly. wllcrs and clod-crushers 
wcrc seldom used. 

With thcsc implements. the”. the farma stirred. 
turned. :md smoothed the soil for the prcpuxtion of the 
seedhcd. Few other major tcchniwl changes occurred 
hcforc the adoption of steam ;md gasoline trxtors 
which required plows and hawws to he designed fo! 
tapid trwcl through the wil. IJntil then. once the 
plowing “nd twrowing wxs completed. the field was 
ready for pkmting. The increase in technical know- 
ledge. which enabled inventors to improve the plow- 
rnim’s tools. had even greaer impact upon seeding and 
pkmting implements. Indeed. technological “dvance 
revolutionized seedtime for the American farmer. 



CHAPTER III 

SEED TIME 
From antiquity until the mid-nineteenth century. 

farmers planted seed by hand. Some broadcast their 
seed. that is, they scattered it in the air as they walked 
across their Gelds. If the seed was sown broadcast, 
however. the field had to be harrowed in order to cover 
as much of the grain as possible, and, thereby, protect it 
from the birds, wind and weather. Still, an even stand of 
grain was difficult to obtain by broadcast sowing, be- 
caose the amount of seed which fell to the ground at 
each cast depended upon the sower’s skill and the force 
of the breeze or wind. 

a second man dropped seed into a pipe which deposited 
it in the trench behind the furrow opener. The Assyrians 
experimented with a similar seed drill during the 
seventh century B.C., but this implement remained 
virtually unchanged until the late sixteenth century 
A.D. At that time, Italian inventors added a revolving 
mechanism which automatically dropped the seed into 
the furrows. 

Few other effective improvements were made in the 
seed drill until the early eighteenth century, when 
Jethro Toll, an English inventor, began experimenting 
with it. In 1733, Toll pubiishedHors,rsP-hoeing Husban- 

drv in which he described and illustrated a seed drill. 

blcAllY u1 GRAIN DRILLS 
About 2.ooO B.C.. Babylon: About 2.ooO B.C.. Babylonian farmers began ex- 

perimenting with a seed drill whicn rrqu~ perimenting with a seed drill which required two men to 
operate. As one farmer guided the drill a operate. As one farmer guided the dri!l across the field, 

This one-horse drill seeded three rows of wheat or 
turnips at once. Hoe-shaped coulters or points opened 
the furrow. The seed dropped into the soil through a 
tube which passed through the cookers. These rows, 
spaced seven inches apart, could then be weeded with a 



horse-drawn cultivator. Other grain drill innovations 
followed Toll‘s, but few were more than marginally 
wtisfxctory. 

American farmers began using the seed drill on a very 
limited basis about the time of the Revolution. But as 
was true with the plow. these drills were either im- 
ported from Englsnd or they were made locally. Newly 
c!ewed ticlds with an ahtmdance of amps and rocks 
did not lend themselves to the use of this implement. 
Furthermore. most farmers seeded winter wheat in 
fields where corn had recently been harvested and the 
stalks plowed under. and the corn stalks and weed 
stubble clogged in the drill tubes. These early drills also 
failed to p!ant uniformly on roughly plowed ground. In 
addition, seed drills were too expensive for most farm- 
ers. and for about the first decade, the soil was usually 
so fertile that Farmers could reap bountiful harvests 
simply by broadcasting seed. Finally. those farmers 
who were familiar with grain drills did not find them 
practical because they could sow as much grain by hand 
in a day as they could reap by hand at harvest time. 

Even so. the first American patent for a grain drill 
was made in 1799 by Eliakim Spoonerof Vermont. The 
patent drawings for this tool have been lost. but no 
matter what the implement looked like, it evidently did 
not function very well because it was not reproduced on 
a wide basis - if at all. Other patents for seeders of 
various kinds followed during the next forty years, but 

2s 

little technical advance wax made. and few f;wmers had 
any direct knowledge of grain drills or their use. 

In the meantime. most farmers either sowed by hand 
or wed broadcast seeders. These seeder-s WI-~ of three 
&enm\l types- handcrank. tiddlebow or wheelbarrow. 
Thu handcrank and fiddlebow seeders consisted of a 
bag with a star-shaped or vaned spt-uding device and II 
hand crank or a bow. The seed bag was carried with the 
aid of a shoulder strap. and as the fzlrmer walked across 
the field. he turned the crank or worked the bow back 
and forth. By so doing. seed fell from the sack onto the 
spinning disk, and it was, in turn. cast out across the 
ground in a radius of several feet. These seeders were 
satisfactory only for small tields. The evenness or un- 
iformity of the crop stand depended upon a consistent 
t”rn of the crank 01‘ pull of the bow and the opemtol-‘s 
walking speed. but frequently. the seed wits sown too 
thinly or too thickly. The wheelbarrow seeder had a 
long seed box which extended several feet kiterally 
beyond the frame. The wheel meshed with a set ofgexrs 
which powered a revolving ;&ator inside the zccd bon. 
The agitation forced the seed through the holes in the 
bottom of the box and onto the ground. Then. it had to 
be covered by a harrow. 

Seymour’s Broadcast Sowing Machine. patented in 
the early 1840s. was more effective than either the 
handcrank. bow or whcelhmww seeders. The Seymow 
bro;ldcast seeder consisted of $1 long box with an adjust- 
able opening which extended the length of the bottom. 
As the seed fell from the box through the opening. :I 
vibrating rod. powered by a sprocket chain from one of 
the wheels. scattered the seed. Since the seed fell only a 
short distance to the ground. it did not scatter much in 
the wind, and since it dropped seed more consistently 
thar. the handcrank models. a more uniform crop stand 
resulted. This one-horse. box seeder gained limited 
populwity in the wheat producing regions of NW York 
and the Middle Atlantic states. hut it never won wide 
xccplimcc’ among whwt farmers in the Midwest. 

In 1841. howcvcr. Moses and Smnuel Pennock of 
Chester County, Pennsylvania. m;tde a major im- 
provement in grain drill design. The Pennock drill was 
fitted with sewn hoes and seed tubes spaced nine in- 
ches apart. Seeds in the hopper fell into a cylinder 
where a flanged shaft caught them as it revolved. As the 
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while the two-how models sowed about six or seven 
acres. On the bonanza farms of the Ked Kiver Valley. 
eight-foot. seeder-cultivators covered as much as 
W:enty acres perday. while the fourteen-foot. six-horse 
models covcred up to forty :~cres. hut these estimates 
may he rather high. 

Certainly the grain drill and the seeder-cultivator 
combination eliminated a second trip across the tield to 
harrow under the seed. Still, the seedbed had to he 
smoothly prepared for these implements to work effec- 
tively. Even then. many of the grain drills did not mea- 
sure seed accurately. Frequently too much or too little 
seed passed through the seed tubes or they clogged 
easily. The force-feed mechanism and the disk furrow 
opener. however, greatly alleviated these problems. 
Drills, however. generally produced greater yields and 
used tthout one-quarter a bushel less seed per acre than 





did broadcast seeders. Gnin drills planted seed evenly 
and at a uniform depth. and the furrows helped protect 
the new plants. 

Certainly. drills saved :I great amount of labor. In 
1830. for example. one man could sow an acre of wheat 
inan estimated time ofone hour and twenty minutes. or 
roughly seven to fourteen acres in a ten-hour day using 
one to two and :L half bushels of seed per acre. Pen- 
neck’s drill. however. might plant as much as fifteen 
;wes per day. By the 18YOos. fourteen- to sixteen-foot 
drills pulled by four horses easily planted fifteen to 
twenty axes a day. These figures are only rough esti- 
mates. hecause drilling rates varied with the soil condi- 
tions. the number of horses used. and the speed at 
which the farmer wanted to work. A general estimate 
for drilling wheat. however. is that a two-horse drill 
would plant nine and a half acres a day. a three-horse 
drill eleven and a half acres, and ii four-horse drill about 
sixteenwxcsperday. In MO. most wheat farmers were 
using grain drills. if their fields were t>drly level and 
clear from obstructions. At that time. wheat farmers 
believed graindrills would pay for themselves. in tet’ms 
of increased yields and lebor saved. in one year. 

CORN PLANTERS 
Until about 1850. the American farmer planted corn 

just as the Indiaw had taught the first colonists to do 
nearly two and a half centuries before. Planting was 

done by hand with n hoe or a pointed dibble stick. With 
the hoe. the farmer chopped a hole and dropped a few 
seeds into the glaund. He then formed a hill of earth 
over the weds to help support the young stalks. If he 
used it dibble stick. the farmer simply made a hole. 
dropped in the seeds, and covered them with the heel of 
his boot. The corn farmer could plant about one-half to 
one acre a day with the hoe, or approximately ten acres 
during the planting season. Since the planting season 
varied from three to five weeks and since the corn had 
to be cultivated by hand. time and climate. in the ab- 
sence of mechanization, severely limited corn acreage 
nationwide. 

During the 1850s. however. the hand cornplanter 
appeared on the market. This planter consisted of two 
wooden slats with handles and a seed canister attached. 
A slide joined the slats in the middle. Two sharp pieces 
of metal, which opened or closed as the slats were 
pushed together or pulled apart, joined the bottom end. 
The slide passed under the seed canister and a small 
hole in it tilled with seeds as the slats were pulled apart. 
The point was then thrust into the ground and the 
handles closed. This action caused the seeds in the slide 
to drop to the point of the planter and fall into the 



ground. The hole was then covered with the farmer’s 
boot. Many styles of this corn pl;mter WCK manufx- 
tored hut the tool never gincd widcsprcad xxcot;mcc 
becausr fxmcrs did not think it wvcd enough t&c. A 
two row planter such its the Randall and Jones Double 
Hand Planter was more popular. hut hand corn planters 
wcrc primarily used to seed small fields or gardens and 
not large acreages. or for reseeding spots where poor 
germination occurred. 

The devclopmcrtt of rclativcly satisfactory seed 
drills. such as the Pcnnock drill, rncouragcd inventors 
tozpply the same principles for seeding small grains to 
planting corn. Acually. innovation in this respect had 
been soing on ztt lcasl since 1839. In Msch of thitt year. 
D. S. Rockwell p::tcntcd a fouwvheelcd corn planter 

which bad a shovel-type furrow opener attached under 
a scrd hopper. A slide. operated by the rear wheels 
tripped at the appropriate interval and dropped the seed 
into the furrow. The rear wheels covered the seed and 
packed the furrow. Although Rockwell’s concept be- 
came the basic design for the corn planter. his various 
models failed to work properly. 

A major problem which hindered mechanization of 
corn planting was the practice of many eastern farmers 
of steeping their seed corn in tar before planting. be- 
wusc they believed the tar would discourage birds from 
eating the newly planted seed. But. seed corn treated in 
this manner did not lend itself to machine planting. 
since it tended to gum-up the planting mechanism. Nor 
did fwmcrs with rocky, stumpy. or rooty lands find 



eithrrtheh;mdortheho~e-d~wnplenterusefut. In the 
Midwest where these problems were less severe, far- 
mers readily adopted the horse-drawn planters of vari- 
ous st)Ies and makes. Even so. some f%rmers in the 
Midwest refused to use the corn planter and continued 
to plant seed with the hoe. They argued corn planted in 
the furrow was harder to cultivate than that planted in 
hills. since they coutd not plow both ways between 
row’i. 

The ohjedms of the midwestern farmer to corn 
planters were largely removed in 1853 when George 
Bmwn of Tytersville. Illinois. mnrketed a two-row. 
hone-drawn implement. This dropped seed into the 
furrow by a mechanism geared to the ground wheels. 
Five years Iater. in 1858. Brown addrd a “shoe” furrow 
o,pmrct for cutting through stubble-tilled or crusty soil. 
A wed tube extended front the hopper down the length 
rnfthe furrow opettcr. As the wheels turned. the seed fell 
fwm the heel of the shoe into the furrow. 

In Lll(iu. Brown patented further improvements of his 
corn planter. His planter now catled for t&~o runners or 
fttnow openers to support the front while two wheels 
upheld the frame in the rear. The shoe was given a new 
dwig,n so th,ztt it curved upward in the front thereby 
allowing it to climb above and break through hard soil. 
A hand operated droppinp device was added so that an 
attendant (wua&y a boy riding on the seat in the front 
of the machine) could trip the seed release at the pro- 
per moment. A lever also allowed the driver !a raise 
the frame and seeding devices. Horse-drawn planters 
ofthis type gained rapid acceptance during the 1860s in 
the Midwest., With it, a farmer could plant from twelve 
to twenty acres a day. or approximately as much as 
twenty times more than he could plant with a hoc. 

Abut this, same time. 3. H. Rider of Wilton. Iowa. 
drviwd a corn planter mounted on sled runners. The 
driver operated the seed dropper with a foot p&l and 
plan&d two rows at one time. Without wheels, how- 
ever. to trip the seeding device with the aid of a cant or 
sprocket. this plzantcr could never become automatic, 
since the operator always had to trigger the mechanism 
himself. The major advantage of this planter, however, 
was th;r( it could be cheaply constructed. Other innova- 
tions followed. most of which were unsuccessful. corn 
farmers preferred Brown’s model. 

Even so. these early corn planters had no marking 
device to allow farmers to plant in parallel rows. 
Straight rows. an equal distance apart. were necessary 
to permit cultivation with horse-drawn equipment. 
During the 1860s. though, farmers began using large 
marking sleds in addition to the shovel plow to help lay 
out the rows. These sleds had equally spaced teeth 
made from iron or wood; somr had wooden runners. As 
the sted was drawn hack and forth across the field, it left 
parallel rows. The farmers, then, bad only to plant at 
right ang!es to those rows and drop the seed at each 
intersection. This left a checkerboard pattern which 

permitted cultivation from each direction. Some far- 
mers also began using a marker which attached to the 
corn planter. These markers were simply arms which 
extended to the side of the planter. A disk or spike cat 
into the soil and left a mark to guide the operator ott his 
return trip across the field. 

In February, 1857. Martin Robbins, a Cincinnati in- 
ventor, patented the first corn planter that would drop 
the seed automatically in evenly spaced rows. This 
planter attached to a jointed rod or a chain with metal 
buttons, which, when pulled through the seeding 
mechanism, tripped the dropper. The chain was staked 



down at each side of the tield, and the corn planter 
followed the chain as a guide. Although Robbin’s 
planter failed to work properly, it provided the basic 
concept for the check-row planter which other inven- 
tors perfected. 

In 1862, John Thompson and John Ramsay of Aledo. 
Illinois, patented a corn planter which used a knotted 
wire, in place of Robbins’ rod or chain, to trip the seed 
dropper. In 1875, this patent was reissued and assigned 
to the Haworth brothers of Chicago for manufacture. 
Only one person was needed to operate this check-row 
corn planter. As a knot passed through the machine, it 
triggered the mechanism which released the seed into 
the tube behind the furrow opener. The check-row 
planter became the standard corn planting implement 
during the 1870s. By the turn of the twentieth century, 

other modifications and improvements had been made, 
such as allowing the wire to transfer from one side of the 
machine to the other as it turned around for planting 
back across the tield. Rotary dropping devices also 
replaced slides which measured the seed. This too 
speeded the planting process. 

On the western edge of the prairie and the eastern 
edge of the Great Plains, though, the annual rainfall was 
less than in the more humid regions farther east, and 
cora growers, planted deeper to insure proper germina- 
tion. Neither single-row corn drills nor the check-row 
corn planter could penetrate deep enough to meet their 
needs. In the mid-1870s Great Plains farmers de- 
veloped the lister planter which solved their problem. 
The lister is essentially a double moldboard plow which 
split the furrow and turned the slice both ways. A seed 



canister was attached behind the moldboard. On the 
walking listers. a sprocket wheel. attached behind the 
moldhoard. rotated on the ground and tripped the 
seeding meehxnism. Small cultivator blades or disks 
cowred the seed. On the riding lister modeis. the seed 
mechanism wasconnected toadrivechain attached toa 
sprocket on the nsle. The deep furrow which the 
moldho:trd left helped retain moisture and protect the 
young plants from the hot. dry winds. Lister-planted 
corn was :dso easy to cultivate because of the wide 
space brtw-ren furrows which could be tilled with 
horse-dmwn implements. la the corn region of the 
Midwest. however. plow,ing and planting were com- 
pleted separately until thegasoline tractorprovided the 
extra draft power needed to pull a combination imple- 
ment through the heavy. sticky soils. 

Ry the turn of the twentieth century. grain drills. 
seeders. and corn planters had made the planting sea- 
son shorter and easier than in the days of hand power. 
Wherherdmwn by horses or by steam traction engines. 
these implements had become standard equipment 
;onong wheat and corn farmers. Grain drills. seeders 
and planters meant farmers could seed more acres of 
smali grains and corn then ever before. With this plant- 
ing technology. they would have fxr surpassed their 
xhility to cultivate und harvest their crops had not 
technotogiud change been just as revolutionary for 
these farm tasks. 
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hi$q,~ ONE HORSE CULTIVATORS 

CHAPTER IV 

WEEDING THE CROP 

As soon as a favmcu had planted his seed. he began 
thrageold batttr against the weeds. which, ifallowed to 
remain. would rob the soil and, in turn. the crop of 
needed moisture and nutrients. During the age of hand- 
power. the most common way to kill weeds was to chop 
them out of the field with the hoe. These hoes were 
usually fashioned from iron by the village blacksmith. 
By 1823. however. at least two manufacturers in 
Philadelphia were making cast steel hoes. and in 1836. 
two Pittsburgh manufactures were making about 
l92.OOU steel hoes am~ually, More than twenty years 
later hoe manut%uring was still a major aspect of the 
agricultur~i tool-making business. because in 1857. four 
Pittsburgh tirms made 384.000 hoes. These hand tools 
were primarily tlseJ to cultivate corn in the North until 
about l&40. and for weeding cotton and corn in the 
Sooth as late as the mid-1850s. 

Cornfarmersgenerally hoedtheircropfourtimes. At 
the rate of three-quarters to one acre per day, as much 
as six days labor per acre might be spent killing weeds 

hy hand. Certainly. the amount of corn farmers could 
ellicicntly cultivate detcrmincd the acreage planted. 
and cultivation hy hand scvcrely limited the total corn 
acreage nationwide. About 1820. however. American 
farmers began using an implement called a”horse-hoe” 
to cultivate their crops. This horse-drawn equipment 
was based on a cultivator designed by Jethro Tall. Its 
purpose was to loosen the soil and kill the weeds. Al- 
though wheat farmers found it of limited use. corn far- 
mers quickly began to see the cultivator’s labor saving 
value. and a host oi’ American innovations followed. 

Those initial experiments with single-row. horse- 
drawn cultivators encouraged some farmers to try har- 
rows and shallow turning plows for weeding bctwccn 
rows of corn. The shovel plow also hecame a favorite 
among corn farmers in hoth the North and South. The 
shovel plow was well suited for cultivation hecause it tit 
easily between corn rows. killed the weeds, stirred the 
soil. and tilled the plants by casting more earth around 
the newly !iprouted corn. By 1850. a second shovel had 
heen added and the double shovel plow hecame a corn- 



man cultivating tool among corn farmers. 
In the mid-1820s. the expandable cultivator appeared. 

This implement consisted of a triangular shaped frame 
which could he expanded from twelve to twenty-eight 
inches in order to till hetwecn varying spaced rows. The 
cast-iron teeth only cultivated one TOW at a time. and 
they had a tendency to catch on roots. rocks. and 
stomps. Although this implement clogged easily. it WI- 
tivatcd more efficiently than the hoe. and it was lightcl 
thao a plow thereby improving maneuverability. Corn 
fismers believed they could do more work with this 
implement than with three plows. Consequently. this 
cultivator was an important advance in the evolution 
of cultivating implements. 

Duringthe 1830s. most farmerscontinued tocultivate 
with the hoe. Indeed. few farmers had ever seen a 
cultivator. Still. hy the latter part of the decade more 
and more farmers were adopting the harrow or shovel 
plow for cultivation. Farmers commonly removed the 
front tooth on the triangular harrow in order to allow it 
to straddle the plant row. This method was usually used 
for the first cultivation. Subsequent tillage. where im- 
plements were used such as on the large corn farms in 
New York, Pennsylvania and Delaware, was done with 
the shovel plow. Cultivation techniques. however. dif- 
fered from region to region, among localities. or even 

between farms depending on tradition and personal 
preferences. Small farms in New England, for example, 
which bad only a few acres in corn. could be cultivated 
fairly quickly with the hoc. In contrast. plantations in 
the South with tt large forced labor supply could send a 
nomher of workers into the cotton fields to cultivate by 
hand. However, farmers beyond the Appalachians. 
who bud large ;tcres of corn and wheat but a short 
supply of hired labor. turned more quickly to the newly 
developed horse-drawn cultivators. Even so, the 
shovel plow remained the common cultivating tool until 
the late 1840s and into the l8SOs in Iowa and Illinois. 

By the late 1840s. cultivators had been fitted with 
steel teeth which were less likely to break than cast-iron 
ones. Cultivators with iron teeth, however. were most 
common during that decade, particularly if the imple- 
ments had five or six teeth. By the 1850% iron-tooth 
cultivators were in common use in the East and Mid- 
west. and steel-tooth cultivators were gaining in popu- 
larity. 

During the 1840s and early 1850s. as well, wheat 
farmers in New York and Ohio began using the field 
cultivator. This large, horse-drawn implement was not 
used for cultivation at ali, rather it was employed for 
cross plowing the seedhed prior to planting time. The 
field cultivator had a varying number of shovels. two 



Ixgc wheel\. ii heavy frame and a scat. Somewhat 
>m;tller. watte%r models. wch a> Idc’s Wheel Cul- 
tivator. wrc also nwkctcd for a short time. The cutting 
depth of thcw cultivator* could hc rcgalatcd hy a lcvu 
or by wuv\ or) the xxlc. Fw f$mers in the Midwest 
cro*s plowd thsir land*. hut these cttltivators wcrc 
uwd in thi* rcgioa ittptxe ot’thc harrw tocovcr wheat 
*ccd xftcr wing the hrowlca?t w&r. By the law IXSOs. 
the t?cld cultivator \~a:; wldom used. 

The next stage in cultivator development G~K in 
LX%. whenGeorge EstertyofHeart Prairie. Wisconsin, 
patented a new implement design. Although Estcrly is 
incorrectly given the credit for patenting the first sulky 
wltivator at that time. hc did patent a walking. 
str:idd!r-row co!tiva:o; wi:h :” . _ . . . . . -I ‘I ,,.. ‘Cl .- I II,CIL‘I~L” IIC...il,, try i,,,u 
mancuvcrahility. F.stcrly’s cultivator consisted of two 
large wheels on an axle which was attached to a tongue. 
Aneyc bolt attached toeach side ofthc ;~rlc from which 
a trailing heam joined a horizontal bar with movahte 
shove&. These shovels ncrc adjwtahle to expand or 
contract in order to cultivate on each side of :hc corn 
row. The farmer guided the cultivator with a set of 
handles attached to the rear bar. 

During the 1850s. other innovations followed Es- 
terly’s. Some of those improvements involved arching 
the axle to straddle growing rows of corn an4 thcrchy 

cnahle the cultivation of mcwc matwc plants. Some 
changes involved the addition of shields to pmtcct the 
plants. lcvcrs to raiw :md tower the shovels. or hinges 
to allow the shovcls to spring or slip over olrstroctions. 
‘Two-row cultiwtors hcyan to appwr as well as imptc- 
nwtts without tongues. The tongaclcss cultivator hc- 
wn~’ populirr. lwx~sc it twl a light draft, it could he 
easily maneuvered close to the plants. and it could be 
turned casicr at the end of wch row. Farm implcmcnt 
manufactwcrs also added wrought-iron beams to cul- 
tivators during the 1X50\-. By the 1860s. the sulky cul- 
tivator was also in widcsprcad USC in the corn growing 
region of the Mid\*rcst. This two-horse implement culti- 
vxtcd on each side of the plants as one horse and oar 
uhw! rr;iveled down ii row whi!c the other horse and 
wheel went down another. tsy cultivating both sides of 
the row at one time. corn I:lrmcrs douhlcd the amount of 
land they could weed in a day, ;md they could ride at the 
same time. No cultivator. twwcvcr. had grcatcr than 
two-row capacity ;md most farmers prefcrrcd zinglc- 
row implements. 

In the o~rrc-hellwr South. farmers sometimes used the 
same types of cultivators that wcrc hcing adopted 
among con-n growers in the North. More frequently. 
howc\cr. ifthcy did not use the hoe or the shovcl plow. 
they cuttivatcd hctwccn their tolwxo aad cottotl plants 



with implements called scrapers, skimmers, or sweeps. 
Generally. these were used only on the most progres- 
sive plantations. Scrapers were dcvcloped originally to 
cut weeds and loosen soil around tobacco plants with- 
out breaking the leaves. These cultivators had long, 
horizontal blades, made from thin pieces of wrought- 
iron, which shavedoffthe weeds a few inches below the 
surface. Scraperscamein various styles, but allofthem 
co: a swaih varying from approximately twelve to 
twenty-two inches wide. These cultivarors were par- 
ticularly well suited for level fields and loamy soil rather 
than for rough lands and heavy soils. Consequently. 
scrapers were more commonly found in Mississippi, 
Louisiana. Arkansas and in the black prairie lands of 
Alabama rather than on Georgia and South Carolina 
farms and plantations where hills and clay soils pre- 
vailed. With these implements, a farmer could cultivate 
about one and a quarter acres per day. In the North, a 
slightly differenl variation of this cultivator was fitted 
with steel plates called “duck feet.” The duck feet 

attached to the beam and pared orcut the weeds like the 
scraper did in the South. 

By 1870. the design of the cultivator had become 
nearly standardized with most manufacturers produc- 
ing models with rectangular frames mounted on two 
wheels with a tongue and a driver’s seat. For the re- 
mainder of the nineteenth century cultivator patents 
generally involved changes in detail. Those changes 
were known as “combination claims,” that is, the in- 
ventors did not claim a new invention, but rather unique 
arrangements of the various cultivator parts. Indeed, 
1.900 such patents were made in 1869 alone. Those 
claims often involved designing more efficient means 
for expanding or contracting the beam was toadapt the 
implement to the width of the crop row. Other changes 
involved improving the shape of the cu:ing teeth or 
shovels in order 10 make them more adjustable or more 
efficient in throwing the soil in a certain manner or 
direction. Some cultivators had wheels, others did not. 
Some cultivators had springs attached to the shanks 
which allowed the shovel to trip backward, if it hit a 
solid object such as a rock. Once the obstruction had 
been cleared the shovel sprang back into place. Many 
cultivators simply had wooden pins which kept the 
shovels from bending backwards as they cot through 
the soil. If a shovel hit an obstruction. however, the 
force ofthe blow would break the wooden pin, thereby, 
enabling the shovel to fall backward and lift up and over 
the object. Before proceeding, though, the farmer had 
to reset the shovel at the proper angle and insert a new 
pin in place of the broken one. 

In 1870, two-row cultivators, drawn by three or four 
horses, easily weeded fifteen acres per day. with (as one 
report indicated). “almost as much ease and comfort as 
a day’sjourney in a buggy.” Sulky cultivators with four 
bottoms were also being used during that decade for 
cross plowing corn land in the spring. In this respect, 
they were used much like the old tield cultivators had 
been some forty years before. For this purpose, though, 
a fifth shovel was often added at the front of the cul- 
tivator to give it a wedge shape which enabled it to cut 
through .thc soil more effectively. By the turn of the 
twentieth century, cultivator teeth and shovels were 
being made from soft-center steel for maximum dura- 
bility. Disk coltiva:ors were also being used where large 
amounts of soil had to be moved on the furrow, or when 
weeds were exceptionally high. 

For the next fifty years after 1870, howevw. the rate 
of cultivation by horse-drawn implcmen:r remained 
about the same. Indeed, cultivation speed did not 
change remarkably until after 1924, when the Interna- 
tional Harvester Company introduced the firs: afforda- 
ble and efficient row-crop tractor. Tractors increased 
the draft power available which enabled farm implc- 
mcnt manufacturers to add more rows uf cultivator 
teeth or shovels to further speed the weeding process. 

During the age of horse power, then. the cultivator 



bcc;m~u. perhaps. wcond in importaxx crnly to the 
pEua among the favner’s tcrol~. Inducd. without the 
4tiwtor V;NI ;tc’rc;~~:e~ of wrn would not hwc hcetl 
possible. bc‘c;tuse the weed* would have choked the 
crop h&m the farmer could hoc them out and bring in 
thr harvest. When farmers adopted the cultivator in 
place of the hoe. they could plant larger crops beceuse 
they now had the ability to weed more land more 
quickly and more efficiently than ever before. Still. 
change comes slowly and it depends on the willingness 

crfindividu:tls. such as l’wmcrs. to :~cwpt new tools and 
methods for ~hc .joh at hand. Ncvcrthclcss. the cul- 
tiwtors which devclupcd during the nineteenth ccn- 
wry saul m:my m;m-hours in the ticld during wvcding 
time. and when their worth was clwrly recn. fwmcrs 
readily adopted this most useful implement. 

With the crops weeded. the American farmer pre- 
pared for harvest time. During this season too. new 
technological innovations made this task quicker and 
easier. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE GRAIN HARVESTERS 

Until the rapid adoption ofhone-drawn machinery in 
the mid-nineteenth century, the American farmer har- 
vested his wheat. oats. barley. and rye by hand. This 
was hatd work which had to be completed swiftly. 
because once the grain was ripe. a race began with time 
aad the weather. If the grain was not cut promptly, it 
might shrivel in the hea& or. hail, wind, or heavy rain 
might destroy it. In the vast prairie land west of the 
Appalachians. wheat acreage was limited only by the 
amount afamtercoutdeffectively harvest. This reshic- 
tion contrasted with :he corn crop which was limited 
only by the amount a farmer could cultivate, since the 
harvesting requirements ofthese two crops are entirely 
diierent. 

For harvesttag small grain crops. the sickle was the 
most common reaping tool until the late eighteenth 
century. The sickle is a ancient agricultural implement 
that has remained virtually unchanged since 
Mesopotamian farmers fashioned it from clay as early 
as 3.780 B.C. With its curved. metal blade and wooden 
handle. the sickle enabled early American farmers to 
reap the harvest by an age old method. To use this tool, 
the reaper stooped down, separated a handful of grain 
stalks with the point of the sickle and grasped them with 
hislefthand. Hethendrewthesicklethroughthestalks, 
from the heel of the blade to the point, with his right 
hand. An axiom of that age was that no one learned how 
to reap properly until they had cut the little finger on the 
band which held the bunched stalks. The stalks. once 
cut. would then be raked together. bound into bundles 
and taid together in shocks by helpers who followed the 
reapers through the Beld or by the reapers themselves. 
The sickle was well suited for rough, stumpy land or 
where the grain had fallen down and had tangled. Still, 
harvesting grain with a sickle was back-breaking 
drudgery. At best, a reaper could harvest only three- 
fourths to one acre per day with the sickle, depending 
on the thickness of the grain. 

By the end of the War of Tndependence, however, 
farmers in the middle Atlantic states, particularly Vir- 
ginia. Maryland, and Pennsylvania, were using a more 
efftcient tool -the cradle scythe -for the grain har- 
vest. Although the scythe was a European invention 
which had been introduced into the American colonies 
early in the seventeenth century for hay mowing, the 
American farmer changed its design in order to make it 
more suitable for cutting grain. The cradle scythe was 
unique. It consistedofagrassscythe secured toaframe 
with four or Eve tong wooden fingers. This frame at- 
tached above the blade and the wooden fingers ran 

parallel to it. As the reaper made his cut, the grain fell 
onto the fingers. The reaper then tilted the cradle and 
allowed the grain to fall into a pile where it could be 
raked into a bundle and bound into sheaves. A skilled 
reaper could cut approximately two to three acres per 
day - approximately triple the amount he could cut 
with a sickle. The cradle scythe enabled the reaper to 
maintain an upright stance, but the ten- to twelve-pound 
tool required skill to manipulate, and cradters com- 
monly received more pay than did the other harvest 
hands. Still, once the grain had been cut, it had to be 



raked and hound for shocking. This involved stoop 
Iahor similar to that ofcutting with a sickle. Generally. 
three hinders for every two cradlers were expected to 
prepttreahout I.tJtNJsheavesperduyforshockingovera 
ten-acre Reid. 

Although. the cradle scythe achieved quick popuhr- 
ity among middle Atlantic farmers. it was seldom used 
in the South before the early nineteenth century. 
Southern farmers preferred the sickle. because it did 
not shatter the grain from the heads as much as the 
crndle scythe. and because it was easier to manipulate 
in heavy stands ofgmin. Many southern farmers also 
preferred the sickle. because it left more sttw or stub- 
Me IO he plowed under to help fertilize the field as well 
as to lessen threshing and stackingtime, since there was 
less strtw to work with. Many Pennsylvania and Ohio 
Drnters also continued to use the sickte well into the 
IRXts. and New England farmers used this hand tool 
untit the talc IX3tts. Still. the cr,rdle scythe was adopted 
hy more and more farmers. and it became a standard 
reapintt tool until ahout l860. 

Whether gctin farmers used the sickle or the grain 
cmdleto Ming in the harvest. these tools restricted the 
acreage they could expect to safely harvest in the 
course of the season. unless they were prepared to 
expend huge sums of money to hire harvest hands. In 
the case ofwhe:rt. Iiw example. a farmer might have a 
maximum uf ten days to complete the harvest before it 
began to shatter out of the heads or even less time if a 
weather change threatened to slow or ruin the harvest. 
Until the farmer could speed the harvesting process 
mechanically. he had little hope of cheaply expanding 
his gmin production. With land cheap and labor expen- 
sive. the cost ofhiring a large number of harvest hands 
was, oflen prohibitive. hecause many men and women 
preferred to own or rent their own farms rather than 
work for someone clsc. Only horse-drawn machinery 
would fret the grain farmer from a dependence on hand 
tools and hired labor. Rut. until an efficient horsc- 
drtwn harvester of some sort was invented and per- 
fccted. the individual farmer’s grain production was 
severely limited. 

REAPERS 
Galhc farmers had experimented with a form of 

reaper during the first century A.D. which, when 
pushed, stripped the grain heads from the stalks and 
caught theminabox. Manycenturiespassedbeforeany 
other signiticant attempt was made to mechanize the 
grain harvest, and it was not until the eighteenth cen- 
tury that a mechanical reaper became practical. The 
tirst American patent for a mechanized reaper was is- 
sued to Richard French and T. J. Hawkins of New 
Jersey on I7 May 1803. The design of that machine is 
not entirely clear. It had three wheels, one of which 

extended into the grain at one side. The cutters con- 
sisted of a series of scythe-like knives which revolved 
on a vertical spindle. Long. wooden fingers extended 
into the grain below the cutter. A team of horses drew 
the machine from the side. Beyond this description. 
little is known, since the patent records have been de- 
stroyed. Nevertheless, American inventors had begun 



to diwct their attention to the grain h;wvcst. Whet 
espcrimcnts followed which met with either fxihtre ot 
wry limited wccc~s. ;md ;t ww :lgc in grain htwvcsting 
did not hcgin unlit IX3 I, when Cyrus Httll McCormick 
tested hir titw rcapcr in Kockhridge (‘ounty. Virginia. 

McC’ormick’~ rc:qw hxtl it straight. knific-like hhtdc. 
which wxs fi,nkcd to the drive wheel by it pitmtm and 
gearing!. The blade oscillated or reciproc;~ted and sawed 
through the stalks as the machine moved forward. Pro- 
jecting fingers or guards on the cutter bar caught and 
held the stalks while the blade cut through them. The 
grain fell onto a platform and was raked off by someone 
walking alongside. This method ofclearing the platform 
kept the groin out of the way as the reaper made the next 
round. Gnce the horses wcrc harnessed to the side and 
followed in the previously cut path. A divider on the 
outeredgeofthecuttcrbarscparated the standinggrain 
from the swath being cut. 

McCormick was not entirely satisfied when he tested 
this machine in a ryr field during the summer of 1831. 
After the initial test, he linked a reef to the main axle 
with a belt to help gather the grain in front of the blade. 
He also improved the divider and added saw-tooth SW- 
rations to the blade to improve its cutting ability. 

McCormick tested his reaper again in a field of oats 
whcrc it successfully cut six or seven acres. McCor- 
mick spent the next three ywrs trying to mttkc furthet 
impnwcmcnts hcforc ptwnting the machine on 21 Jttnc 
1834. This rwpcr ws stthst;mti;dfy the same as his IX31 
test modcf. Evctl so. McCormick continued to make 
:tdjustmcnts on his twper and he did not pfwe the 
machineon the market until 1840. In the meantime. on 2 
July 1833. Obed Hussey, testeda reaper near Carthage. 
Ohio. before the Hamilton County Agricultural Soci- 
ety. 

Husscy patented his reaper on 31 December 1833. 
end sold his first machines in New York and Illinois the 
following year. Hussey’s reaper differed from McCor- 
mick’s in several respects. First. it did not have a reef to 
hefpgatherand hold thegrain while the sickle bar cut it. 
Second. the five-foot sickle consisted of a series of 
triangular stee! plates which were riveted to a flat iron 
bar. This cutter bar had a reciprocal motion between 
slotted, spike-like fingers. As the machine moved for- 
ward, the sickie clipped or choppsi through the stalks. 
Hussey’s reaper also consisted of a heavy frame which 
carried the gearing and the platform. The platform ex- 
tended from behind the main wheels off to the right side 
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US the machine. and it was supported by two small 
wheels. Two kbrge drive-wheels carried the frame. The 
sickle wa\ attached to a pitman which was given its 
motion by a crank geared to the axle. The grain fell onto 
the platform where it remained until enough accumu- 
k&d to make a bundle. Then. it was raked onto the 
ground for binding. 

By 1837. Hussey had changed the construction of the 
rwpr by substituting one large ground- or drive-wheel 
for the original two. He still did not provide a seat on the 
wapcr so the driver had to ride one of the two horses 
nc~~Ic~tupull the machine. By 1841. Hussey had added 
a seat and had muved the platform from behind the main 
uhtvl to the side. Hussey’s machine, however. had a 
heavierdraft than McCormick’s and it had to be drawn 
much faster than the horses would normally walk - 
almost at a trot. 

Each machine had its ardent supporters. but Hus- 
wy’s rcapcr was best suited for mowing hay. This was 
not readily apparent. and hoth Hussey and McCormick 
entered into a tong and bitter period of competition 
which did not end unlit Husscy sold his patents to rival 
manufacturers in 1858 and retired from the reaper busi- 
ness. Hussey’~ machine. however. was the only practi- 
cal reaper sold during the 1830s. Although he built and 
sold about forty&e machines across the country by 
the time McCormick offered his machine for sale. it still 
required many improvements. Hussey’s reaper. at tirst. 
for example, deposited the cot grain directly behind the 
machine so that it had to he raked, gathered, bound, and 
shocked before the machine made the next round, 
otherwise. the horses would trample it. 

In 1843, a comparative test in Virginia between 
McCormick’s and Hussey’s reapers revealed positive 
and negative results for both machines. At that time. 
McCormick’s reaper still had a lighter draft and re- 
quired only two horses to pull it while Hussey’s 
machine required four draft horses. McCormick’s 
machine cut better in damp grain. but Hussey’s reaper 
performed more satisfactorly ingrain which had tangled 

- 

or h;td fallen down. Both machines cut cleanly. but 
Hussey’s cut approximately one-fourth to one-third 
more per day. Neither machine cut properly on hilly or 
uneven land. Still. if a field of wheat or oats was 
smooth. and clear of obstructions, most farmers who 
were familiar with both machines believed reapers 
would quickly pay for themselves with the cost oflabor 
saved. 

McCormick and Hussey continued to make im- 
provements. In 1847. Hussey modified the cutter bar to 
eliminate the problem of clogging in wet grain. In that 
same year. McCormick changed his design to place the 
gearing in front of the drive-wheel to protect it from dirt 
and to give the reaper better balance. Two years later 
(1849). McCormick took the driver off the horse and 
gave him a seat on the reaper. And he further improved 
his machine about 1850. when he bought the rights to 
use Hussey’s cutter bar on his machines. 

In 1847 and 1848. Hussey’s and McCormick’s reaper 
patents expired respectively and they were not reis- 
sued. Other inventors now came forth with their own 
ideas for the improvement of the machine and made 
plans for its manufacture. By 1852. the reaper was no 
longer an experimental implement. Although additional 
improvements would be made over the next ten years. 
farmers could now confidently purchase the reaper and 
receive consistent. efficient service for about ten years 
before it wore out. Ohio, New York. and Illinois 
quickly became major reaper-producing states. 

Sales now increased dramatically. Midwestern far- 
mers had lands well suited for growing wheat and for 
mechanizing the harvest. With the reaper. grain farmers 
could harvest larger crops with less hired labor than 
ever before. Since the reaper did not shatter the grain 
out of the head as did the cradle scythe, less grain was 
wasted. The reaper also cleanly cut the stalks close to 
the ground and thereby increased the amount of straw 
saved over that produced by the cradle scythe. These 
features convinced many farmers that a reaper would 
pay for itself in one year. By 1851, McCormick was 
producing more than I.000 reapers annually, and in 
1852 an estimated 3.500 new reapers replaced 17,500 
harvest hands in the Old Northwest. 

During the Crimean War (1853-1856) European dc- 
mands for wheat increased. At the same time the de- 
mand rose. prices climbed, the California gold rash of 
1849 and the lure of the Far West continued to drain 
farm workers from the East and Midwest, so farmers 
began to meet increased grain demands and labor shor- 
tages by adopting the reaper. The McCormick, Manny, 
Ketchurn, and Atkins reapers became popular imple- 
mcnts during the 1850s. By 1855, the reaper was a 
common sight in the wheat fields at harvest time: and, 
by 1860 over 80,000 of these machines were operating 
on the grain farms west of the Appalachians. By the 
outbreak of the Civil War in 1861, an estimated seventy 
percent ofthe wheat in the West was harvested with the 
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reaper. Wartime l&or shortages further encouraged 
gram fwmers to adopt this machine. In N&4, forexam- 
pie. an estimated 60,000 to 85,000 reapers were pro- 
duced and sold - more than the total number man- 
ufactured between 1833 and 1861. In 1865, McCormick 
alone sold as many as 7,600 reapers. Four years later, 
66.Ottt.t reaprs were produced nationwide. At that time, 
reapers required a crew of 8 to IO men, one to drive the 
horse, a second to rake the platform. and 6 to 8 men for 
binding and shocking, This crew could narvest from IO 
to It acres per day. 

Still, the reapers simply cm grain. In this respect, the 
reaper eliminated the need to hire cradlers and it 
speeded the harvest, but hired hands were needed to 
rake the gavels of cut grain together, bind the sheaves. 
andplacetheminshocks. Eventhoughamancouldride 
on the reaper and rake the grain off, this too was tiring 
work. Consequently, by the mid-ItMOs, inventors were 
turning their attention to the development of an au- 

tomatic raking mechanism which would remove the cut 
grain from the platform. Various techniques were tried 
to provide revolving raking arms. Many of those de- 
signs did not work very well and frequently scattered 
the grain off the platform, thereby making the raking 
and binding more difficult. Since these machines were 
more technically complicated than the hand-rake reap- 
ers, they were more difficult to maintain in a state of 
good repair. These early self-rake reapers were also 
more expensive than the hand-rake models, and they 
were not readily adaptable for mowing hay as were the 
hand-rake models. All ofthese factors, then, prevented 
quick adoption of :hese machines. 

By 1854, however, the first commercially successful 
self-rake reaper, based on an 185 I patent, was marketed 
by the Brockport. New York, firm of Seymour and 
Morgan. The reaper called the “NewYork Self-Raking 
Reaper,” or simply the “New Yorker,” had a rake 
operated by a gearing from the ground wheel. As the 



BURRALL’S REAPER. 

machinr mclved forward. the rake swept across the 
platform at intervals and deposited the gavel on the 
ground where it awaited the binders. The wooden plat- 
form had a metal guard on the outer edge to prevent the 
grain from being brushed to the ground prematurely as 
the rake made its ninety degree arc. With this invention, 
one more worker was eliminated from the harvesting 
process. 

Other manufacturing firms developed similar self- 
raking reapers. Owen Dorsey, a Maryland inventor, 
patented a popular design for a self-rake reaper in 1856. 
Doney’s design allowed the rakes to revolve around a 
vertical axis by means of a cam. As the rakes rotated, 
they lowered at the front of the platform, swept across 
it. and deposited the gavel off to the side on the ground. 
After clearing the platform, the rakes rose and swung 
around to the front to begin a new sweep. At first, the 
rakes made too wide an arc to permit the driver to ride 
on the machine. This problem was eliminated in 1861, 

when changes were made in the gearing to lift and swing 
the rakes out of the driver’s way. Machines with this 
raking mechanism were called “pigeon wing” reapers, 
and they became standard reaper features for the re- 
mainder of the nineteenth century. 

A simplification of the self-rake reaper was known as 
the “dropper.“Thecutterbar, reel, and platformofthis 
implement were identical to the reaper. The major dif- 
ference, however, was that the hinged platform behind 
the cotter bar dropped at the rear and deposited the 
grain on theground. In contrast to the reaper, the drop- 
per did not deposit the gavel in a neat pile ready for 
binding. It simply dumped the grain from the platform 
onto the ground behind the machine. As a result, the 
binders had to work fast to clear the way before the next 
pass so the horses would not trample it. Although an 
l&19 patent granted to Oliver Barr of Illinois suggested 
thedropping techniqueforareaper, the machinedidnot 
become important until after 1869, when Amos Rank of 
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Ohio obtained patents for the dropper and licensed 
several implement manufacturers to produce them. A 
number of companies manufactured the dropper during 
the later nineteenth century, but other grain harvesters 
worked better; and, on the large wheat farms of the 
Great Plains, they were seldom used. 

In retrospect. by the outbreak of the Civil War, the 
major problems of the self-rake reapers had been over- 

come, and both production and sales increased. 
McCormick, for example, produced his first self-rake 
reaper in 1861; by 1864, two-thirds of his total reaper 
production consisted of self-rake models. Labor shor- 
tages during the war years made the self-rake reaper 
extremely popular, and the increased price of wheat 
made it more affordable than ever before. By the end of 
the war. where the reaper had reduced the number of 
men needed to harvest fifteen acres in a day from four- 
teen to nine hands, the self-raking reaper reduced that 
work force to eight men. Still, binders were needed no 
matter whether grain was raked off the platform by 
hand or by automation. Therefore, in order to eliminate 
the need for binders and to ma& the harvest faster and 
easier than ever before, inventors began to contemplate 
ways to eliminate hand binding from the harvesting 
process. 

HEADERS 
During the late 1840s and early 1850s. another grain 

harvesting implement - the header-attracted atten- 
tion in the midwestem wheat lands. On 2 October 1844, 
George Esterly of Heart Prairie, Wisconsin, patented 
the tirst practical header. At that time, Esterly believed 
Hussey’s reaper required too much draft to become 
practical while McCormick’s reaper was still of un- 
proven merit. As a result, Esterly decided to develop a 
grain harvester which would strip the ears from the 



stalks and collect them in a hopper. Esterly’s header 
was not unlike the Gallic reaper used in the Roman 
Empire during the first century A.D. His machine had a 
straight. knife-like sickle which adjusted in height to 
slice the heads from the plants. A spiral wheel with 
paddles. powered by a belt attached to the ground 
wheel, revolved and forced the heads against the knife 
which sheared them off - much like a reel type lawn 
mower. The grain heads were then forced into a large 
bin. A four-horse team pushed this cumbersome, 
four-wheeled header through the grain field. The 
operator steered Esterly’s header with a wheel. like that 
which a ship’s captain used. while he stood on a plat- 
form in the rear. 

Five years later (1849) Jonathan Haines of Illinois 
also patented a header. This was the only other header 
successfully produced before the Civil War. The 
‘.iizines Illinois Harvester” featured a reciprocating 
sickle(insteadofastraight, fixed blade), andtm endless 
conveyor to carry the grain heads to a wagon drawn 
alongside. The grain heads then only had to be hauled to 
the place where the threshing was to take place. Like 
Esterly’s machine, the Haines header was pushed be- 
fore a two-horse team. The operator steered from the 
rear with a tiller. The Haines Illinois Harvester cut a 
ten-foot swath and was advertised to cut from twenty 
five to forty acres a day. 

Although the header sold well in the prairie region 



xml i,n C’nliforni;i from the late IX4Os to the early I8hOs. 
farnun won found the grain had to be dry before cot- 
tingit with this m~xhine:otherwise. it wouldspoil in the 
stack. Grain farmers in the humid Midwsest seldom had 
the proper weather or climatic conditions to permit 
thorough ripening and drying before the grain was cut. 
Midwestern grxin W:L* genera!ly cot while slightly green 
:md it needed to cure in the shocks to permit adequate 
threshing. Aca result. midwestern farmers rejected the 
header in favor of the reaper. During the l8hOs. how- 
ever. the header was the most important harvesting 
mxhine in California. and in the 1870s. it gained some 
popularity in Kansas and Nebraska. 

By the last quarter of the nineteenth century. the 
header customarily had a It-foot cutter har and hnr- 
vested from I5 to 25 acres per day. A four-horse team 
uwdly pushed the header and the operator carefully 
steered it close to the wagon which collected ibe heads 
from the machine’s conveyor. In contrwt to the reaper 
and binder. however. the hezdercut counter-clockwise 

around thegroin field. Since the header wasdesigncd to 
lift the grain into the wagon from the left side of the 
machine. a counter-clockwise harvesting pattern was 
required to keep the horse-drawn wagon from knocking 
down the uncut grain as it followed alongside. 
Clockwise harvesting would have required opening the 
ticld with a binderorgrain cradle to clear a path around 
theedgcs forthe headerend wagon. Instead. the header 
ooerator drove to the center of the field and began 
cutting in :I circle from the inside toward the oiter 
edges. The cut grain was then stacked in the center of 
the field where it awaited the threshing machine. 

Overall. the header had several advantages over the 
reaper. The most important was that it eliminated 
binding, shocking and hauling the sheaves to the 
threshing site. Consequently. it reduced the number of 
workers required at harvest time. Since the headeronly 
cot the topcighttoten inchesofthesttdkr. the threshing 
machine had greater capacity and speed than when 
grain cut by :t reaper was fed into it. Nevertheless. the 



header was not well suited for small- or medium-sized 
tields. and it was somewhat cumbersome to steer. Con- 
sequently. it was soon replaced by the Marsh harvester 
and the automatic binder. 

HARVESTERS AND BINDERS 
By the early 1850s. a number of inventors were trying 

to eliminate the backbreaking task of binding grain on 
the ground. All of those efforts failed to provide a solu- 
tion to the problem until Charles W. and William Wal- 
lace Marsh of De Kalb County, Illinois,~successfully 
testedandpatentedtheirharvesterin 1858.The”Marsh 
harvester.” though not offered for sale until 1864, con- 
sisted of a five-foot sickle and a reel similar to those 
used on reapers at that time. The machine differed from 
other reapers, however, because it had an endless can- 
vas apron or belt which carried the cut grain away from 
the sickle and elevated it above the drive-wheel where it 
fell onto a receiving table. Next, two men riding on the 
attached platform gathered the grain and bound it into 
bundles which they dropped onto the ground. The 
Marsh harvester, then eliminated the stoop labor re- 
quired for binding the sheaves. By 1870, the Marsh 
brothers had sold licenses for producing their machine 
to a number of manufacturers, and at least I.000 were 

sold. A decade later, in 1879, art estimated 100,000 
harvesters had been manufactured. Although, this 
machine cut 8 to IO acres a day, mechanical break- 
downs severely limited its popularity, many of the best 
self-rake reapers having a far superior performance to 
the Marsh harvester. Still, two men binding on the 
harvester could do as much work as four or five binders 
walking behind a reaper. Certainly, the Marsh harves- 
ter speeded the harvest, and while the machine did not 
become the complete solution to the farmer’s harvest 
problems that the Marsh brothers had hoped, it was an 
important step toward the complete mechanization of 
the grain harvest. 

Indeed, the first wire-binding mechanism, which 
eliminated the need to prepare the bundles by hand, was 
attached to the Marsh-type harvester in theearly 1870s. 
Experiments had been conducted for the development 
of au automatic binder in 1850, when John E. Heath of 
Warren, Ohio, patented the first twine grain binder. 
Heath built several binders which worked fairly well, 
but he sold his patent rights in 1851 and made no further 
contributions to binder invention. Other innovations 
followed. At first, attempts were made to develop a 
reaper which would bind the sheaves with twine, but 
the lack of a suitable mechanism to tie a knot retarded 
the perfection of this binder. Instead, inventors found 
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that wire could be wrapped around a sheaf. cut. and 
twisted autnmatically to hold the bundle together. 

The first machine to hind with wire. was patented on 
I8 November 1856 by C. A. McPhitridge of St. Louis. 
Missouri. The binding mechanism on this machine con- 
sisted of an arm which wrapped the wire around the 
gavel when an attendant turned 1% handle to trip the 
mechanism. The mechanism also cut the wire. twisted 
the ends together. and deposited the bundle on the 
ground ready for shocking. The operator had the task of 
determining when the properamount ofgrdin had been 
delivered to the platform where the bundle or sheaf 
would be bound. 

lames F. and John H. Gordotr of Rochester, New 
York. eliminated the need for an attendant to gauge the 
size of the bundles. when they patented a device known 
as a”packer” which automatically measured the gavels 
nod packed them into bundles for binding. James Gor- 
don had been experimenting with this concept as early 
as IW. but he did not achieve success until I872 whet> 
he attached his binding mechanism to a Marsh haves- 
ter. This innovation worked well enough for Gordon to 
patent his device. but the first commercially successful 
wire binder. ;tlso made in 1872, was not his. At that 
time. Sylvanus D. LockeofJ;mesville, Wisconsin, pro- 
duced it binder which had an improved mechanism 
which twisted the wire to tie the band. Although Locke 
sold only three binders in 1873. by 1875 he had joined 
the Walter A. Wood Company and about 300 Wood- 
Locke binders were sold that year. McCormick began 
mnnufxturin,g the wire binder in 1874. four years later 
he was producing S.000 self-binders mmually. In the 
wne year. 1X7X. the Deering Company also began pro- 
duction by buildingseverel thousand wire binders. As a 
result. an estimated ?O.OOO wire binders were used in 
the 1878 harvest. 

By 1875. the wire or self-binder achieved popularity, 
baawe it climin;tteJ thu need fi,r rakers and hinders: 
only ow man. the drEvw. wits rcytlircd to operate it. 
The wire hinder was pwticalwly popular on the 
bonanz:t wheat farms in the Red River Valley. By the 

end of the decade. it was stendnrd equipment on those 
vast wheat farms. Still. the wire binder was not without 
its problems. The wire often caught in the machine’s 
moving parts. and. once the sheaves had been broken 
for threshing. disposal was a nuisance. since it would 
neither rol nor burn. Sometimes the wire damaged the 
threshing machine or mixed with the straw or grain. If 
the straw was fed to cattle. and the wire ingested. it 
could kill the livestock. Millers also complained that 
bits of wire damaged their grinders and sometimes pas- 
sed into the flour. Some millers paid less for grain that 
had been bound hy wire binders. ljccause of these 
problems. grain farmers were beginning to give op using 
the wire binder by the late 1880s. Fortunately for them. 
they did not have to return to binding by hand either on 
the Marsh type harvester or behind a reaper. Just at the 
time when the wire binder was coming under increased 
criticism. a mechanism for tying a knot in twine was 
perfected and adapted to the harvester. 

In 1858. John Appleby of Whitewater. Wisconsin. 
hegm experimenting with a “bird bill” knotter and 
rotating arm which wrapped the twine around the hun- 
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gasoline tractors provided the draft power necessary to 
expand the hinder-s daily cutting capacity. Still, these 
im@ements made the harvest substantially quicker. and 
easierforgntin farmers. In the fifty year period between 
IH3Uand IXXU. Ihe total time necessary to produce one 
bushel of wheat fell from three hours and forty minutes 
to ten minutes. In spite of improved tillage and seeding 
equipment. the tremendous wings in time was made 
fasible primarily by the evolutionary change in grain 
harvesting ttwhnology. 

Technological change in relation to thegrain harvest. 
though. had another important effect besides saving the 
tamer time and money. As the development of the 
grtain harvesters progressed. fewer and fewer hired 
hands were needed at harvest time. This change light- 
ened the cooking burden on the former’s wife who had 
IRe responsibifity of preparing three hearty meals and 

frequently an afternoon lunch for the harvest hands 
from the time the cutting began until the last sheaf was 
in the shock. 

During the last quarter of the nineteenth century, 
however. some farmers and inventors wanted to 
mechanize the grain harvest even more by combining 
the harvesting and threshing processes into one opera- 
tion. By so doing. they hoped to eliminate entirely the 
need for shockers and threshing men. While the grain 
binders clattered across the wheat fields in ever in- 
creasing numbers. those changes were being made. 
Others wanted to apply the same kinds of technological 
change to the corn crop that had been so influential for 
harvesting small grains. During the late nineteenth 
century. several corn harvesting machines began to 
eliminate the task of picking corn by hand. 
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THE CORN HARVESTERS 

oi;N E~C going. Corn not dy prod~cs the grc;itc%t 
ykld*. but heforc the ;~gc ofthc gaolinc tmctor. it :dw 
rcyoiwtl mrrrc hand I:dw for h:wc&tg than any crthu 
ccwt. (‘urn rtalks. I&n with car+. ;tre hwvy and 
cumbcrwme to handle. Ncvcrthclcr-. the ;tpplic;~tiw 
of trchnologicA ionowtion to corn hwvcsting I;~ppcd. 
hccausecorn does not rcquirc immediate picking when 
it is ripe. If. for example. the farmer raised corn for the 
grain. the ears could he left on the stalk well into rhc 
winter. The dried stalks and cold weather did not dam- 
age the corn. and the harvest could he brought in afta 
the other farm chores. such as haying and ~utomn 
plowing. had been completed. 

When the corn was hwvested. the work could he 
done in one of three ways. First. the corn stalks could 
he cut while still rekttively green and placed in shocks. 
Thcears would heremoved:& is later timeand the stalks 
used for livestock feed. Second. the corn might he cut 
while it wits still green and haded to the ham for chop- 
ping into cattle feed. Or. third. the ears might he al- 
lowed to ripen folly in the Geld then picked from the 
stalks by hand and hauled to the ham or corn crib. The 
dry stalks were plowed under and ;rllowcd to dccom- 

No mattw which h:wvcsting method the corn farmc~ 
ch~wc to employ. uch method rcqoirctl a trcmcndoos 
aowunt of hwtl work. hlthough the ;mlount of time 
rcquircd to product tw ho&l ot’cor~~ fell from 4 hours 
;md 34 minutes in 1X5.5 to 41 minutes by 1X94. this 
decuxsc w\;t* primxrily ;Mrihutahlc to the use of the 
gang plow and the check-row corn planter. The harvest 
was *till brought in by hand. 

Most corn f;wmcrs prcfcrrcd to use hoth the stalks 
and the cars ifat all possible. To do this. the corn was 
~dlowcd to ripen until the cars were mature and fairly 
lirm. r\t this stage of development. the stalks which 
wcw ytill somewhat green were cot with a sharp hoc or 
with long-hladcd knives. The hoe was heavy to man- 
ipulate during the course of the day and most farmers 
preferred a corn knife, When using a corn knife. the 
harvester had to stoop at each plant and sever the stalk 
at ground level. This work tired the beck. and most 
farmers either devised or pulrhased corn knives with 
long blades or handles which eliminated iis much bend- 
ing over as possihlc. Home-made corn knives were 
usually fashioned from old scythe blades. The scythe 
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was cut into two parts and :I corn knife hammered and 
tiled from each piece. The knife mode from the pointed 
end was usually the betterofthe two. because the knife 
forged from the scythe’s shank was heavier to wield. A 
wooden hmxlle was attached with screw or rivets. 
Factory-made corn knives came in all shapes and sizes. 
Still. corn harvesting with :t knife wits hack-breaking 
work no matter which style of knife a former used. 
Somemimufacturersattemptedtoeliminateentirely the 
need to stoop -then cutting the stalks by producing a 
knife-like Made which attached to one’s boot with a 
leather strap. instead of bending over to cut the stalk. 
the farmer kicked the corn stalk with the blade to sever 
it.l%isideoresulted injust its muchtiringwork;rs when 
using a corn knife or hoc. 

An the stollm were cot. they were gathered, bound 
intubundles~mdplacedinshocks. Settinguptheshocks 
requircxl P degree of skill. otherwise they would col- 
lapse or foil to shed water properly and the corn might 
bedamagedordestroyed by the weather. Shocks varied 
greatly in sire and were usually made about as large as 
the individual former wished. Generally, a shock was 
made from an area twelve hills square or from I44 corn 
hills. The number of bundles tied also varied according 
to the height and thickness of the corn. 

Corn shocks might be set up by several different 
methods. One commoo method was to use a long pole 
with crossing wooden arms inserted in it. The pole was 
shoved into the ground and the bundles leaned against 
it. When the shock approached the proper size. the rods 
were pulled out and the center pole withdrawn. The 
shock was then cinched tight with a rope and tied with 
twine or a cornstalk hand. Some farmers used a three- 
legged brace. called B wooden horse, to help build corn 
shocks. One leg had a horizontal arm which the bundles 
or loose stalks were set against. When the shock 

reached the desired size. the rod was pulled out. the 
horse withdrawn. and the shock cinched tight. If a 
farmer preferred not to take a pole or wooden horse into 
the cornfield. he might build the shocks wound a square 
of four bent-over corn stalks which hod been twisted 
together. Once the corn was cut end shocked. the 
f:wmer still h;td to swap the ears from the stalk. husk 
them. and rebind and shock the stalks for later use. as 
well its haul the ears to the crib. This took time even 
though it could he done during the winter when other 
f%m chores were less pressing. Many farmers recog- 
nized that if the con, harvest could be mechanized. the 
drudgery of handling the crop so many times could he 
reduced. 

Actually, :a early as 1820. an attempt had been made 
to mechanize the corn harvest. Other experiments fol- 
lowed. all of which met with either failure or very li- 
mited success largely because inventors were trying to 
apply the basic principles of the reaper to a corn hnr- 
“ester. The thickness of the stalks caused the early corn 
harvesters to clog or break down under the strain. 
While inventors tackled the problem of designing a 
mechanical harvester. some farmers began using corn 
sleds for cutting their crop. 

The corn sled was simply a trianguhtr, wooden plat- 
form with wooden runners or skids. A thin, sharp blade 
extended from both sides. and slanted forward from the 
rear. As the sled was drawn between the corn rows. the 
blades sliced the stalks which were then bound and set 
in shocks. Home-made corn sleds were probably used 
before the first one was patented in 1886 by J. C. Peter- 
son of West Mansfield. Ohio. By the late 1880s. how- 
ever. corn sleds were being manufactured and mar- 
keted by a number of implement comfjanies. 

The two-row sled reportedly cut enough corn in one 
day for XNJ shocks. Two men rode on the platform and 
gathered the stalks in their arms to prevent the corn 
from falling in all directions after being cut. The sled 
stopped ut each shock and loose stalks or bound bun- 
dles were added to it. This corn harvesting method was 
still hard work. The men riding the sled had to maintain 
their balance while sitting on a narrow seat. catch and 
hold thecutstalks,and walk backandforth between the 
sled and the shocks. Tangled corn stalks were hard to 
cot. and, even in the best corn, the horse had to work at 
a fast pace to permit proper cutting. 

Still, the sled saved sufficient time and labor costs to 
warrant improvement. Stalk lifters or collectors were 
attached to the sled in order to guide the stalks onto the 
platform. When enough stalks had collected to make a 
shock, the workers riding on the sled pushed the stalks 
onto the ground for the hinders who followed. Wheeis 
were also added to reduce the draft and thereby lighten 
the work of the horse. And. knife guards were added to 
cover the cutting edges, when the sled was not in use in 
order to protect the legs of man and beast alike. 

A more complicated version of the corn sled cut two 



rows at once with a reciprocating cutter bar. Although 
this design still attempted to imitate innovations in 
reapertechnofogy,it workedefftcientlyenoughtomerit 
production hy x numhcr of implumcnt companicr. Two 
wwnd wheel\ powred the cattw bar. As the how 
Halkcd hctuccn the row. the dividers. with cndlcr% 
&lc chain* on each side. channclcd the wlk\ to the 
wttcr. ‘fhc *talkr then fell onto :I platform which tilted 
by tripping it levw. When 2 wfficicnt imwont of corn 
h:d hecn wllccted on tl:c platform. the how wa* *top. 
pcd. the ~!atform Iwwred. xnd the *hock wt ,,p :,wond 
x pate Hhich cxtcndud out from hchind the m;tchinc. 

Even though the corn sled was not the ultimate an- 
swer to speeding the core harvest. it was an improve- 
ment over cutting the stalks by hand. Two men could 
cif and shock more than four and a half acres per day 
with the core sled compared to less than one and a half 
acres Per day for a man cutting with a corn knife. With 
the perfeciion of the twine binder for small grains. how- 
ever. many farmers began anxiously awaiting the de- 
velopment of a similar machine that would ease the 
burden of the corn harvest. 

CORN BINDERS 
During the 1880s. inventors began designing 

mechanical corn harvesters to help lessen the labor of 
cutting the stalks by hand. These one-row harvesters 
had endless chains on each row divider which fed the 

stalks into the cotter bar. The cot stalks fell upon an 
apron which elevated the stalks into a wagon drawn 
alongside the harvester. A binding attachment. how- 
ever, could be substituted in place of the elevator. This 
machine did not work well enough to warrant wide- 
spread use. 

In 1892. A. 8. Peck ofGeneva. Illinois. patented the 
first satisfactory corn binder. Peck’s machine con. 
tained the essential principles used on a11 the corn hin- 
ders produced thereafter. His machine consisted of two 
dividers which passed down each side ofa corn row and 
fed the stalks into the cutter. The cutter bar was a 
serrated knife driven by gearing attached to the ground 
wheel. An endless chain caught the top and the bottom 
of the stalks and carried them back to the binding 
mechanism which packed and wrapped the bundle with 
twine before depositing it on the ground. The horses 
were hitched behind the hinder in the same manner as 
they were on the header. Peck’s corn binder worked 
better than any other implement, but two more years of 
experimentation were needed before the machine was 
suitable for manufacture and sale. 

By the mid-1890s. the mechanical problems of the 
corn binder had been eliminated. Most farmers used the 
corn binder to harvest the crop while it was still green in 
order to run it through a shredder or fodder-chopper. 
The finely shredded stalks were then hlown through an 
elevator and into the silo for ensilage. Most corn bin- 
ders had row dividers attached to the frame. Two or 
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three endless chains caught the stalks and carried them 
to a serrated cutting knife which was given a recip- 
uocating motion by a pitman attached to a weighted 
flywbecl. Thu Ilywheel yaw the cuttc~‘cnoogh fotu to 
slice through the toughest corn stalks. A conveyor car- 
ried the stalks back to the binding deck where the hun- 
dte was packed and tied with twine by a knotting device 
similar to that used on grain binders. Discharge arms 
then pushed the bundle onto the ground. These ciwn 
binders weighed an average of I.500 pounds and 
worked best infields where the corn had been planted in 
check-rows. The binder had a draft of 420 pounds and 
three horses were required to pull it, The corn binder 
harvested from seven to nine acres per day. Since the 
average field hand shocked about three and a third acres 
per day. two or three shockers were needed to follow 
behind the binder. 

Although the cost of cutting an acre of corn with a 
binder was about the same as cutting it by hand and was 
sfightly more expensive than by cutting it with a sled, 
tlargely due to the cost of the binder and the expendi- 
ture for the twine). farmers still preferred the binder 
because it made the corn harvest easier. The binder. 
hawever. knocked some ears off the stalks which had to 
bepicked up by handafterthecorn wasshocked. By the 

late IXYOs. the implement companies were producing 
thoosaads of corn hinders each year. 

SHOCKERS 
Still. corn cut with a binder had to be shocked. and 

once the binder had been perfected. inventors turned 
their attention to devising a machine that would bind 
and shock the corn at the same time and thereby elimi- 
nate the need for additional field hands at harvest time. 

Actually. the corn shocker was invented by A. N. 
Hadley in 1888. This mechine consisted of a frame 
mounted on two wheels. Dividers with endless chains 
delivered the stalks to the reciprocating cutter. A 
five-foot wide circulartable rotated behind the cutter. A 
shaft with radiating arms gathered the stalks in a verti- 
cal position and formed a shock on the table. Wheo the 
table was full, after abort 100 stalks or hills had been 
cut. the shock was hand tied and lifted onto the gound 
by the revolving crane mounted on the frame. The corn 
shocker harvested the corn crop cheaper than the sled 
or binder. and it built and set-up each shock in about 
five minutes time. The shocker only harvested about 
threeorfouracresperday. butiteliminated theneedfor 
two or three binders and therefore provided a savings in 



labor costs. Corn harvested with a shocker was more 
difticult to load into wagons than that cut with the 
binder. The corn bundles from the binder were light 
enough to load with a pitch fork. but the 
mechanically-made shock was so heavy a hoisting de- 
vice had to be attached to the wagon. Even so, many 
farmers preferred the shocker over the corn binder 
because of the amount of labor saved. 

PICKERS 
In the Midwest, farmers often raised more corn than 

they could use for fodder. Consequently. they did not 
need to shock the entire crop for livestock feed. In- 
stead, midwestem farmers primarily raised horn for the 
ears which they picked by hand. This hard, monoton- 
ous task was accomplished in one of two ways. First, 
the corn farmer might saap the ears from the stalks 
while walking down the rows. The ears were tossed into 
piles and hauled to the crib later. Second, a high 
“bangboard” could be attached to a wagon on the side 
opposite the pickers. This board prevented the pickers 
from missing the wagon as they tossed the ears into it. A 
skilled picker could snap 100 bushels of ears per day. 

The wagon did not need a driver since the horses knew 
their business and walked ahead on their own. 

In 1850. Edmund W. Quincy, of Peoria. Illinois. 
patented a corn picker which promised to bring an end 
to the task of snapping the ears from the stalks by hand. 
Quincy’s machine was designed to pick the ears with 
two spike cylinders which tore off the ears as the corn 
stalks passed between them. The ears fell onto a con- 
veyor which delivered them into a wagon driven 
alongside the machine. Although Quincy’s implement 
never worked efficiently enough to merit manufacture 
and sale. he stimulated other inventors to try their rf- 
forts at solving the picking problem. A host of picking 
devices with rollers, cylinders, cutters, gathering 
prongs and parallel vibrating bars followed--all de- 
signed to snap or tear the ear from the stalk. These 
machines usually had row dividers to feed the stalks 
into fhe cutter. Generally. these early corn pickers were 
pushed by the horses hitched to the rear. 

Manufacturers did not begin producing roller type 
corn pickers until 1874, even then, the machine was far 
from a state of perfection. Frequently. the rollers shel- 
led the corn from the cob instead of snapping the ear 
from the stalk; or, some rollers failed to hold up under 
the strain of the thick, tough, corn stalks which passed 
between them. By the mid-1880s. roller-type corn pic- 
kers had been sufticiently strengthened consistently to 
snap the ears, strip the husks, and lift the ears into a 
wagon drawn alongside. But. the picker still had the 
disadvantage of shelling too much corn from the cob, 
and it failed to pick in tangled stalks. If the corn picker 
had a husking device attached. the draft increased sub- 
stantially and four horses, instead of three, were re- 
quired to pull it. If a husking attachment was not used. 
the rollers removed from 25 to 75 percent of the husks. 
The remainder had to be removed by hand or by a 
husker set up at the crib. Faced with these disadvan- 



(ages many fwmers preferred to pick their corn by hand 
or use the binder or shocker. Farmers who used the 
picker. however. harvested seven to nine acres per day. 
During Wortd War 1. labor shortages and high barvest- 
ing costs forced many farmers to begin using the 
horse-drawn picker. Even by that time, thou&. the 
machine did not work very well. because the 
groundwheet still failed to provide sufficient power or 
consistent speed to operate the picking mechanism. 
The gasoline tractor, with its power take-off, would 
wlve these problems. but it was not used for corn 
barvertingon a general basis until after the mid- 1920s. 

HUSKERS 
Whether farmers harvested their corn by cutting the 

statksandplacingtheminshocksorby pickingtheears. 
the husks still had to be removed. A variety of husking 
pegs and gloves were used for this task. The husking 
peg or gkwe had projecting iron spikes. which stripped 
the husk from the ear with greater ease than if the job 
was done with the hands alone. By using the husking 
peg. a farmer cou1.i husk about one acre of shocked 
corn per day or one and a halfacres from uncut stalks in 
the tield. 

In 1837. Jonathan Cutler of Putney, Vermont made 
an attempt to mechanize the husking process, when he 
patented the first corn husker. That implement had a 
pair of rough rollers which revolved inward and strip- 
ped the husks off as the ears passed between them. 

Hand-powered huskers of this type were produced fol 
sale hy the mid-1860s. Some of those huskers were 
attached to a wagon so the ears could bc husked while 
the picking was done. Prior to 1880. however. no 
machine had hcen invented that would satisfactorily 
husk the ears. 

During the last decade of the nineteenth century. 
inventors gave increased attention to mechanical corn 
threshing or shelling. The implements tested at that 
time. however. so pulverized the stalks that inventorb 
soon realized a mechanical shredder would have great 
appeal to farmers who used the stalks for forage. The 
finely-ground stalks were more palatable to cattle and 
livestock wasted less fodder if it were cut into line 
pieces. This discovery led to the invention of the com- 
bined husker-shredder which removed the ears from 
the stalks. stripped the husks and ground the stalks into 
fodder. 

During the 1890s. the husker-shredder gained popu- 
larity. Although many different models appeared on the 
market. the husker-shredders all worked about the 
same way. The stalks were fed into a roller which snap- 
ped off the ears. Once the ears were removed. the stalks 
were pushed through a series of knives attached to a 
spindle and pulverized. The shredded fodder then fell 
intoablowerwhich passed it throughafunnel andoulof 
the machine onto the stack. The ears dropped from the 
snapping rollers to the husking rollers. When the husks 
were stripped away. the ears passed to an elevator 
which carried them out of the machine and into a bin or 
wagon sit the opposite end from the fodder blower. The 
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husks fell upon a conveyor which curried them buck to 
the blower. Corn kcmrls which were removed by the 
husking rolIcts fell through II screen where a fnn blew 
;ruey dirt particles h&we the grain dropped into a box 
tlndcnwrh the machine. 

By tbc turn &the twcnticth century implement man- 
wfacturcr~ were producing husker-shredders which 
husk& from ItlO to I.uuU bushels per day. The larger 
machines werr uswdiy owned hy custom operators. 
The smnllcr muchines were more suitnbleforthe farmer 
who prefcmul to do his own work since they were 
cheaper. At tint. homes and steam engines provided 
the pouertoopemte the husker-shredders. By the early 
twnticth century. however. many corn furmers were 
using smuil gnsoline engines to drive the machine. 

Sowthem famen. however. did not rcudily adopt the 
huskrr-shredderduringtbc ninctecnthcentury. In fact. 
they seldom used the husking peg when picking corn in 
the ticId,. Southern farmers prefcmd leaving the husks 
on the curs arguing the husks prevented insect dnmagc 
white thecorn was, in the crib. Northern farmers. how- 
cvcr. prcfcrnxl removing the husks bccnuse they be- 
lie& the husks attr;stcaJ insects and rodcnrs. took up 
too much crib space. and prevented proper drying ofthe 
can. If the corn was not husked when it was picked. 
that job had to be completed prior to shelling. 

SHEIdLERS 
Shelling is the process of removing the kernels from 

tbecob.~ It was one of the most time-consuming aspects 
of the corn harvest. Early &onial farmers scraped seu 
shclts atone: the ear to remove the corn and it is perhaps 
frotn this work that the term “shelling” is derived. Until 
the devclupment of mechanical shellers a variety of 
metbods were used to remove the corn from the cob 
such as Pailing. trading with oxcn or horses. scraping 
over an iron bludr. and driving the ear through n mctul 
ring with it m&t. 

Prior to the 1820s. American &rmew begun using u 
corn sheller whichconsisted ofa large, solid wheel with 
iron spikes on the surface. The wheel wus mounted on a 
frame. and. as the operatorturned the handle, the wheel 
rcvolvcd and the ear of corn was held against it. The 

kernels dropped onto a tray snd the cob was either 
thrown away, burned or ground into fodder. Many vari- 
ations of this sheller were placed on the market prior to 
the I84Os. Most of those shellers took the cur down a 
spout or iron throat which fed into u box where the 
spiked wheel removed the kernels. The kernels and the 
cob were generully deposited out the bottom together. 
By the early 1840s. shellers had been designed to drop 
the kernels out one spout while the cobs exited from 
another. The Burrull sheller wus a popular model of thst 
type. It was made from cast-iron and it had a fly wheel 
to equalize the velocity of the handcrank. One person 
turned the crnnk while unother fed the cobs into the 
spout. The shelled corn fell out the bottom into u tub. 
and the cobs dropped out on top. With this implement 
about 40 bushels of corn could be shelled per day. 

In 1843. F. N. Smith of Kinderhook. New York. 
pntented the tirst horse-powered sheller. Smirh’s shel- 
ler. known as the “Cnnnon” was one of the best imple- 
ments for shelling corn on u large sculc. The “Cannon” 
sheller had an iron-tooth cylinder which wus six feet 
long and fourteen inches wide. The cars were shoveled 
into one end of the cylinder. and. us the teeth raked the 
kernels from the cob. the corn dropped into a hin hclow 
the machine. The cobs exircd from the end of the shel- 
Icr. Two horses provided the power. and the muchinc 
shelled 100 bushels per day. 

By the lust quarter of the nineteenth century. two- 
horse shellers hnd been so improved that 2.500 bushels 



of corn could he shelled per day. By that time, most 
shellers had cast-iron or wood pulleys for attachment to 
a steam engine‘s belt. A self-feeding conveyor with iron 
teeth carried the ears into the shelling mechanism 
where heaters or corrug;tted wheels removed the kcr- 
n,els. A fan blew way the chaff and a cupped conveyor 
lifted the shelled corn into a wagon or hin. The cobs 
were carried out of the machine on a chain-lugged con- 
veyor and dropped into a pile. 

From the turn of the twentieth century until the 
1920s. corn harvesting technology remained static. In 
the 192tJs. however. the sheller and picker were com- 
hined and placed on a tractor. This innovation enabled 
the picking and shelling to he accomplished in one oper- 
ation. a feat which horses and steam engines could not 
match. By the time corn farmers were adopting horse- 
drawn and steam-powered shellers, however. small 
grain farmers had already adopted threshing machines. 
These machines. clearly eliminated the arduous task of 
threshing grain with the flail, or the slow process of 
treading it from the heads with horses’ hooves. 



After the grain had been harvested, the farmer had to 
threshit.~Threshingis the process ofremoving thegrain 
from the heads, Once the grain was threshed. the next 
task was to winnow it - to seperate the grain from the 
straw and chaff. The jobs of threshing and winnowing 
were left for the winter months, and threshing could be 
accomplished in the barn and out of the weather. after 
the fields had become too wet or frozen for further 
plowing. Cold, dry weather was the best time for 
threshing, because ifthe grain was damp it did not beat 
out of the heads properly. Nevertheless, threshing and 
winnowing required long hours of hard work. As plant- 
ing and harvesting machines increased the amount of 
grain a farmer could produce, technical innovations 
were necessary not only to speed the threshing time, 
but afso to help the farmer cope with the increased 
harvest. 

FLAILS AND FANNING MILLS 
Colonial farmers, particularly those in New England, 

used the tlail to threshthe grain from the heads. The flail 

consisted of a short wooden club attached to a long 
hsndle with a piece of leather. The long handle, called 
the “staff.” enabled the thresher to maintain an upright 
position as he lashed at the grain spread across the 
barn’s threshing floor. The short, club-like piece, called 
a “swiple,” struck the grain, and, in time, knocked it 
from the heads. Wielding the flail required considerable 
skill and beginners usually knocked themselves about 
the head and shoulders before they learned how to use 
the tool properly. After the grain was threshed, the 
straw was raked away and the grain and chaffswept into 
a pile or collected in a bin where it was stored for 
winnowing. On the average, approximately 7 bushels of 
wheat, 18 bushels of oats, I5 bushels of barley, 8 
bushels of rye. and 20 bushels of buckwheat could be 
threshed and cleaned during the course of a ten-hour 
day. At this rate most of the winter would be needed to 
thresh the harvested crop. 

In the middle or bread colonies, where grain produc- 
tion was greater than in New England, the flail was too 
slow to enable completion of threshing in a reasonable 
amount of time. There, in order to speed the threshing 



Treading was substamially faster than threshing by 
&ail. A man and a boy using three horses could tread 
ahut 30bushe!sofgrainperday,whiletwomenandsix 
horses could thresh approximately 100 bushels during 
that same period. Overall, however, threshing the grain 
from the heads with oxen or horses was not as efficient 
as f#aiEing because the animals did not tread evenly and 
much of the grain was wasted. Consequently, the flail 
remained a common tool for threshing until about 1850. 
Nevertheless, if a farmer had a larg* acreage of small 
grain, such as wheat, to harvest. treading was more 
economical than flailing. The larger volume of grain 
produced and the speed of treading lowered labor costs 
hecause fewer workers were needed. 

Once the grain was threshed, the farmer tamed to the 
next task-winnowing the chaff from the grain. Sev- 
eral methods were used to separate the grain from the 
chafl. First, the straw was raked aside and the grain 
collected and placed in a wide, shallow basket and 

By the American Revolution the fanning mill had 
been introduced from Great Britain to speed the job of 
winnowing. The fanning mill consisted of a series of 
wooden paddles approximately I8 to 24 iaches long 
which were attached to a rod geared to a crank. The 
paddles or fans were enclosed in a box-like frame which 
also housed several screens. As the grain and chaff was 
poured into the container at the top, the farmer turned 
the crank which caused the fans to take in air through 
apertures in the sides and blow it across the screens. 
The grain fell onto the screens and sifted to the bottom 
as the forced air blew the chaff away. The cleaned grain 

process and tu keep the number of hired laborers to a 
minimum. farmers used oxen or horses to tread the 
grain from the heads. !a order to do so. they spread 
several pin bundlen in a circle on the wooden or stone 
threshing &or. or perhaps even on frozen or hard- 
packed ground. and walked the animafs over it. A man 
stood in the center of the floor and guided the animals 
with the reins over the grain sheaves. The straw was 
frequently turned with a pitchfork so that as much of it 
as possible came into contact with the oxen’s or horses’ 
hooves. When the grain had been trampled from the 
em. the straw was raked aside and the grain and chaff 
swept into a pile ready for cleaning. 

tossed into the air.The breeze blew the chaff and dust 
away.andthegrainfell backinto the basket. Thefarmer 
continued to toss the grain until as much chaff as possi- 
ble had been removed. A second winnowing method 
involved pouring the grain from one basket into another 
until the chaff was blown away. If a breeze was not 
blowing, someone had to use a cloth sheet or blanket to 
fan the chaff from the grain. Some farmers preferred 
using a riddle to remove the chaff from the grain. This 
was simply a sieve which held the larger pieces of chaff 
as the grain fell through the screen onto theground. The 
fine pieces of chaff which passed through the screen 
blew away to the side. Once the grain was winnowed, it 
was stored in bins or put into hags to facilitate handling 
and transport. Winnowing by hand remuined common 
on farms which produced small grains well into the 
nineteenthcentury. Indeed, around 1820, one ofOhio’s 
best wheat farmers winnowed his crop with a riddle. 
while two persons fanned the chaff away with a sheet of 
cloth. 
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poured out into a basket below. American-made fan- 
ning milts were available to the pmmer soon after the 
turn of the nineteenth century. By the late 1830’s. it 
had become a standard farm implement in the mid- 
Atlantic states and in the wheat producing region of 
New York. 

By t&w. the winnowing basket. riddle, and breeze 
had been abandoned in favor of the fanning mill. The 
fanning milt remained popular among grain farmers 
through the nineteenth century even though the 
threshing machine had made it obsolete for large jobs by 
the t84tts. Many farmers used it to clean seed before 
placingit inthe hopperoftheirgraindrills. Seedcleaned 
in this manner did not clog the drill tubes, enabled more 
uniform planting. and permitted a better crop stand. 
The fanning mill required three men to operate it-one 
toturn the crank. one to pour the grain into the mill, and 
one to sack it and stack the grain bags. By using a 
p&tningmill withacapacityofonebushelperminute,an 
average of from 400 to 600 bushels of grain could be 
cleaned and sacked in a ten-hour day. This average 
includes time for running the grain through the mill 
twice - the common practice to ensure proper clean- 
ing. 

THRESHING MACHINES 
Alw HORSEPOWERS 

No matter whether a farmer threshed his grain with a 
flail and winnowed it with a basket or riddle, or whether 
he trod it from the ears under horses’ hooves and blew 
the chaffaway with a fanning mill, these tasks involved 
long hours of hard work. As early as 1788, however, 
Andrew Meikle, a Scottish inventor, patented a water- 

powered threshing machine which heralded the begin- 
ning of innovation to mechanize the threshing season. 
Meikle’s machine did not winnow all of the straw and 
chaff from the grain, but other innovations quickly fol- 
lowed which improved the threshing and cleaning pro- 
cesses. 

Satisfactory results from those experiments came 
slowfy. In 1791. Samuel Mulliken, a Philadelphia in- 
ventor, patented the first threshing machine in the Un- 
ited States. This machine was too complicated to work 
elficiently and little advance was made among Ameri- 
can inventors until the 1820s. Some American grain 
farmers imported British threshing machines after the 
War of 1812. but these machines were expensive, 
mechanically unreliable and in need of more horse- 
power than the average farmer could afford. 

Between 182Oand 1830. however, a number of small, 
simple, inexpensive and locally-made hand- and 
horse-powered threshing machines appeared on the 
market. Jacob Pope, a Boston inventor, built the most 
popular thresher at that time. This machine had an 
endless belt which fed into a spiked cylinder and con- 
cave. As the grain was fed into the thresher. the cylin- 
der with iron teeth rotated, and, together with the teeth 
fastened to the inside of the chamber or concave. beat 
the grain from the heads. These machines did not sepa- 
rate the straw or winnow the chaff from the grain. they 
simply threshed. Consequently. the grain and straw 
were deposited on the ground for separating and win- 
nowing. Pope’s machine threshed more efficiently than 
most other implements at that time, but farmers com- 
plained that it was harder to turn the crank than to 
wield a flail. To eliminate that problem, horse-powered 
gearings were soon added to Pope’s and other man- 
ufactured threshing machines. 
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ing power he could obtain.The stationary sweep con- 
sisted of a center-post or spindle with radiating beams 
to which from two to eight horses were harnessed. As 
the horses walked in a circle, the spindle pivoted and 
turned a large master-wheel which was usually located 
above the spindle. As the master-wheel turned, it drove 
a pinion and shaft which transmitted power to the 
thresher by means of a belt or tumble-rod. During the 
1848% sweeps were mounted on wheels and fitted with 
folding booms in order to make them portable. Portable 
horse-powered sweeps eliminated the overhead 
master-wheel and placed the gearing at the bottom 
thereby forcing the horses to step over the tumble rod at 
each round. 

In 1837, Hiram A. and John A. pitts of Winthrop, 
Maine, improved the threshing machine when they 
patented one designed to thresh, separate the straw, 
and winnow the chaff from the grain in a single opera- 
tion. A two-horse treadmill Powered this small, porta- 
ble thresher. As grain bundles were fed into the thresh- 
ing cylinder, the grain was beaten from the heads, and 
an endless, vibrating, riddle-like conveyor belt, made 
from wooden slats, carried the grain and straw away 
from the cylinder. Most of the grain fell between the 
slats, and was witmowed by the fan which blew the 
chafffrom the machine. The cleaned grain emptied into 
bags through a spout and the straw and chaff piled up at 
the rear of the machine and had to be carried away. 

By the early t838s. approxhnately 788 threshing 
tna&ines were on the market. These early implements 
were called ‘grmmdhog~’ threshers, because they were 
staked to the ground and had the app.zatnn~e of digging 
into the earth while they were in operation. The 
gramdhog threshers were driven by treadmills, some- 
times referred to as railway horse-powers, and by 
horse-powered sweeps which were often called cider- 
mill horse-powers., The treadmill was the most common 
fomtdpoweronsmallfarms. Thisdevice,consistingof 
an endless beit made from wooden slats, was mounted 
01) rollers in an in&ted position. The wooden belt and 
rollers were supported by a heavy frame. A fence-like 
Pen wasattachedabove thesfatsand rollers. Oneortwo 
horses were placed in the pen. and, when the brake on 
the belt was released, the weight of the horses moved 
the sbts backward and caused them to walk forward 
which. in turn. caused the belt to move continually. 
Since the treadmitl depended on the weight of the 
horses for power, it generated only a relatively small 
amount of power. 

Farmers with larger amounts of grain used bigger 
machines than could be adequately powered by a 
treadmilt. In order to solve their power problem they 
adopted the horse-powered sweep. The sweep, in eon- 
trast to the treadmill, depended on the strength of the 
homes for its power. Consequently, the more horses a 
farmer could harness onto the sweep, the more thresh- 
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Althouph perfection of the threshing machine still 
had not been achieved. the Pitts thresher was a ttntjor 
advance in the threshing processWith the Pitts 
thresher, four men - one to deliver the bundles from 
the stack, one to feed the sheaves into the machine, one 
to bag the prain. and one to pitch the straw away from 
the thresher- could thresh about IBO bushels per day 
using a two-horse team. This was twice as much as they 
could thresh with the early grotutdho8 machines. The 
Pitts thresher had the added advantage of light weight 
nnd small size. It could be loaded onto a two-horse 
wagon and transported to the place where it was 
weded. The thresher could be set up in about thirty 
minutes, and it could fit into a barn space as sma8 as 
twelve-feet squnre. 

Duriag the 1848’s the Pitts thresher became quite 
popular among wheat farmers. By the 1858s. mechani- 
e;ll threshers were in common use. Some machines 
could thresh from 388 to 588 bushels per day. By that 
time. however. the Pitts brothers had separated. About 

1847. Hiram moved to Alton, Illinois, and then to 
Chicago where, in 1851, he began manufacturing the 
“Chicago Pitts” thresher. John moved from Maine to 
Albany, New York, and after several other moves to 
Rochester, Nw York, and Springtield, Ohio, settled in 
Buffalo, New York, where he manufactured the “Buf- 
frdo Pitts” thresher until his death in 1859. 

After the Pitts brothers patented their threshing 
machine, other inventors and manufacturers began 
making improvements on the groundhog thresher. 
During the 1840s. for example, George Westinghouse 
manufactured a thresher at Schenectady, New York, 
based on the patent design of Jacob V. A. Wemple, a 
blacksmith and wagon-maker in Mineyville. This 
widely used implement had a threshing cylinder similar 
to that used on the Pitts machine, but it had a slatted 
canvas conveyor which vibrated as it revolved over 
square rollers. The vibrating motion shook the grain 
and chaff out of the straw. The conveyor carried the 
straw to the end of the machine, a fan blew the chaff 
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away and clean grain emptied out ready for bagging. 
During the late 1848s. John Cox and Cyrus Roberts of 

Belleville, Illinois, made additional changes or im- 
provemeets in the groundhog thresher. Cox and 
Roberts replaced the endless wooden belt behind the 
cylinder with an agitating pan which had holes bored in 
the bottom. Thegrainandchafffell through the holes as 
the pan vibrated and moved the straw away from the 
threshing sylinder. The grain and chaffdropped onto a 
ridddle where a fan blew the chaff away. The cleaned 
grain then passed through a spout into bags. This 
agitating principle was patented in 1852 with additional 

improvements patented in 1856. The St. Louis man- 
ufactuing firm of Kingsland and Ferguson first pro- 
duced this machine in 1856, but the Battle Creek, 
Michigan, company of Nichols and Shepard began 
manufacturing the Cox and Roberts thresher in 1858. 
This company was primarily responsible for 
popularizing the “vibrator” thresher among grain far- 
mers. The next year (1859) the vibrator thresher was 
redesigned to incorporate a double shaker or two vib- 
rating troughs. The two-shaker design provided a 
counter balance and eliminated the tendency of 
threshing machines with only one trough to move along 



the 8round while in operation. 
During the late nineteenth century. farmers who did 

their own threshing usually owned small portable 
machines. The larger more efficient machines were 
generally owned by an entrepreneur who sent a 
thresher with an itinerent crew from farm to farm. 
These threshing-time entrepreneurs contracted their 
work for each season. Although contract threshing im- 
posed an immediate labor expense on the farmer. it did 
free him from the capital investment necessary to 
purchuse a large machine. 8y the Civil War. grain far- 
mers commonly hired itinerent crews with threshing 
machines to do the work quickly. Large threshing 
machines saved time. and enabled many farmers to get 
their crop to market before prices fell. 

STACKERS AND FEEDERS 
By the end of the Civil War only two major problems 

remained before the threshing machine could be truly 
claimed to have reached perfection. One involved the 
straw removal from the machine. Since the threshing 
machine simply dumped the straw on the ground, it had 
to be removed with pitchforks and piled in a stack. 
Pitching hay onto the stack involved an added labor 
expense for the farmer, and the men who worked be- 
hind the thresher had the dirtiest job of all. By 1870, 
however, most threshing machines had elevator at- 
tachments which carried the straw away from the 
machine and Mm.1 it onto the stack. The stackers were 
generally endless conveyor belts made from chains or 

wooden slats. The conveyors were driven by the same 
power which operated the machine -either horse or 
steam. These stackers saved the expense of hiring at 
least two men. 

During the 1880s. moveable or swinging straw stac- 
kers began replacing stationary elevators on the 
threshers. The swinging stacker moved from side to 
side and deposited the straw evenly on the stack. This 
stacker was not permanently attached to the thresher. 
Instead, it was mounted on wheels and moved indepen- 
dently of the thresher. The swinging stacker was linked 
to the thresher with a belt which was driven by the 
machine’s power source. Although the swinging 
stacker worked better than the tixed stacker, it was 
clumsy and difficult to transport. In 1884. James 
Buchanan, an Indianapolis. Indiana, inventor. solved 
this problem with a blower. Straw blowers ultimately 
replaced the stationary and swinging stackers. 

Buchanan’s “wind stacker” consisted of a fan and a 
steel tube. As the fan turned. it createdn vacuum which 
drew the chaff and straw out of the threshing chamber 
and into the tube which conveyed it to the stack. The 
stacker oscillated and adjusted in height and thereby 
enabled the threshermen to build high. wide stacks, 
easier and more quickly than ever before. In contrast. 
to the swinging stacker, the wind stacker was perma- 
nently attached to the thresher. The major disadvantage 
of the wind stacker was that it added from $250 to 
$300 to the cost of the threshing machine. Because of 
that extra expense, many farmers continued using 
threshing machines with stationary or swinging straw 
stackers until well after the turn of the twentieth cen- 
tury. Nevertheless. the wind stacker was far more etli- 
cient than any other stacker. It blew the chaff nearly 
fifty feet into the air and replaced as many as six men 
from this aspectofthe threshing process. With the wind 
stacker, only one or twa men were needed to build the 
straw stacks. 

At the same time inventors were working out the 
problems of the hay stacker, they also turned their 
attention to developing automatic feeding and band 
cutting devices. The early threshing machines requi:~ .d 
two men to stand in front of the machine to cut the twine 
or wire from around the bundles before the stalks could 
be fed into the machine. During the 1880s another end- 
less belt was added to the thresher to help feed the grain 
into the threshing cylinder. And, by the turn of the 
twentieth century, reciprocating knives had been 
placed at the front of the threshing cylinder to chop the 
twine bands into pieces so they would not clog the 
threshing machine. 

During the 1830s and 184% many farmers complained 
that threshing machines were not only too expensive for 
the average farmer, but that they also ruined the grain 
for seed and the straw for feed. Some farmers also 
argued that threshing with a flail was cheaper than 
investing in a threshing machine. because the work 
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could he completed during the winter when there was 
an abundance of cheap farm labor available. By the 
1850s. however, these arguments had largely disap- 
penred. Threshing machines had. by that time. proven 
themsclvcs more cfftcient than the Bail. because the 
machine did the work faster and threshed more 
thoroughly than when the work was completed by 
hand. As a result, the threshing machine enabled grain 
farmers to send their crops to market more quickly and 
in larger quantities than ever before. The threshing 
machine’s popularity was also enhanced with the com- 
pletion of the railway system in the Midwest during the 
1850s. Railroads gave farmers greater access to imple- 
ment manufacturers than previously. Furthermore. the 
large wheat acreages west of the Qhio River, made 
possible by the adoption of the rcaper. necessitated the 
adoption of more efticient threshing methods. Con- 
sequentiy. by the mid-nineteenth century, impiement 
companies were prodUCing thousands of threshing 
machines annually with the Pitts, Emery, Westing- 
house and Case machines dominating the tield. 

During the early 1870% steam engines increasingly 
powered threshing machines. In less than a decade, 
steam had almost entirely replaced horses for power. 
By the turn of the century, steam-powered machines 
could thresh 3,000 bushels of wheat and as much as 
6.000 bushels of oats per day. By that time, horse- 
powered threshing machines were no longer being 
used. Although the gasoline tractor would replace the 
steam engine in the 1920s. the threshing machine would 
remain a necessary implement for the grain farmer until 
tractor-powered combines became readily available 
during the 1930s. In the meantime, the giant straw pile, 
left by the threshing machine, became a symbol of 
prosperity, protected cattle against the winter winds. 
and provided a forbidden play-mound for farm children. 



CHAPTER VIII 

THE COMBINES 
Not long after l‘yrur Hall McCormick and Obed 

liwwy patented theirrcapers. and about the same time 
the Pitt?, brother\ were experimenting with their 
thresher-cleaner. Hiram Moore built the tirst successful 
wmhine. T%e combine is simply a combination of a 
reaper or harvester with a threshing machine and win- 
nower attached. The first combine patent. however, 
was not granted to Moore. In fact. three patents were 
given to other inventors before Moore. together with 
hi% Gm;mci:rI backer - John Hascall. received a patent 
on 28 June IX36. On 8 August I828 Samuel Lune of 
Halluwll. Muine. bccamr the first person to patent a 
combined harvrswr. but he probably never huilt that 
me&i*c &r &-)‘& !.~>&“.P nw .:.ie, ~$“+l.*& A. IY1( .1 1) c ., . . . . * . .., . . . ,.,. . . . . . .#. 
Ashmore and a J. peck of Tennessee patented another 
combine which evidently did not get much farther than 
@he drawing board. Apparently this combine looked 
much like the Gallic reaper. but little more is known 
about it since the patent records have been destroyed. 
Several weeks before Moore received his patent. E. 
Brigsand C. G. Carpentcractually built their combine 
and tested it in the vicinity of Rochester. New York. in 
1839. Four large wheels supported this machine, the 
backtwoofwbichpowercdthegearingforthethreshing 
cylinder and w,innower. With two yoke of oxen and a 
team of horses for draft power. the Eriggs and Car- 
penter combine could harvest about twenty acres per 
day. Still, this combine did not function well enough to 
merit widespread attention. and the combine’s feasibil- 
ity did not become apparent until Hiram Moore began 
field testing his machine. 

In 1831. Moore moved from Vermont to Climax 

Pt’airic in Kalamazoo County. Michigan. and bc&ut 
t%rming. Sometime soon thereafter. John Hesc:dl. a 
neighbor. urged Moore to design a combine. Hascall’s 
wife had had a dream in which she saw a giant horsc- 
drawn machine cutting and threshing gmin all at once. 
Hascall knew that Moore had an inventive mind and 
told him about thcdrcam. Although it is uncertain when 
Moore began working on the problem of designing a 
combine harvester. he completed a patent model in 
1834. and field tested his combine ncur Flowcrticld. 
Michiyan. the next year. At that time. however. 
Moore’s combine wus incomplete since the threshing 
cylinder was not attuchcd. and the machine cut only 
two ;ods h&orc it broke. Moorc re;urned ii; his shop ii) 
revise his plans and to make repairs. In October of that 
same year t 1835). he was back in the field for another 
test. This time he had the threshing cylinder attached 
but not the winnower. Moore’s combine worked to the 
delight of the bystanders. Twelve horses pulled the 
machine which cut and threshed three acres ofgrain at 
an cstimilled COSL of S.82 per acre - a considerable 
savingsoverthegoingratCof$3.l2 forcradling. raking. 
binding. shocking, threshing and cleaning grain. 

Moore realized this modest success did not mean he 
had perfected the combine harvester. Improvements 
and additional tests were needed. In July 1838. for 
example, Moore’s twenty-horse. fifteen-foot swath 
combine cut thirty acres near Climax. Michigan. A year 
later, Moore was back in the field at Prairie Rhonde 
where his combine cut sixty-three acres at the rate of 
twenty acres per day. Although Moore’s combine 
worked. th.: ~horf Michiean. cummery did not ;rovidc a 
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harvest time of sufficient length for extensive testing. 
Nevertheless. by 1843, Moore believed he had built a 
combine that was a practical harvesting machine. At 
that time, his combine could harvest twenty-five acres 
per day. 

Between 1836 and 1854, Moore built five combines 
with the mechanical help of the tool-and-die makers in 
Rochester, New York, and in Schoolcraft and Battle 
Creek, Michigan, and wth the tinancial aid of Hascall 
and severa! other iavestors. Those combines looked far 
different from the self-propelled combines of today as 
well as from the mammoth horse-drawn combines 
which inventors developed in California late ir: the 

nineteenth century. Essentially, Moore’s combine was 
a huge threshing machine, mounted on wheels, with a 
reciprocating sickle and a gathering reel. This combine 
was seventeen feet long and tifteen feet wide. Two 
wheels, seven feet in diameter, with iron spikes to pre- 
vent slipping on wet ground, provided the powerforthe 
cutting and threshing mechanisms. The cotter bar con- 
sisted of a tixed plate with saw teeth and a saw-tooth 
sickle which oscillated on top. The cutter adjusted to 
permit shearing the heads close to the top of the stalk. 
since the height of the grain varied from field to field or 
even within the same acreage. A gathering cylinder 
measured four feet in diameter and twelve feet in 



Ien@b., How:* of six-inch wooden or metal teeth ex- 
tended fmtt the cyliadfcr. ‘These tczth caught the grain 
;md p&d it into the reciprocating sickle. An apron 
camed the cut grtdn to the threshing cylinder. llchind 
thecytindera revolving wire riddle separated the straw 
:md drupp& it onto the gtwnd. The threshed grain and 
chart% kit through a sicvc wticrc a winnowing fan blew 
way tbc c:hafT. The grain then passed through a con- 
vryorand spwt into bags. A dividing baron the edge of 
Gw machine ~rpuratcd the standing grain from that 
which was about to be cut, The Gcklc and reel were 
;r&urtable lu, pcrnrit wtting grain of various heights. At 
IwIt 4r men wcrc rcqttircd to opcmtc Maorc’$ cum- 
itine~ t~knc r&r S\i!. &iii ii<&& f<i< gi?-)r ::i;ii-h.;r\, 
team. Several additiomd workers were needed to haul 
the grain sacks to the barn or granary. 

By the late 1840s. MOOR had changed the comhinc’s 
design SO that a huge. barrel,-like threshing cylinder was 
set at an angle hehind the reel. The separated straw 
dropped to the ground from the cy1indcr.s open end. 
Thegrainfell throttgh:~wwn;~t the bottom whcrc a fan 
winnowed thechaff. The cleancdgrain collected in a bin 
from which it W&S elevated to a platform whcrc a 
worker. riding on the machine. collected it in bags. This 
machine. pulled by sixteen horsrs walking two abreast. 
cut a ten-foot swath. and sacked the grain at the rate of 
twenty-tive acres per day. LMoore.s combinr worked 
best in fictds free of stumps and large rocks and was 
reportedly simple enough for operation by ‘.any man of 
ordinary common scttsc after two day’s cxpcricncc.” 

Mwre continued to make adjustments on his wm- 
binc. but the midwrstern farmer did not adopt it nor was 

it tn:uutfacturcd hy any agriculrural itnplcmcnt com- 
pany. Four tn+ior problems prcventcd the acceptance 
of Moorce’s combine in the midwestern grain belt. First. 
the l~clds were small, and Moore’s combine was Iargc. 
clumsy. and difficult to tnwtuuver. The lighter. simpler. 
more managcahle rc;~pers just coming on the market 
rcquircd only two horses for draft instead of sixteen or 
twenty. and they were far more suitahlc for the grain 
farmers’ ncctls. Second. the humid climate and wet 
wnmcr wathcr of the Midwest kept the grain stalks 
from drying. Damp stalks and tough grain heads did not 
thresh properly and often clogged the cylinder. How- 
cvcr. if the grain was cut with a rcapor and placed in 
shtzks ii would cure and dry out ~twtigt! LK m::ctt:rxC 
threshing. Third. rain could delay the harvest for days 
or weeks if the ground was too muddy for the combine 
to operate properly. While a farmer waited to get his 
comhinc into the field. more severe weather might de- 
stroy the entire crop. Fourth. Moore estimated that his 
combine would cost $500 each. far more than the Mid- 
western grain farmer could afford. 

Midwestern farmers weighed the disadvantages of 
Moore’s comhinc against the advantage of quick com- 
pletion of the harvest by cutting, threshing and win- 
nowing all in one operation. Virtually all of them de- 
cided the risks of breakdowns and had weather and the 
rxpensr of a machine which required f;u more dr&ft 
horses than most farmers owned wcrc not economically 
feasible. Eventually. midwestcm farmers would adopt 
the cnmbinr. but they would not begin to do so for 
another half century. At thr tu:n of the twentieth ccn- 
&try. small comhincs which wcrc technologically suit- 
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able for midwestem fields and crops would reach the 
market. In the meantime. the reaper and the thresher 
satisfied their harvesting needs. 

In 1853. John M. Homer. P bonanza wheat. former 
near Mission San Jose. California. invited A,Y Moore 
mtd Geor@z W. Leland: who had purchased one of 
Hiram Moore’s combines. to send it to the West Coast 
und test it in the Glifomin wheat fields. Moore and 
Leland accepted the invitation and sent the combine to 
California via New York and Cape Horn. Oliver Kid- 
well Moore. A. Y. Moore’s son. met the combine at San 
Fmncisco and used it to cut 6uo acres of wheat in 
Alemedn County during the 1854 harvest. Moore’s 
combine attracted a great deal of attention. An editorial 
in the c’crlif;wni~r Frrnnrr reflected with pride that: 
“Thisisoneofthemost wonderfutinventionsoftheage 
and the sight of it is well worthy of a visit to this great 
valley.” Moore’s combine was not used during the 1855 
harvest. and it burned in the field the following year 
when a bearin overheated after a negligent opemtor 
failed to lubricate the machine. 

In spite ofthat disaster. Moore’s combine had proven 
well suited for agriculturr on the West Coast, pnrticu- 
la:Iy in the San Joaquin Valley where the dry harvest 
season and lw8e wheat fields made combining practi- 
cal. There. the combine’s success created a flurry of 
further inventions to improve the machine. Actually. 

James E. Patterson, a California inventor. constructed 
n combine in 1852, the year before Moore’s machine 
was shipped west. This combine required twenty-two 
mules for draft power. When the combine was tint 
tested, however, the clatter of the machine caused the 
mules to bolt. Before the runaway team could be halted, 
the combine had been tom apart, and it was never 
reassembled. 

Between 1853 and 1866, John M. Homer, a financial 
backer of Patterson’s. also built three combines. 
Homer tried to eliminate the potential problem of a 
runaway team destroying the combine by harnessing 
the horses or mules behi:td it in a manner similar to that 
used on the header. With the Homer “Traveling Har- 
vester Monitor No. 2.” three men and &v&e horses 
could cot, thresh, clean, and sack fifteen acres ofwheat 
per day at half the cost of binding and threshlcg. The 
Colifimi~~ Farmer was so impressed with tlus com- 
bine’s ~performance, during an 1868 field te:t, that it 
urged farmers to see it for themselves even if they had to 
travel several hundred miles to do so. Some farmers 
believed combines would have revolutionary effects on 
farm labor costs. Many farm workers evidently be- 
lieved this as well because an arsonist. presumably a 
harvest worker, burned one of Homer’s combines in 
the field the following year. 

In 1876, David Young and John C. Holt of Stockton, 



YXfomiu. built a similar combine which they called the 
Ceuenni;d Harvester. ‘Twenty-four harscs or mules. 
hitched tWelvc;LbrC’ilst.pushed the machine through the 
wheat fields. Two wheel\: generated the power to turn 
the combine’s gearing. The left wheel drove the 
thresher and s,epur;ttor. while the right wheel powered 
the s,ickle bar and reel. Gears powered. however. by 
ground wheels wore out quickly or broke frequently. 
This problem. though. U:LS solved by the Holt Man- 
dktttting Comp:my between 1885 and !88Y. when :rg- 
ricuttwnd engineers began using link chains and V-belts 
instcadofgearsto transfcrpowerfromthe wheels to the 
various turningp;irts. lfachainor belt broke. it could be 
repaired relatiwty easily. 

Other inventors tried their ability at designing and 
building a workable combine and more than twenty 
types of combines were made in California between 
f8$8 and IXX8. Must uf those inventors got so fw!her 
then the patent oft?cc. Although one optimist, writing in 
tX78. betisved that flour eventually would bc mitled on 
the combine. few nwhines were in use by t880. In- 
deed. it wits not until 1883 with the olganization of the 
Shipper Harvrstrr Works that the business of making 
combines began to pass from the workshops of indi- 
viduals into the machine shops ofthe major agricultural 
implement companies. L. U. Shippee. whodirected the 
company. purchased combine patents from many in- 
ventors and proceeded to build a machine that would 
meet the needs of the average California farmer at a 
reascmabte cost. In t884, the Haines and Houser Com- 
paay merged with the Shippee firm to form the Stockton 
Combined Harvester and Agricultural Works. This new 
company manufactured not just one combine but a 
number of machines based upon the parents which 
Shippee had purchased earlier. One of the most popular 
combines produced at the Stockton factory was the 
Houser. By 1886. 280 Housers had been produced 
which harvested more than 3lXl.000 acres of wheat that 

year. These machines cut and threshed from 25 to 35 
acres pcrday and cost from $1800 to $2000 a piece. The 
combines produced at the Stockton Combined Har- 
vester and Agricultural Works, such as the Shippee. 
Powell. Minges.Gratten.and Benton. hadstandardized 
ports. The development of standardized combine parts 
meant that if a part broke in the field, it could be rc- 
placed relatively quickly, since it did not have to be 
specially made to meet the spccificxions of a particu- 
lar machine which was i?.iclf a unique implement. 
Standardized or interchangeable parts meant that less 
time was lost during breakdowns. Besides the 
machines produced at the Stockton Combined Har- 
vester and Agricultural Works. the Young. Reynolds 
and Patterson. Matteson and Williamson, Marsters, 
Meyers, Halt, Herald, Price, and Judson were popular 
along the West Coast, during the last quarter of the 
nineteenth century. The Judsan combine was the an- 
ique machine of this group. It was powered by both it 
steam engine and horses. Ten horses pulled the com- 
binc white B I?-horsepower oil-burning steam engine 
drove the reel, cutter, thresher, separator and bagger. 
This combi,!e was probably the first farm implement to 
use oil for fuel. 

As early as 1871, B. F. Cook, another California 
inventor, attached a steam engine to a Haines header 
and a Pitts thresher. While the steam engine powered 
the machine, a team of horses pulled the combine 
through the field. Although this machine did not work 
particularly well, it introduced the age of steam to com- 
bine harvesting The first self-propelled steam combine. 
however. did not appear until 1886. That innovation. 
conceived by George S. Berry, consisted of a 26- 
horsepower Mitchell-Fisher steam engine (operating in 
a reversed position) providing forward drive, and a 
6-horsepower Westinghouse steam engine driving the 
cutting. threshing. and winnowing mechanisms. The 
engine mounted on the combine received its steam 



through a flcxihle tube attached to the traction engine’s 
b&w. Straw from the thresherfedback inuchutetothe 
h&er fir&ox. thus making this “straw burner” steam 
engine the first of its kind. At !int. the sickle on this 
combinr cut a twenty-two fbat swath. but hy 1888. 
Berry had extended it to forty feet. This combine cut 
fit@ XPCS per day. The next year ( IgXY). Daniel Best’s 
Swam W;wecter also eppcarcd on the market. Steam 
from the tractor’s holtcr powred an auxiliary cnginc of 
the combine. and in t&Yl. Benjamin Holt also marketed 
a similar steam-powered combine. For the next twenty 
years combines were manufactured with auxiliary 
sreamcnpines which took steamthrough a flexible tube 
from the traction engine which pulled the machine. The 
:wxlli;try cnginc. using the steam from the lead tractor. 
powcred the cutting. threshing. separating. winnowing 
2nd b;rgginp mechanisms. in Iy1w. the Kult Company 
hogan &stituting gawlinc engiucs for steam sngincs 
and. hy 1912. the intcmal combustion engine had rc- 
placmf both the auxiliary and the traction cnpinc for 
m,s~ combine work. 

Steam-powered combines required a crew of six to 
sew: men. The driver. Ereman. and water hauler at- 
tended the steam traction engine. The header controlled 
the sickle’s height. and the tender made sure the cut 
grain fed into the threshing cylinder evenly to prevent 
clogging. Asackrrtiltcd the bags. sewed themtight. and 
dropped them onto the ground. Fin&fly. a man and a 
team might follow the combine aad load the sacks onto 
the wagon for transport to ii r&v:ry loading dock or to 
storage facilities efsewhcre. Some ot these giant 
machines, weighing fifteen tons with for!; foot sickle 
bars. cut IO5 acres and threshed 2.500 htishclr of wheat 
a day. Even with harvesting capacities wch as these. 
steam-powered combines wrre less efficient than 
horse-drawn models. because the extra mm :~squired to 
man the steam engine increa;rd harwsring costs far 

beyond the expense of rhc three men needed to operate 
the horse-drawn combines. 

In addition. steam-powered combines were dangcr- 
ous. because a spark from the fire-hox or smokestack 
could set the entire uheat field ablaze. Horse-drawn 
combines could perform nearly the Same amount of 
work as those pulled by steam engines. A forty-horse 
hitch with a thirty-foot cutter bar could harvest from 
seventy-five to one hundred acres per day with no 
danger from sparks. Two ground wheels powered the 
horse-drawn combines. One wheel usually drove the 
sickle bar and the other powered the threshing and 
cleaning mechanisms. 

No matter, though. whether these large combines 
were horse- or steam-powered, they were suitable only 
for tlat lands. Wheat fields planted on hilly ground still 
had to bc cut with wapers. headers or binders. becaosc 
the gigantic comhincs toppled over when used for hill- 
side harvesting or else the long wtter bars dug into 
tmcvcn ground. By the 1880s. however, inventors had 
added adjuslablc wheels and lcvclers which raised and 
lowered the combine’s sides as conditions dictated in 
order to keep the machine balanced. Most of these 
hillside combines were designed for horse-power be- 
CBUS~ only track-type tractors could safely operate on 
sieeply sloping ground without danger of tipping over. 

During the 1890s. combines. whether steam- or 
horse-powered almost completely replaced the header 
on the bonanza wheat farms in California. By the turn of 
the twentieth century, the combine harvester cut ap- 
proximately two-thirds of California’s wheat crop at a 
cost of approximately $1.75 per acre. Only a decade 
earlier. harvesting costs. when using a header and 
threshing machine averaged $3.00 per acre. By the be- 
ginning of World War I, more than forty combine makes 
were produced from assembly lines in California, 
Idaho, Oregon, and Washington. 



Certuinly. the combine increased productivity and 
reduced lubor costs, because it wasted less grain than 
reapers and threshers and fewer hired hands were 
needed ut hurvest time. Indeed. for the farmers who 
could afford the machine. the combine made them al- 
mast independent from hired help. Not only was the 
crop removed at once and the iield thereby clemxd for 
immediateplowing. huttheeutstraw wusalsoscattered 
awoss the grmmd to help build soil humus. Further- 
more. the combine freed farm women from the 
drudgery of cuoking meals for large threshing crews. 

Bythetumofthetwentiethcentury.thecumbine~us 
still primarily used only along the West Coast. Most of 

Ii3 

the combines used east of the Rocky Mountains priorto 
World War 1 operafed in the Great L?ains states where 
the dry climate made the wheat suitable for combining. 
Wartime labor shortages, though encouraged farmers 
to buy combines. During the 1920s. technical advance- 
ment, which improved maneuverability and reduced 
the combine’s size, and the adoption of the gasoline 
tractor, which gave the combine consistent drive with 
ifs power take-off, helped make the combine popular in 
IheMidwes: bjj:he!a:e !93Os. Until that time, however, 
combine harvesting remained a mechanical phenome- 
non of the West Coast. 



CHAPTER IX 

MAKING HAY AND FODDER 

Prior to the age of the internal combustion engine, hay 
was the most widely grown crop on farms devoted to 
genewl agriculture. Farm, city, and military horses and 
mules required large amounts of feed and the annual 
hay crop was a primary cash source for farmers who 
owned grasslands and meadows. The economic value 
of the hay crop caused anticipation, worry, and disap 
pointment. depending on the outcome of the weather at 
haying time. In addition, the job of making hay became 
even more worrisome, because the haying seasoncame 
during the harvest time for the small grain and corn 
crops. If the grass was cut but not raked and stacked 
because of labor shortages, or because attention was 
given to other pressing demands, it might be ruined by 
bad weather. A drenching rain would cause hay to mold 
if it were not properly cared for. or some of the nutri- 
tional valtte might be lost-all of which meant a sub- 
stantial monetary loss for the farmer. Furthermore, 
since two and sometimes three crops of hay could be 
cut each season, the problems of hay-making were 
compounded. 

HAYRAKES 
Before the nineteenth century began, a man could cut 

one or two acres ofhay per day witha scythe, but once 
the hay was cut it still had to be raked, loaded onto a 
wagon and hauled to the barn. Making hay in this man- 
ner required little equipment; a scythe, wooden rake, 
pitchfork, and a wagon were all the tools needed. Al- 
though the investment in hay-making implements was 
minimal, the job of haying was hard, slow work. 

Although the scythe was universally used on farms 
until the introductionofhorse-drawnmowingmachines 
in the mid-lg30s, technical change came early to the 
hay-making process. Sometime before the turn of the 
nineteenth century, the exact time of which is mtcer- 
tain, Virginia farmers began using horse-drawn rakes 
which they either imported or copied from the British. 
These horse-rakes had large wooden combs about ten 
feet wide with teeth two feet long. The teeth were 
spaced approximately eight inches apart and plow 
handles were attached to the frame. As the horse drew 
the rake across the field, the farmer manipulated the 
rake over rocks and around stumps with the handles. 
The grass gathered on top of the teeth which ran flat on 
the ground. When the rake was full, the horse was 
reined to a halt. the rake lifted and the hay shaken loose 
in a heap or windrow. Once the hay was in windrows, it 
could be pitched onto a wagon and hauled to the barn. 
Sometimes the horse-rake was drawn along the win- 
draw. and the hay collected and deposited at the place 
in the field where the stack was to be built. These hay 
rakes could replace from three to six hired-hands in the 
field. 



The Wire Spring-Tooth Horse Rake. 

By 1820. farmers in the middle Atlantic states and 
New England had adopted the horse-rake, but it was 
seldom used in the South where farmers preferred to 
graze their cattle year round and to use cottonseed cake 
for supplementary feed. The wooden horse-drawn hay 
rake became extremely popular. however, in New 
York. Pennsylvania. and New Jersey where the terrain 
was well suited for this implement. The rocky New 
England soil was less satisfactory, because the horse- 
rake was difftcult to maneuver over it and the wooden 
teeth broke frequently; consequently. it had only 
liiited appeal in that region. 

Sometime before 1820, the revolving horse-rake ap- 
peared. Although the exact originofthis rake is unclear, 
Ephmim Perktns and Charles Gouge of Oneida County. 
New York, made such an implement in July l8t 1; and. 
by 1823, Samuel Pennock at Kennett Square, Pennsyl- 
vania, was manufacturing rakes of this type for com- 
mercial sale. The revolving hay rake looked like the 

simple horse-rake, except that it had a second row of 
teeth mounted on the beam directly behind the teeth set 
togatherthe grass. When the first set of teethtilled with 
hay, the farmer lifted the handles which caused the 
beam to revolve. The teeth loaded with hay kicked 
under and back and the entire rake revolved over the 
hay which was left in a pile. At that same time, the 
second set of teeth immediately revolved up and over 
and began to gather more hay. The revolving hay rake 
eliminated the need to stop the horse and lift the rake 
over the windrow to empty the cut grass or clover from 
it. 

Farmers slowly adopted the revolving horse-rake. By 
184tJ. however, they were using it in every sfate north of 
Virginia; and, by 1850, it had become a standard imple- 
ment wherever hay was made. With it a man could rake 
a ten-foot swath into windrows as fast as he could walk, 
and cover about three acres an hour. Simply put. the 
revolving horse-rake replaced about six men with hand 
rakes. 

About 1850. implement manufacturers began adding 
seats to their rakes. .4lthough the first sulky rake ap- 
peared at least as early as IR37. it was not until 1849. 
when Calvin Delano of Maine patented his sulky rake, 
that this implement became popular. Delano’s sulky 
rake had wooden teeth which the operator raised or 
lowered with a lever. By the mid-lt?6Os, “Warner’s 
Sulky Revolver” was one of the most popular rakes. 
This rake was manufactured by the Blymer, Day & 
Company of Mansfield, Ohio. A lever. extending from 
the rake to the driver’s seat. enabled the operator to trip 
the load when the rake was full. The teeth were tipped 
with iron to prolong wear. When the job was co.npleted, 
the rake could be detached and fixed in front of the 
driver to facilitate travel down country roads. 

During the 1860s. sulky rakes with spring-teeth also 
became popular. The Hollingsworth. made by the 
Wanzer & Cromweli Company in Chicago, was one of 
the most popular sulky rakes of this type. Rakes with 
steel teeth could be used on rocky ground with less 
damage than rakes with wooden teeih. After 1870. the 



E:IY State Horse Rake. 

spring-tooth sulky rake remained virtually unchanged. 
With ten- or fifteen-foot sulky rakes, a farmer could 
rake twenty to thirty acres of hay per day. The sulky 
rakes were often known as hand-dump or self-dump 
models. The farmer tripped a lever on the hand-dump 
rake which emptied it in the windrow. The self-dump 
rake emptied when a foot pedal was tripped. The 
operator had to watch the dump rake constantly in 
order to release the hay at the propertime. Even so, the 
windrows left by the dump rake often zigzagged across 
the field. Crooked rows meant the crew loading the hay 
with pitchforks had more work to do as they walked 
back and forth between the windrows and the wagon. 
Still, the sulky rake eliminated the need forthe operator 
to walk behind the horse-rake and guide it with the 
handles. By so doing, sulky rakes greatly speeded the 
haying process. The most popular sulky rakes were 
those made in eight- or ten-foot widths. 

The side-delivery rake, which appeared after the 
Civil War. was an even more useful implement than the 
sulky rake. The side-delivery rake came in two styles. 
One consisted of a wheeled frame with spring teeth 
mounted on a reel. The reel was set at a forty-five 
degree angle and as the wheels turned the gearing, the 
teeth kicked the hay into a windrow off to the side of the 
rake. The second style had wheel rakes set at an angle 
which pushed the hay off to the side and into a continu- 
ous pile. By the First World War most farmers prefer- 
red the side-delivery to the dump-rake, because it 
worked faster and more efticiently. The side-delivery 
rake did not work well on rocky ground. but it became 
increasingly popu!ar in the Midwest after 1890. There. 
the level prairie lands and heavy grasses made the 
side-delivery rake a welcome farm implement. 

By the late nineteenth century, the sweep-rake, 
sometimes called a buck-rake. bull-rake, go-devil or 
slip-around. came into extensive use in the Middle West 
and Great Plains. This rake looked much like a revolv- 



in& horse-rake. It had teeth five feet long and a wooden 
box-like frame on top. A horse was attached to each 
side.and. as the rake was pulled down the windrow, the 
ftamr tilled with hay. Once full, the rake was pulled to 
the suck or the barn and the horses turned ahout. This 
caused the hinged sides to open and reverse position. 
The rake was then pulled away ready to gather another 
twd. This rake reportedly collected thirty tons of hay in 
a ten-how day. 

At the turn of the twentieth century. the sweep-rake 
consisted of a horizontal beam, rrsually about twelve 
fee1 htng. fitted with long wooden teeth. The teeth were 
slightly elevated and had steel caps to prevent them 
from digging into the ground as the rake was pushed 
aheadofateamofhorses.The teeth wereeight feet long 
and were spaced one foot apan on the beam. The teeth 
slipped under the hay and collected it against a brace at 
the rear. The sweep-rake came with or without wheels. 
Wheeltess and two-wheeled sweep-rakes were pulled 
wirh a horse hitched to each side. Sweep rakes with 
three or more wheels were pushed ahead of the horses. 
The wheelless sweep-rake was made for hauling hay to 
the stack in the tield, since it was unsuitable for travel 
along country roads. Wheeled sweep-rakes were de- 
signed so that the teeth could be raised after the hay had 
been swept up or loaded. This placed the weight di- 
rectly on the wheels and eased the burden on the 
horses. The wheeled sweep-rake also kept the hay 
cleaner and required less draft power. during transport 
to the stack or tam, since it did not drag across the 

ground. 
Although the sweep-rake was occasionally used to 

gather hay directly from the swath. it was most com- 
monly used to gather the grass or clover after it had 
been raked into a windrow. The sweep-rake reduced 
the cost of hauling hay from the windrow to the stack or 
ham by fifty percent. and one boy could operate it 
alone. A two-man crew using sweep-rakes could haul 
twice as much hay to the ham as athree-man crew using 
pitchforks and a wagon, or three times as much hay if it 
was stacked in the field. The sweep-mke required 
heavy, powerful horses to operate efficiently, because 
the rake might collect a half ton of hay before it was 
filled and ready for dumping. 

MOWING MACHINES 
Until the early nineteenth century. the American 

farmer cut his hay with a scythe in a manner little 
changed since antiquity. On 4 December 1812. how- 
ever, Peter Gaillard of Lancaster, Pennsylvania, 
patented a horse-drawn machine specifically designed 
for mowing grass. By doing so, Gaillard began a new 
age for haying technology. even though his mower pro- 
ved unsuccessful. Ten years later, on 13 February 1822 
Jeremiah Bailey of Chester County. Pennsylvania, be- 
came the second American inventor to patent a mowing 
machine. Bailey’s mower consisted of a rorary blade 
five and a half feet wide which looked much like a 
modern circular saw blade. The blade was attached to a 





spin&e which was connected to gearing on the drive 
wheel. A weighted lever enabled the farmer to adjust 
the height of the blade. The gearing, blade and lever 
were tnounted on a two-wheeled frame made from 
white oak. Bailey claimed his mower would cut six 
acres per day and replace twelve men with scythes in 
heavy grass and six men in light grass. Although 
Bailey’s mower attrteted some attention in Pennsyt- 
vania and New Jersey as welt as in Enghutd, it too did 
not function eBimientIy enough to merit production and 
widespread use. Indeed. the horse-drawn mowing 
machine did not become practical for more than twenty 
years after the Brst patent had been granted on that 
implement. 

On 3 May 1831 Wittiam Manuiug of Plaintietd, New 
Jersey. patented a mowing machine which proved suc- 
cessful. Manning’s mower incorporated for the first 
tiutetheprincipteoftherecipmcatingsickle. Manning’s 
sietde or cutter rested on the ground. and as the ma- 
chine moved forwurd, the sickle reciprocated as it 
moved through the grass. Iron teeth. six or eight inches 
tong, protruded from under the sickle and gathered and 
held the grass for the oncoming blade. Manning’s 
tuower.tikeGaiBard% and Bailey’s before him, failed to, 
worksutTicientiytomeritadoption byatargenumberof 
famters. Neverthetess. Manning’s reciprocating sickle 
indiiuted great possibilities to other inventors, who 
believed that. with certain adjustments, it could be 
made to work efticiently. 

Obed Hussey was the first inventor to improve upon 
Manning’s concept. Hussey’s combination reaper- 
mower. patented in 1833. had a superior sickle for cut- 
tinggrass: and after some adjustment in 1847, it became 
the standard cutter for both reapers and mowers. Com- 
bination reaper-mowers. however, did not work en- 
tirely satisfactorily. The reaper platform either inter- 
fered with mowing,or.ifit was removed, the platform’s 
absence weakened the machine. Because of these 
probtems. inventors be:gxn des+ing implements spec- 
iEcaBy intended for mowing hay. 

Ott IBJuty 1847 William F. Ketchum of Buffalo, New 
York. patented a durable mower designed specifically 
for cutting hay. Ketchum’s mower was simply built 
with a singte drive wheel and a cutter bar which con- 
sisted of an endless chain of knives. A small runner 
supported the outer edge of the sickle. The endless 
cutting apparatus did not prove successful. but after 
Ketchumadopted Hussey’s sickle. his machine became 
thetiit mower tnanufacturedinhargequantity. In time, 
tt;: Ketchum mower earned the reputation of being the 
best single-wheeled mowing machine ever produced. 

Lkyotni the addition of a second wheel, the two- 
wheeled mowing machine had a flexible cutter bar in- 
stead of the fixed sickle found on the single-wheeled 
mowers. The origin of the flexible cutterbar can be 
traced to Hussey’s reaper-mower which had a hinged 
sickle attached to the main axle. On 5 December 1854 

Cyrenus Wheeler patented a two-wheeled mower with 
a flexible sickle design which proved a lasting SUCCESS. 
Wheelerplaced thecutterbarat therearofthemachine. 
This location permitted the driver to raise or lower the 
blade with a lever while the mower was in motion. The 
D. M. Osborne & Company of Auburn, New York, 
manufactured Wheeler’s mower and marketed it under 
the trade name of “Cayuga Chief.” The next major 
contribution in the development of the flexible cutter 
bar came on 4 September 1855 when Jonathan Haines 
patented a mowing machine with two drive wheels. 

The mowing machine’s design was further improved 
on I7 July 1854 when Cornelius Aultman and Lewis 
Miller of Akron. Ohio, patented a two-wheeled mower. 
In May 1853 Miller patented another design with a 
floating cutter bar. that is. a sickle which followed the 
contoursofthe ground and thereby cut moreefticiently. 
Since that time, the design of the mowing machine has 
changed little. Aultman and Miller marketed their 
mower under the name “Buckeye.” The Buckeye 
mower differed from previous machines in several re- 
spects. First, a series of gears, attached to the main 
axle, drove the sickle. This feature gave better balance 
to the machine since gearing tixed to only one drive 
wheel caused the machine to veer off to one side. 
Clutches on each drive wheel enabled the operator to 
engage or disengage the wheels at the proper moment 
and thereby turn sharper corners than ever before. The 
cutter bar was mounted in front of the driver. This was 
an important safety feature, since the sickle was tixed 
behind or off to the side of the driver on the other 
machines. If the mower hit a hole or obstruction, the 
driver could be easily thrown into the path of the sickle. 
By placing the blade in front of the driver, the operator 
wasout ofthe pathofthe oscillatingsickleifhe fell from 
the machine. The cutter bar could he raised or towered 
with a lever. The Buckeye mower had an additional 
convenience because the sickle raised and folded in 



front of the driver. This feature facilitated traveling 
down country roads and passing through narrow gates. 
The Buckeye mowerwas an immediate success: and, as 
long as buy was mowed by horse-power. it remained 
one of the most popular implements for cutting grass 
and clover. 

The mowing machine improvements which followed 
the Buckeye mowerwere primurily designed to lighten. 
strengthen. and r&we the cost of the machine. By 
IttC&. the mower wits a practical farm implement, and 
the Cnyuga Chief. the Ball. and the Buckeye were the 

most popular mowing machines at that time. These 
mowers cut a narrow swath, and. as late as 1918, the 
most commonly used mowing machines had only 
five-foot cutter bars. These mowing machines GUI on 
average of ten acres per day. and thereby replaced ten 
men with scythes. The two horses required to pull the 
mower were also cheaper to feed than a mowing crew. 
One farmer believed the mowing machine made the job 
ofcu:ting hay so easy that it could be done by a “smart 
boy. or lazy farmer, or old man” without difficulty. By 
the end of the First World War, though seven- and 



eight-foot mowers were becoming popular; these 
machines cut fifteen acres per day. 

The mowing machine required only one tool - a 
grinder - to m~tintain maximum operating efficiency. 
The commonly used tlat grindstone. which was turned 
with a crank. would not tit between the teeth of the 
sickle blades. Consequently. by the late 1860s. a diffe- 
rent type of grindstone was, developed. The grindstone 
had two faces. each set at a sixty degree angle, totit the 
bevel of the teeth. A clamp held the sickle against the 
stone. and. as the hand-crank turned. the stone re- 
volved and ground a sharp edge on the teeth. 

TEDDERS 
When the hay was especially heavy. it might not dry 

property. If the hay was toodamp when it was placed in 
the smck or in the ham. it might mold or create enough 
heat to start a fire. Sometimes the hay became packed 
as the horses and mowers were driven over the previ- 
ously cut swath as ihe farmer made his next round. In 
order to loosen the hay and permit the air to circulate 
through it and thereby speed the drying process. some 
farmers fhtffed it with a tedder. 

The tedder’s origin is unknown, but it was invented 
about 1800. probably by the British. The tedder was not 
adopted by many American farmers until after the Civil 
War. when the mowing machine became widely used. 
The hay tedder had a number of wire prongs or forks 
attached to a revolving crank shaft which extended 
between two wheels. As the implement moved forward. 
the shaft revolved and the prongs kicked backward and 
lifted the hay. The forks were placed at one foot inter- 
vals and most tedders had about eight forks, each com- 
posed of wwal tines. At fuse, the tedder had a wooden 
frame, but by the eartY 189Qs. it was being made from 
steel. and more than fifty makes were on the market. 

Tedders worked best about half a day after the hay was 
cut. If the hay leaves were too dry, though, the tedder 
:vould break them off and thereby cause a substantial 
loss of hay. Since the side-delivery rake lifted and fluf- 
fed the hay nearly as well as the tedder, and left it in 
windrows as well. most eastern and midwestern far- 
mers preferred using it instead of the tedder. By so 
doing, they saved the expense of purchasing an addi- 
tional implement. In theGreat Plainsand Far West. the 
dry climate cured the hay rapidly and farmers in those 
regions seldom used the tedder. 

LOADERS 
After the hay had been cut and tedded. it was ready 

for the ham or the stack. The hay sweep eliminated the 
task of loading hay onto a wagon with a pitchfork, but 
some farmers preferred to use another implement- the 
hay loader - for gathering the hay from the swath or 
windrow. Although patents were granted for hay load- 
ers as early as 1848, this implement did not become 
successful until the late 1860’s. The hay loader attached 
to the end of a wagon. and as the implement moved 
forward, a series of forks and endless chains revolved. 
scooped up the hay, and carried it to the top of the 
machine where it fell onto the wagon. 

The “Douglas’ Hay Loading Machine,” patented in 
1870, wasan early model which worked fairly well. This 
hay loader consisted of eight endless leather belts at- 
tached to two rollers. A belt transferred power from the 
wagon’s sprocket wheel to the loader. Steel spikes on 
the leather belts caught the hay and carried it to the top 
of the loader where it dropped onto the wagon. Bttt 
when the wagon was full, the hay loader could not be 
easily detached or thrown out of gear. Consequentiy, 
both the hay wagon and loader were hauled to the barn 
or to the hay stack. This type of hay loader was a 



cumbersome implement. and it did not pick up all the 
hay from the yound. In 1875, a more efficient hay 
ioader~ appeared on the market, when the Keystone 
Manufacturing Company of Sterling, Illinois, began 
producing its machine. Like all hay loaders, this imple- 
ment attached to the wagon. 

The most popular hay loaders had either forks or 
cylinderswithtineswhichlifted the hayanddepositedit 
on an endless inclined apron which carried it up to the 
wagon. Two men could load two tons of hay onto a 
wagon with a loader. if the stack was carefully built. 
The hty Iottder became popular among farmers in New 
York. Bennsylvnnia.Ohio, India:.:. and Iowa. It did not 
work very well on uneven grotmd, or in the wind, and 
because of these disadvantages, the hay loader never 
achieved widespread popularity. Most farmers prefer- 
red to pick up hay from the windrow with pitch forks 
or with sweep-rakes. 

HAY FORKS 
In the East. farmers generally placed their hay in the 

barn loft. Sometimes as much as ten or twelve tons of 
hay might be hauled to the barn during the course of a 
day. If this hay was pitched up into the barn with hand 
forks, the work was not only hard, but dirty as well. 
since dust and dried leaves and stems sifted down upon 
the men in the wagon. 

By the late 1t340s. some farmers were experimenting 
with rhe horse-fork for lifting hay from the wagon into 
the barn mow. The horse-fork looked much like a large 

pitchfork. It had a wooden handle five and a half feet 
long and a wooden head about twenty-eight inches wide 
to which long steel tines were attached with screws and 
nuts. A rope was tied to the fork and threaded through a 
pulley which was attached to the rafter at the peak of the 
barn. The rope then passed down through another pul- 
ley fixed to the barn floor, and from there to the horse. 
The man working on the wagon drove the fork into the 
hay. and as the horse walked forward, the fork load of 
hay was raised to the door of the mow. A man on the 

wagon held a rope attached to the handle in order to 
keep the load level. Once the fork reached the top, a 
worker in the hay loft swung it inside and emptied the 
load. The horse was then backed up, the fork lowered, 
and more hay prepared for lifting. The length of the 
handle. however, made the horse-fork difftcnlt to use 
under low roofs, but this problem was soon solved by 
adding a hinge between the head and the handle. The 
hinge was tripped with a cord by whomever was work- 
ing on the wagon. As the fork was lowered, the weight 
of the head caused the hinge to snap back into place 
ready for another bite of hay. Where one man could 
unload a ton of hay in thirty minutes by using a pitch- 
fork, one person could unload that same amount in 
about six minutes by using a horse-fork. Other innova- 
tions for lifting hay into the mow followed. 

In September 1864, E. L. Walker, a New York in- 
ventor. patented a “harpoon” hay fork. This fork 
worked in a manner similar to a whaler’s harpoon. The 
harpoon fork, either single or double. had tines from 
twenty-five to thirty-live inches long with folding barbs 
housed in the shaft hear the point. The fork was driven 
into the load of hay. and as the horse tightened the rope 



HAY FORKS. 

for lifting the fork, the barbs sprung out of the tip and 
held the hay. The harpoon fork worked best on long- 
stemmed hay such as timothy. It did not work as well as 
the horse-fork for short-stemmed hay such as clover, 
alfalfa, and the short grasses. 

About the same time that harpoon forks became 
popular the “eagle claw” forks were developed. These 
forks looked like giant bird claws which were hinged 

together much like a clam shell. The steel teeth were 
driven into the hay, and, as the horse tightened the slack 
of the rope, the teeth closed and the load was lifted to 
the mow. A rope extended from the hinge to the ground. 
and as the hay was swung into place, the hinge was 
tripped and the load emptied. In contrast to the har- 
poon forks, the eagle claw forks worked well on short 
hay. 



AIthough hay forks greatly eased the burden of 
pitching hay up into the barn. once the hay has been 
released. workers in the loft still had to build the stack 
by hand. Hy the iztc 180s. however. this problem had 
been solved with the addition of the steel track and 
carrier. The track was fixed to the ceiling of the barn 
and a carrier with a pulley attached to it. A rope was 
threaded through the pulley and tied to the hay fork. 
The other end of the rope. passed through another 
pulley fixed to the barn floor; it was then tied to the 
horse. When the hay fork was raised to the track, it 
locked onto the carrier and immediately slid toward the 
back of the barn. When the hay fork reached the ap- 
propriate point for release. someone working in the 
mow gave a shout to the person holding the trip rope on 
the ground betow. The trip rope was given a jerk, the 
fork opened, and the hay was released, At that point, 
the horse was backed up; the fork pulled back along the 
carrier and lowered with another trip device. Steel hay 
carriers could support more than half ton of hay and 
together with the hay fork greatly sped the task of 
putting hay into the mow. 

If a farmer used a sweep-rake to gather the hay and 

transport it to the barn. he frequently preferred to lift it 
into the mow with a sling. The sling was essentially a 
rope net made in two sections andjoined together with a 
trip fastener. The sling was spread on the ground and 
the sweep-rakes’s hay load dropped on it. A horse 
drawn rope lifted the sling into the barn. The entire load 
could be raised at once. The sling. however, could be 
easily pushed out of place when the sweep drove over 
it. and some farmers preferred to place it on a wagon’s 
empty bed so the load coud be built on top of it. Then. 
the wagon was simply drawn to the barn and the sling 
attached to the hoist and lifted into the mow. 

HAY STACKERS 
In the midwestem prairie, the Great Plains and the 

Far West, farmers preferred to stack their hay outside 
because their annual crops were far too large to tit in 
most barns. By the early 186% some farmers were 
using tripods made from long poles to build their hay 
stacks. Two tripods were set up where the farmer plan- 



ned to locate the stack. A pulley slid on a rope betweeo 
each tripod and the hay fork’s load was released in the 
same manner as wiren it was used in a bnro. Two other 
types of stackers - the overshot and the swinging -- 
soon developed. 

The overshot and swinging stackers looked much like 
sweep-rakes attached to a frame. Hay was piled on the 
giant fork which was lifted with the aid ofa horse, rope. 
and pulley. As the horse polled on rhe ro@e, the fork 
lifted up over the frame and tossed the hay onto the 
stack. The swinging stacker could be locked in place. 
after the fork was raised, and pivoted’over the stack 
until it reached the proper position for ielea.Cng the hay. 
Some hay stackers such as Palmer’s Hay Stacker used a 
steel horse-fork instead of a large wooden fork to hold 
the hay. This stacker consisted ofa large boota attached 
to a frame. The fork was sunk into the hay on a wagon 
and raised until it struck the pulley which automatically 
swung the fork over the stack for release. Once the hay 
was dropped, the horse backed up. and, as the fork 
lowered. its weight caused the derrick to revolve back 
into position reddy for another lord. The swinging 
stacker was particularly useful for loading hay from the 
stack back onto a wagon for delivery to livestock feed 
bunks. 

HAY BALERS 
During the first h:df of the nineteenth century, many 

inventors tried to eliminate the ose of pitch forks for 
stacking hay as well as the nuisance of shipping loose 
hay by patenting a host of designs for hay presses or 
balers. The earliest hay presses were designed to work 
by hand. Hay was stuffed into a box-like cylinder and a 
hand-crank and wooden plunger sqoeezed it into a firm 
bale. These hand presses did not work very well be- 
cause human strength was insufficient to press the hay 
adequately, and horse power was soon applied to these 
implements. By pulling or pushing a lever back and 
forth or by turning a sweep, a horse could provide the 
superior strength necessary to compress large amounts 
of hay into firm, tight hales. In 1853, H. L. Emery of 



Albany. New York, began manufacturing a horse- 
powered hay press. With Emery’s press, two men and a 
horse could make five, ZSQpound bales per hour. Each 
bale measured 24x24~48 inches. When the bale was 
completed wires were fed through slots at each end and 
the bale tied together. Once the bale was removed, the 
machine had to be reset to start the baling process all 
over again. 

In 1872, L. & P. K. Dederick also of Albany, New 
York, began manufacturing a continuous process baler 
called the “PerpetuaI Press.” This press could form 
more than one bale at once and the machine did not 
need to be reset after each bale was completed. As two 
men fed hay continually into the receiving box of the 
giant vertical press, horse-powered levers packed the 

hay tight. When the appropriate bale size had been 
reached, a block of wood was inserted into the cylinder 
to mark the end ofone bale and to start the beginning of 
another. The finished bale was then :ied with wires and 
emptied from the machine. 

By the mid-1880% steam-powered balers wereon the 
market. These required a crew of eight men - one 
engineer and a water hauler to operate the s!eam en- 
gine, two men to pitch the loose hay from the wagon, 
another to fork it into the baler, two men to tie wires 
lengthwise on each bale and one man to carry the bale 
away from the machine. A crew such as this could bale 
approximately twenty-five tons of hay per day, al- 
though some steam-powered presses baled as much as 
ninety tons per day. Still. horse-powered balers con- 



tinued to be made until after the turn of the twentieth 
century even though these implements only produced 
abouteighteen tonsperday. Whetherhorse-poweredor 
steam-powered, hay balers not only enabled a farmer to 
stack more hay in a smaller space than ever before, but 
baled hay also could be easily toaded onto wagons or 
railway cars for transport and sale. Bales were particu- 
larly useful in the prairie hay and alfalfa fields of the 
Great Plains nnd Far West where the large quantity of 
hny was often expensive to hand-stack with hired labor. 

FODDER-CHOPPERS 
AND FEED MILLS 

Since antiquity, farmers have prepared coarse grass 
and grain stalks for livestock feed by cutting or chop- 
ping it into small pieces. Chopped forage was more 
palatable to cattle and they wasted less of it. American 
farmers followed this ancient practice, and by the early 
nineteenth centary, they were using hand-powered 
fodder-choppers to prepare cattle feed. 

At first, fodder-choppers simply consisted of a feed 
box mounted on a wooden or iron frame with a large, 
lever-like knife attached to one side. Straw or stalks 
were placed in the box and cut into the desired lengths 
or pieces. These fodder-choppers could be easily made 
by the farmer with the aid of the local blacksmith, who 
fashioned the cutter from an old scythe. By the early 



1820s. fodder-choppers with spiral knives attached to a 
shuft revolved as a hand-crank turned. The operator 
fed the stalks under the knives which cut the forage into 
pieces. Some fodder-cutters had knives attached to the 
inside of a flywheel. The straw fed from the box into the 
spinning wheel. Other models had spiked rollers which 
fed the crop into revolving knives attached to a spindle. 
With all models. the chopped fodder fell from the knives 
onto the ground. ready for feeding livestock. 

The lever, crank a:ld flywheel fodder-choppers were 
suitable only for dry straw. Corn stalks required more 
chopping power than an individuai could generate with 
a lever or crank for a sustained period of time. How- 
ever, by attaching a pulley and belt. which linked the 
fodder chopper to a horse-powered sweep or treadmill, 
corn stalks could be cut easily. Later in the nineteenth 
century, steam engines replaced horses for powering 
large fodder-choppers. 

During the last quarter of the nineteenth century, 
some farmers began storing green or partially cured 
corn as well as alfalfa and grain sorghum in silos. In 
order to till their silos, they used fodder-choppers, 
known as silage or ensilage cutters, which had been 
adapted for cutting green stalks. An endless belt fed the 
crop into radial or spiral cutters. Radial knives were 
attached to a flywheel and the stalks fed through it. 
Spiral knives were attached to a spindle and cut the 
forage much like a reel-type lawn mower. A chain or 
pneumatic conveyor carried the chopped ensilage into 
the silo. Before the age of the gasoline tractor, ensilage 
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Awnrded by the Mnryland Slate Agricultural Society, Nov. 1, 1855, 
the 1st Premium. 

THE CYLINDRICAL STRAW CUT- 
TER, although invented and made in this 
city more than thirty years past, still retains 
its high reputation for efficiency and dura- 
bility. With thepresent feed works, (Screw 
or Spiral,) the article is greatly improved 
and rendered more simple. All efforts of 
inventors that have beet; made in Europe or 
the United States towards improving or in- 
venting Straw Cutters, have failed to produce 
a machine of equal perfection as our palent 

wl,clle~. 
1 i Tne screwfeed renders the rrraehine simple 
111 nrrang mentof the works, reduces power, 
and allows those driven by horse pow~‘r to be 
run 30 per cent. fasler than ordinaryl and pro- 
dueing a consequent greater number of bush- 
els of cut fodder in a given time. Thesizes, 
prices and capacity, are as follows, viz : 

r”~;ik” or cut, 9. II.* 13. 15 in. 
28. 30. 40. $45. 

C:ps&y per hour, 45. 55. 225. 250 Bush. 

As regards capacity, the 9 and 11 inches, 
-+GC+= are rated by hand power, and the 13snd 15 

inches by horse. 
g-= Aiso for sale, a variety of Straw Cutter? 
% of various sorts and sizes, prices from 5 to 
ES, $16. 

‘-- ;_ Jhufocfurcd and for sale By 
t.3 

= R. SINCLAIR, Jr. & CO. 

cutters were steam-powered. Only steam engines pro- 
vided sufficient power to turn the cutting blades and 
mechanisms which lifted or forced the tine pieces of 
ensilage into the silo. At the turn of the twentieth ccn- 
tury, ensilage cutters chopped about one ton of forage 
for each horsepower of the steam engine. 

After the mid-ninetc&th century, many farmers also 
owned feed mills, which they used for grinding corn, 
cobs, and small grains into livestock feed. Hand-crank 
mills appeared first, followed by horse and steam- 
powered mills. Feed mills worked on the same basic 
principle of fodder choppers. A feed box dropped the 
grain or cobs into a chamber where iron mill plates, 
called burrs, tumedandcrushedit. Ifcobzwcrcfcdinto 

the mill, a revolving cutter chopped them into tine 
pieces before the burrs ground the forage into even finer 
pieces. The burrs were corrugated to carry the crushed 
feed from the surfaceofthe plates to the outeredge. Tne 
milled feed then dropped out of the mill through slots at 
the bottom. During the 186Os, feed milts, driven by a 
two-horse sweep or by a railway, crusted from five to 
ten bushels of corn per hour. By the turn of the twen- 
tieth century, horse-sweep or stream-powered mills 
ground as much as twenty bushels of shelled corn, 
fifteen bushels of ear corn, or twelve bushels of oats per 
hour. 

In retrospect, no other agricultural activity had a 
greater variety oftools and implements than did hay and 



fodder-making. The vast array of rakes, mowers, ted- 
ders, loaders, stackers, forks, fodder-choppers, and 
feed mills attest to the great technological change which 
occurred in the hay- and fodder-making process. These 
horse- and steam-powered implements enabled the 
farmer to complete more work more efftciently than 
ever before. Certainly, the gasoline tractor brought in- 
creased power and speeded these farm chores as old 
implements were modified and as new ones were de- 
veloped to work properly behind this new power 
source. Ilut, before the gasoline tractor revolutionized 
agriculture in the twentieth century, steam-power 
caught the imagination of agricultural inventors and 
farmers alike. 



CHAPTER X 

STEAM POWER 

The exact date is, unknown when the tirst steam en- 
gine was used for farm power in the United States. As 
early as 1807 or 1808. however, Oliver Evans was 
building steam engines in his Philadelphia shops for 
powering cot(on, flax and wool machinery and for 
driving sugar cane mills. By 1889, steam engines were 
turn@ gristmills, and during the War of 1812, some 
Georgia planters were using steam to run their cotton 
gins. Indeed, early in the nineteenth century, southern 
planters most commonly used steam engines for ag- 
ricultural purposes, and by the late 1820s. Louisiana 
plantation owners were making large investments in 
steam-powered sugar mills. A decade later, only 
Penttsyivania had more steam engines in operation than 
did Louisiana. By the outbreak of the Civil War, steam 
power had almost comp!etely replaced horses or oxen 
for powering sugar mills, and plantation owners across 
the South were using steam engines to operate rice mills 
and to turn cotton gins. 

The work which a steam engine performed was a 
sigttitlcant increase over that accomplished by horse or 
man power. With it, for example, three men and a 

cotton gin could remove the seeds from 1,000 to 4,500 
pounds of cotton per day. This was about 100 times 
more than they could gin without steam power. Until 
the 1830s. most of the steam engines used in American 
agriculture were British imports. During the 183Os, 
however, American manufacturers began making 
steam engines for agriculturists. The W. Tift and Com- 
pany of Cincinnati, the West Point Foundry of New 
York, Holmes Hinckley of Boston, and John Allaire of 
New York were several of the most important early 
steam manufacturers in the United States. A decade 
later, during the 1840% the Tredegar Iron Works in 
Richmond, Virginia, also became an important supplier 
of steam engines, when it began furnishing steam- 
powered sugar mills to southern planters. 

Prior to the 185Os, stationary rather than portable or 
traction steam engines generated steam power. Station- 
ary engines, as the term implies, could not be moved 
easily. Rather, these steam engines were bolted to 
solid, brick and mortar foundations. A belt linked the 
steam engine to whatever machinery was to be driven. 
Southern plantations, which were devoted to the inten- 



sive cultivation of specific crops such as cotton or sugar 
cane, were much better suited for the adoption of 
stationary steam engines than were farms devoted to 
the extensive cultivation of various crops. Steam en- 
gines did not become popular on grain farms until port- 
able models reached the market. The daily chores on 
most farms were just too diverse for the convenient use 
of stationary steam engines. Once the boiler, steam 

cylinder, and flywheel were mounted on a wheeled 
frame, the portable (horse-drawn), steam engine be- 
came practical for farms concerned with general ag- 
riculture. The portable steam engine could be used on 
any part of the farm no matter whether it was needed in 
the cornfield, the wheat field, outside the barn, or down 
the road at the neighbor’s place. 

Although Thomas Jefferson had called for small, 
portable steam engines as early as 18 15, more than three 
decades passed before that innovation became a reality. 
In 1849, A. L. Archambault of Philadelphia manufac- 
tured the first American-made steam engine which had 
the advantage of mobility. Archarubaub aptly named his 
steam engine the “Forty-Niner,” and built it in 4-, lo-, 
and 30..horsepower models. By the outbreak of the Civil 
War several dozen agricultural manufacturing com- 
part& also were building portable steam engines all of 
which were designed for belt work, that is, to power 
farm implements such as threshing machines, corn 
shellers, and fanning mills. 

Although the portable steam engine appeared on the 
market in increasing numbers during the 185Os, and 
although farmers recognized its labor saving value, 
steam power was not used on a widespread agricultural 
basis prior to the Civil War. At best, before 1860, the 
application of steam to general agriculture was still very 
much in the experimental stage. During the l85Os, 
steam engines were still primarily found either on 
southern plantations or on the large farms of wealthy 
land owners in the midwestern prairies. Few farmers 
hadeven seenasteamengineandfewerstillownedti?:. 
but most believed this innovation would only sup@*- 
ment the role of the draft horse and mule rather thar: 
replace them on the farm. 

During the 1860s and 1870% however, important 
technical changes in plowing, planting and harvesting 
machinery helped to increase grain production. With 
expansion in production, additional technical changes 
were needed to enlarge the threshing machine’s capac- 
ity and to increase its operating speed. As manufactur- 
ers built larger threshing machines, more power was 
needed to operate them. The horse-powered treadmills 
and sweeps simply were not capable of adequately 
turning the mechanisms of the large threshing 
machines. Moreover, horses seldom maintained the 
even speed required for maximum threshing efficiency. 
If the horses walked too fast, all of the grain might not 
be threshed out of the heads. If the horses walked too 
slowly, poor separation took place. Both problems 
meant either wasted or dirty grain and economic loss for 
the farmer. Furthermore, horses had to be rested or 
changed frequently. 

Because of these problems, by the late 186Os, an 
increasing number of grain farmers were beginning to 
use portable steam engines to power their threshing 
machines. By 1868, for example, the Wood and Mann 
Steam Engine Company of Utica, New York, had sold 
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more than 1,200 steam engines. At that time, a 12- 
horsepowered engine could drive a threshing machine 
capable of threshing more han 100 bushels per hour. 
These engines used a half a cord of wood or from 300 to 
400 pounds of coal during a ten-hour day. By 1870, the 
building of steam engines was an important aspect of 
the threshing machine manufacturer’s businefs. During 
that decade. farmers in all sections of the no.‘; ~~:. began 
applying steam power to their wheat, corn and rice 
threshing and cotton ginning operations. By 1880, the 
Census Bureau estimated that steam powerthreshed 80 
percent of the grain harvest in the major wheat produc- 
ing states. Most of those steam engines were manofac- 
tored by the various threshing machine companies, 
Indeed, itinerant or custom threshermen often bought 
their steam engine and threshing machine as one outfit. 

Although the portable steam engine increased the 
speed and capability of the threshing machine, it had 
one serious tlaw - the portable steam engines were not 
self-propelled. Lacking traction, steam engines could 
neither plow nor move about under their own power. 
Consequently, their use was limited to belt work on 
threshing, ginding, milling, and ginning machines. In 
order to move the portable steam engine, the operator 
hitd to hitch a team of horsgs to it and pull it from place 
to place. Some steam engines had a seat or platform on 
the front or the rear from which the operator steered it 
with the reins. On other models, the farmer simply held 
the reins as he walked alongside the engine. 

Although self-propelled steam engines did not reach 
the market before the 1870’s. it was not because inven- 
tors failed to devote their attention to the development 
oftraction models. As early as 1769, Nicholas Cugnot, a 
French inventor, built a self-propelled steam engine 
which he drove through ik streets of Paris. But, the 
first traction steam engine produced in the United 
States was not marketed until 1873. when the Battle 
Creek, Michigan, firm of Merritt and Kellogg offered a 
self-propelled model for sale. By the late 1870% the C. 
and G. Cooper Company ~of Mount Vernon, Ohio, had 
won the reputation of being the tirst company to man- 
ufacture traction steam engines in quantity and market 
them nationwide. In 1880, more than 1,000 Cooper 
steam tractors were in use across the country. Other 
agricultural manufacturing firms quickly sought to win 
the farmer’s business, and, by 1881, most of the 
threshing machihe manufacturers were making steam 
traction engines. By the late 1880% the gearing, clutch- 
ing, braking, and steering problems had beeo eliminated 
so that the driver could operate the tractor without 
losing control. 

All steam tractors tssentially shared a common de- 
sign, no matter which company built them. Each had a 
boiler, engine (cylinder, piston, and valves), governor, 
flywheel, tractiongears, wheels and atirebox. The heat 
in the tirebox converted the water in the boiler to steam 
by passing down a floe. A valve admitted the steam into 

the cylinder where it drove the piston joined by the 
connecting rod to the crankshaft. In turn, the 
crankshaft moved the gearing linked to the rear wheels. 
Traction steam engines were made from two possible 
designs. One design called for a frame upon which the 
boiler, engine, and other parts were mounted. The sec- 

ond design involved making the boiler the main stroc- 
tore and attaching the various parts to it. Usually, the 
engine was attached to the boiler and the boiler then 
mounted on a frame or truck. 

Traction steam engines were built with either a 
direct-flue or a return-floe boiler. The direct or locomo- 
tive-flue was virtually universal for traction steam en- 
gines intended primarily for plowing. With this flue, the 
heat and smoke passed from the tirebox in the rear 



through floes or tubes to the front of the boiler where it 
exited up through the smokestack. As the heat and 
smoke moved forward, it heated the water which sur- 
rounded the flues and turned the water into steam. in 
the return-flue boiler the heat and smoke moved for- 
ward through a large flue then passed up and back down 
the boiler in several smaller flues from which it exited 
through a smokestack at the rear of the boiler. The 
return-flue boiler had the best fuel economy, since the 
heat passed through the boiler twice, but the smoke- 
stackat the rear increased the heat around the engineer. 
Some operators argued, however, that the direct-flue 
boiler was stronger and safer than the return flue boiler. 

Indeed, a major problem with the early traction steam 
engines was that the boiler iron was sometimes too 

weak to withstand the pressure generated inside. When 
water converts to steam at 212” Fahrenheit, it expands 
1,600 times in volume; adequate safety valves were 
needed to prevent explosions and the inevitable injury 
of the operator and others nearby with flying pieces of 
shrapnel and scalding water. By the late 187Os, how- 
ever, manufacturers were using Bessemer steel and 
improved joint-making techniques for their boilers and 
the hazards of steam engines were greatly reduced. 

Sparks escaping from the smokestack created 
another steam engine hazard, particularly when 
threshing was done in the stubble field. The addition of 
spark arrestors, made by placing screens in the 
smoke-stack or by forcing steam into it, helped reduce 
that danger, but cautious threshermen kept the steam 



engine as far away from the straw stack as possible. 
An equally serious danger involved the weight of the 
traction steam engine. Bridges designed for horses. 
wagoons, and carriages could seldom suport a ten- or 
twenty-ton steam engine. Only improved bridge en- 
gineering eliminated this problem, but changes came 
slowly and many steam engines crashed through the 
timbers and into creeks and ravines before improve- 
ments were made. 

Although steam tractors only lumbered along at a rate 
of two or three miles-per-hour. the sight of these iron 
monsters. with smoke spewing from their stacks, in- 
variably terrified oncoming horses. After numerous in- 
cidences of bucking horses, overturned wagons. and 
runaway teams, many states passed laws requiring that 
a temt of horses be hitched in front of the steam engine 
while it traveled down a public road. The horses in front 
tended to give reassurxa to oncoming teams that all 
was well and the number of accidents decreased. 

By the late 1870s. farmers were beginniag to use 
self-propelled steam engines in considerable numbers; 
and, by the mid-1880s. the steam engine met the grain 
farmer’s major threshing needs. Many agriculturists. 
however, wanted the steam tractor to do more than 

propel itself from field to field and thresh grain, sheil 
corn, gin cotton, or power a wood saw. In the vast 
expanse of the Great Plains and Far K~“st, wheat far- 
mers anxiously awaited the development of a steam 
engine that could pull the plow. 

Prior to the development of the steam threshing en- 
gine. inventors had been working for many years on a 
plowing engine. No one knows when the first steam 
plowing engine was made orb) whom, although it may 
have been LukeJohnson, aLeominster, Massachusetts 
inventor. in 1816. Other inventors grappled with the 
problem of producing an engine that had sufficient 
power to propel itself across a field and pull a plow at 
the same time. During the 1830% 1840s. and 1850% 
various attempts were made to build a steam plow. but, 
at best, most inventors achieved only limited success. 

Edmund C. Bellingerof South Caro!ina was one such 
inventor. Bellinger believed a steam engine should not 
waste its power moving across a field. His steam en- 
gine, patented on I9 November 1833 had a cable and 
windlass attachment. Bellinger’s technique ‘was to 
place the steam engine at the side of the field and use its 
powertodraw agangofplows.attachedtoacable, back 
and forth across it. This arrangement allowed the en- 





gine to move ahead slowly as the plowing progressed, 
yet at the same time devote all of its power to pulling the 
cable and plow attachment. 

Some inventors tried to modify Belling&s steam 
plowing method by using two steam engines, one on 
each side of the field, to draw the piow back and forth. 
Bellinger’s steam plow, however, never won wide- 
spread support in the United States. Two major faults 
prevented its success. First. the cost of a steam engine 
with plow, cable and windlass apparatus was extremely 
high. Only the most wealthy farmers could afford an 
outlay of from $10,000 to $12,000 at mid-point of the 
nineteenth century. Secondly, cabie plowing with 
steam power was impractical on American wheat 
farms. Here, the fields were too large for a cable ap- 
paratus to work efticiently. At least four men were 
needed to operate the cable plow, and they could plow 
only about twenty acres per day. The fields of Great 

Britain were much sma!ler and much more suitable for 
this method of steam plowing, but in the Great Plains 
and Far West, the fields were too large. There, farmers 
needed a steam engine which could pull a gang of plows 
behind it ea$ly, and which required only one operator 
and a fuel and water tender. Until steam engines were 
built strong enough to pull a gang of plows, the grain 
farmers of the prairies and the plains preferred using 
horse power for plowing their fields. 

Obrd Hussey was perhaps the most famous early 
inventor to build a steam plow. In 1855, Hussey tested a 
steam plow before the Maryland Agricultural Society. 
and, in 1856, he exhibited his steam engine at the In- 
diana State Fair. Although Hussey won a silver cpp in 
the Indiana competition he was unable to gain the finan- 
cial backing needed to proceed with his experiments, 
and he abandoned further work on the steam plow. If 
Hussey was the most famous inventor to work on the 
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ing outfit of John W. Fawkes, a Lancaster, Pennsyl- 
vania. inventor. probably attracted the most public ut- 
tention prior to the perfection of a commercial steam 
plowing engine. 

Fawkes’ steam engine, exhibited at the Illinois State 
Fair in 1858, weighed ten tons, extended eighteen feet 
long and eight feet wide, and had a coal box mounted 
above the front wheels. A vertical boiler held 360 gal- 
lons of water and two nine-inch pistons with a fiiteen- 
inch stroke generated 3@horsepower. The piston rods 
were geared to a roller 6 feet long and 6 feet in diameter. 
This roller served us the drive wheel. The two forward 
wheels were linked to the steering column, and the 
operator steered the tractor from a pi&form beside the 
boiler. A frame. attached to the rear of the steam en- 
gine, held eight fourteen-inch plows. The depth of each 
plow could be adjusted and the entire gang lifted from 
the soil with a lever. Fawkes’ steam plow moved at a 
rate of three or four miles-per-hour, and cut a furrow 
nearly nine and a halffeet wide, and required an 18.foot 
radius to turn effectively. Its operating costs were ap- 
proximately $2.50 per acre. Even so, horse-drawn 
plows could till an acre for about half that amount. 

In that same year, 1858, Thomas H. Burridge of St. 
Louis, Missouri, also invented a steam traction engine 
designed for plowing. Burridge’s implement, patented 
on 31 July 1860, consisted of two steam engines or 
pistons mounted on an iron frame at each side of a 
vertical boiler. Two drive wheels ten feet in diameter 
propelled the tractor and a gang of plows attached to the 
frame at the rear. Like Fawkes’ steam plow, Burridge’s 

implement was unwieldly and it did not come into gen- 
eral use. 

Ten years after Fawkes tested his steam plow in 
Illinois, on 10 May 1868, P. H. Standish, an inventor at 
Pacheco near Martinez, California, patented a vastly 
different steam plowing apparatus called the “May- 
flower.” This steam plow had a vertical boiler and two 
horizontal engines which generated 12-horsepower. At 
the rear of the steam tractor two to four vertical shafts 
were attached to a series of rotury diggers or tillers 
which weregeared to the engine. Eachdiggerwns made 
from six knives. The diggers revolved horizontally on a 
perpendicular shaft and tore or stirred the soil as the 
tractor moved forward. much on the principle of the 
modern rotary lawn mower.The tillers cut a twelve-foot 
furrow from two to six inches deep. Like Fawkes’ 
steam plow before it, the Standish invention was a 
huge, clumsy machine. It extended twenty-four feet in 
length and twelve feet in width. The two rear drive 
wheels were eightfeet in diameter and thirty-two inches 
wide. The front wheel was a mere four feet in diameter 
and eighteen inches wide. Weighing eight tons. the 
Stwdish rotary steam plow hadaforward speed offrom 
1.7 tc 3.4 miles-per-hour and it could till five acres an 
hour. 

Traction steam engines, such as the Fawkes, Bur- 
ridge, and Standish, remained ineffective until the 
187Os, because inventors had great difficulty working 
out an efficient power-weight ratio. Because of the 
steam tractor’s great weight, most of the power was 
used to propel it across the field or down the road. Until 





farmer*, preferred to use horse power for plowing rnthet 
rh,;m to invest in an expensive “elephantine” iron 
monster. 

Several technical problems involving power and 
weight had to he overcome before a fuliy satisfactory 
steam engine iould be used for plowing. First. the 
cast-iron gearing of the steam engines designed for 
threshing were only strong enough to move the tractor 
from one place to another. Cast-iron gears could not 
withsr;md the struin placed upon them during drnwbm 
work. Second. in order to gain sufficient traction. in- 
ventors at first. utilized the engine’s weight instead of 
;m efficient comhinatior. of gears. Although traction 
could b-e improved by placing most of the weight above 
the rear wheels, these steam engines were usually so 
heavy they hogged down in the field. particularly in 
dnmporsoft soil. Lastly. the plows, harrows, and g&j 
drills on the mnrket were designed for horse powei. 
Horse-drawn implements did not work properly behind 
steam tractors. Consequently. plowin8. sirding and 
harvesting operations would not he improved until new 
implements weredeveloped to wirr-kerliciently with the 
increased draft of a traction steam plowing engine. 

By the late 1870s. m:muihcturers were making great 
strides toward the deveiopment of a steam tractor 
which could pull a plow as well as operate a threshing 
machine. Bessemer steel strengthened the gearing 
which meant that greater power could he applied to the 
traction wheels and to the plows behind. Differential 

gearing and friction clutches made the steam engine 
more maneuverable than ever before. Improved gear- 
ing gave steam tractors two forward speeds-fast and 
slow. Compound or double cylinders were added to use 
the steam more efficiently and to provide more power 
than did single cylinder models. Manufacturers also 
increased fuel a00 water capacities. Since a IO- 
horsepower erigine burned about one and a half cords of 
wood per day and used about 700 gallons of water. 
ndequate carrying capacity was important to shorten 
refup!;ng time and to eliminate as much fuel and water 
handing ns possible. Steel boilers made high pressures 
possible and improved steam v&es prevented loss of 
valuable power. Manufacturers tried to capitalize on 
these improvements by giving their steam engines 
names which suggested power. speed, and unequalled 
performance, such as the Robinson “Conqueror.” the 
Harrison “Jumbo,” the Minnesota “Little Giant.” the 
Advance “Incom~ar.ihle.” the Frick “Eclipse.” the 
Monitor “Champion.” the Port Huron “Rusher,” the 
Geiser “Peerless, ” and the Northwest “New Giant.” 

Even thodgh production of steam engines increased 
rapidly during the last quarter of the nineteenth cen- 
tury, the average farmer was still hesitant to make the 
large investment required for ownership of a steam 
tractor. Consequently, itinerant orcustom threshermen 
owned most of the steam engines used to power 
threshing machines. But, farmers in the Great Plains 
and Far West were heginning to make the investments 



necessary to buy steam engines which could he used to 
capacity for threshing and plowing during most of the 
year. By the 1890s. monstrous steam tractors. slome 
weighing twenty-five tons with l20-horsepower. moved 
relentlessly across the wheat lands of the American 
West. These traction steitm engines casil-j plowed from 
thirty-five to forty-five acres per day. The largest of 
those steam engines pulled twenty to thirty plows and 
tilled as much its seventy-five acres per day and de- 
creased plowing costs from tw<? dollars to forty cents 
per acre. By the early twentieth century. IIO- 
horsepower steam engines in the Fur West and Great 
Plains simultaneously pulled plows, grain drills, and 
harrows. These outtits covered z strip as much as thirty 
feet wide at a rate of three or four miles-per-hour and 
covered from eighty to one hundred acres per day. By 
sodoing. these steam traction engines replaced forty to 
tifty teams of horses with accompnnying implements 
and men. 

At the turnofthe twenticthccntury. implement com- 
panic* were buildin more than 5.000 traction steam 
engines amually - nn increase of 3,000 trnctors over 
the previous decade-with the J. 1. Case and Huber 
Companies leading the competition. The most powerful 
steam engines designed primarily for plowing usually 
had two cylinders. A two-cylinder steam engine could 
start heavy loadsezasily without damage tothegearsand 
provided better balance than did single piston 
machines. These stea.3 engines were also “double nct- 
ing,” that is. steam was admitted into the main cylinder 
in an alternating sequence. When the proper amount of 
steam was in the cylinder, a valve shut off ihc intake. 
and the piston moved to the end of the cylinder. When 
the piston reached the end of its stroke, the steam was 
released. At the moment of release, another valve ad- 
mitted more steam to drive the piston back to the other 
end of the cylinder. Not all of the steam was released 
e;ch time so that some would cushion the piston head at 

the end of each stroke. Each piston was fitted with two 
or three rings to prevent the steam from passing het- 
ween it and the cylinder w;dl end thereby cnuse a loss of 
power. 

By 1900. steam trxtors were also litted with gover- 
nors which regulated forward speed. Coil springs had 
been placed between the boiler and the front and rear 
wheels and under the steering gem to prevent breaknge 
and to help cushion the tractor from rough spots in the 
tieldsoron the roads.Thefuel supply also became more 
flexible as tractors were designed to burn coal. wood, 
oil, and straw. Although the use of straw helped reduce 
the hay stack during threshing time and eiimineted the 
need to procure other fuel. it was not convenient when 
:he steam engine was used for piowing. Straw burned 
too quickly and large amounts hnd to he hauled con- 
tinually to the tractor in the field. These improvements 
did not menn that the traction steam engine had been 
mnde smnllcr and lighter. In fuct. most trnctors re- 
mained gigantic ;mtl weighed from ten to Iwenty-five 
tons 

In retrospect. through the nineteenth and curly twen- 
tieth centuries, steam engines, whether stationary, 
portable. or trnction, replaced thousands of draft ani- 
mals on the American farm. By 1913, steam engines 
provided power equivalent to 7,000,ooO horses and 
m&s. Still. most farmers could not afford to own a 
steam engine. From 1908-1915. during the peak of the 
steam engine’s popularity, only one farmer in twenty 
owned a steam tractor. Where steam power was used 
for threshing and plowing, most farmers usually hired 
custom operators to do the work for them. By the 
beginning of the First World War, however, the 
gasoline tractor was rapidly replacing the steam engine 
for threshing and plowing. With the International Har- 
vester Company’s production of the first affordable. 
row crop tractor in 1924 - the Farmall - the age of 
steam was relegated to the past. 
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APPENDIX 

Metallurgy and Technological Change in American Agriculture 

mm the age of band power through the age of F,. steam. rapid technologicul change in agriculture 
would hnve been impossible without similar change in 
mendlurgy. that is. in the art and science of making iron 
and steel. Indeed. mettdhtrgy has always been closely 
linked to the manufxture of farm tools. Early in the 
colonist period. Americans recognized the importance 
of making iron and steer in order to provide themselves 
with a wide variety ofagricultural tools such as axes for 
clearing the land. p!ow shares for tilling the soil, hoes 
for cultivating crops. nnd scythes and sickles for reap- 
ing the harvest. 

As early as IbIY. the Virginru Company of London 
grnnted a group of Southampton entrepreneurs the 
right to build tm ironworks in the vicinity oflnmestown 
for the purpose ofsmelting. costing and forging iron. In 
1622. however. hostile Indians killed the workers. de- 
stroyed the ironworks. tutd tempormily ended all at- 
tempts to produce iron in Virginia. By the mid-1640s. 
however. the American iron industry had been suc- 
cessfully established in eastern Massnchusetts. and the 
Blry Colony became the leader in colonial iron pro- 
duction until the early eighteenth century. 

The ironworks of colonial America supplied local 
bktckstniths with the metal necessary for making zig- 
ricultuml to&. During the seventeenth centuty. for 
example, village blacksmiths crafted farm tools from 
b,loomery iron. Ironmasters made bloomery iron by 
placing ore and charcoal into a Catalan forge. The 
chrmxxd burned with the aid of an air bellows and 
reduced the ore to metal. This forge. however. could 
not produce suffkzient hem to liyuify the iron. Instend. 
the iron formed it semi-molten lump or bloom in the 
hottom of the forge. Each bloom contained impurities. 
c&d slag. which the iron workers removed by pound- 
ing the metal with a water-powered trip hamme* This 
hammering or forging also increased the density of the 
metal and shaped it into a bar. Bloomery iron was 
reheated and hammered several times until it was ready 
for the blacksmith to fashion into plow shares, scythes, 
and hay forks. 

Occasionally, farm tools were made at the ironworks 
instead ofat a blacksmith’s shop. In 1647, for example, 
Joseph Jenks began making scythes from bloomery 
iron at the Lynn bon Works in Massachusetts. Eight 
years later. the General Court granted him a patent for 
making an improved scythe. This scythe was lighter 
and easier to maneuver than the English scythes which 
most American farmers used, because the blade was 
longer. thinner and stronger. Jenks’ scythe eased the 
New England farmer’s task of mowing hay. and it was 

the most important agricultural tool produced at this 
early American ironworks. 

Bloomeries, such as the Lynn Iron Works, were 
scattered throughout many ofthecolonies, particularly 
in Massachusetts, New Jersey and Pennsylvanin. 
Ironmasters with bloomery forges, however, could not 
produce large quantities of wrought-iron. At best, they 
could only meet the needs of local blacksmiths. Consr- 
quently, increased demands for iron necessitnted im- 
provements in smelting techniques. Early in the eigh- 
teenth centur]. smelting became more advanced when 
ironmasters began installing blest furnances in order to 
meet the demands of a growing market. ‘The blast 
furnance was much Inrger than the bloomery forge. and 
it generated temperatures high enough to melt iron. As 
a result, colonial ironworks began producing more and 
better iron for the making of agricultural tools. 

The blast furnwtce was a large, hollow, brick struc- 
ture which held alternate layers of iron ore, charcoal. 
and limestone. A water-powered bellows provided 
oxygen for the burning charcoal and sped the smelting 
process. As the ore melted, the limestone helped sep- 
arate the impurities from the molten metal which ran to 
the bottom of the furnance; the slag floated to the top. 
The molten iron was drained or tapped off by removing 
it plug at the bottom of the furnance. As the liquid iron 
ran out through a trough, it coliected in sand molds 
sculpted in the ironworks’ floor. There. it solidified into 
long bars of cast-iron called “pigs.” which contained 
from three to five percent carbon and other impurities. 
Generally, two tons of iron ore smelted into one ton of 
pig iron. 

When the pig iron cooled, workers carried it to :I 
nearby forge for refitting. At the forge, the pig iron wits 
reheated in a charcoal tire and worked into a lump 
called a “half-boom.” Then. a water-powered hammer 
pounded the carbon and other impurities from the metal 
until the iron acquired the tough, fibrous structure of 
wrought-iron. Small forges usually produced about two 
tons of wrought-iron or bar iron per week, but large 
forges. with several hearths and hammers. turned out 
more than 300 tons annually - a far greater amount 
thanabloomery wascapableofproducing. Blacksmiths 
and ironworkers used this bar iron, just as they had 
used bloomery iron, to fashion plow shares. scythrs. 
hoes, shovels, axes. and wagon tires. During the late 
eighteenth century, for example, New York foundry 
men made good quality scythes. hoes. and spades: and. 
a small manufacturer in Berkshire, Massachusetts. 
made I, IO0 rakes annually from blast furnace iron. 

Blast furnace iron not intended for the blacksmith 



was cast immediately into agricuhurol tools and house- 
hold atensils. In 1797. Charles Newbold cast the first 
plow in the United States and other inventors made 
similar experiments. At the turn of the nineteenth cen- 
tury. Peter Townsend. who apertted the Sterling Iron 
Worksin OmngeCounty. New Jersey.cast three plows 
that were “no heavier than the old fashioned” H zden 
implements. He also attempted to cast fanning mills 
and corn pickers of some sort. but without success. 
About that same time, Peter 3. Curtenius. a New York 
City foundryman. also advertised cast-iron plows for 
sale. 

Virtually tdl inventors at thut time had great diiculty 
using cast-iron. because metallurgists could not regu- 
late consistently the amount of carbon IeR in smelted 
iron. Since high percentages of carbon gave cast-iron a 
crystalline structure. which caused tools made from it 
to break easily. most cast-iron was used for making 
hollow ware such as kettles. skillets. and pots. or for 
making stove plates and Dutch ovens. During the late 
1820s and early 1830s. though. metallurgists learned 
how to restructure the carbon content of pig iron by 
remelting it. thereby making it strong enough to cast 
into agricultural tools. By 1830. a Massachusetts 
foundry cast more than I.080 plows annually: and. a 
Pittsbutgh factory produced IO0 cast-iron plows per 
day. By 1850. the art of plow-making had been trans- 
ferred from the local blacksmith to ironworks which 
specWlaed in plow casting primarily because of im- 
proved techniques for making cast-iron. The 
blacksmith no longer had to pound out plow shares 
fmm wrought-iron or plate wooden moldboards with 
thin iron strips. Instead. farmers now ordered standar- 
dized cast-iron plows directly from the ironworks or 
from implement manufacturers. 

Qther scientific and technical changes improved 
early nineteenth century metallurgy. Many ironworks, 
for example, adopted the puddling process for refining 
pig iron. The puddling process, Rrst used in l8l6at the 
Plumsock Rolling Mill in Fayette County. Pen- 
nsylvania, involved melting pig iron in a reverberatory 
furnace. Thir furnace held the iron and fuel in separate 
chambers. The heat from the tirebox melted the pig 
iron, and the carbon oxidized or burned away as 
workers stirred the molten metal and exposed it to the 
air. As the carbon burned out, the molten iron lost its 
fluidity and formed a pasty bloom or lump of nearly 
pure wrought-iron. Rollers flattened the bloom into bars 
which were ready for sale to merchants and 
bkcksmiths. 

The puddling process for making wrought-iron had 
IWO major advantages over making wrought-iron in an 
open forge. First, greater quantities of pig iron could be 
retined in a reverberatory furnace than could be heated 
and hammered out at an open forge. Second. since the 
iron was kept separate from the fuel, coal could be used 
instead of charcoal because the sulphur and phos- 

phorus in that carbon fuel would not tmnsfer to the 
molten iron. 

The adoption of the coal-tired reverberatory furnace 
brought great change to the American iron industry. By 
the 1830s. coal was replacing charcoal for fuel in the 
furnaces of eastern Pennsyivania. Change came 
slowly. however, because wrought-iron made from 
charcoal was tougher and more malleable and had a 
better welding quality than did iron smelted from coal. 
Nevertheless, anthracite. and later bituminous coal, 
was used on an increasing basis, because it was less 
expensive than charcoal. With the increased use of coal 
for fuel, the iron industry began to concentrate west of 
the Appalachians. There, ironmasters capitalized on 
the abundant coal deposits as well as on the vast iron 
ore ranges in the vicinity of the Great Lakes. By the end 
of the Civil War. coal was the primary fuel for making 
iron. 

In spite of the importance of the iron industry for the 
innovation and manufacture of agricultural tools, steel 
production expanded very slowly in the United States. 
Indeed, throughout the colonial and early national 
period of American history, pig iron and wrought-iron 
satisfied most needs for agricultural tools. Technical 
problems as well as high costs for ttxnsportation. and 
fuel and labor shortages kept steel production low until 
the mid-nineteenth century. As early as 1655. however, 
a Long Island ironmaster made steel: and. by 1750. a 
steel furnace was in operation in Kinningworth. Mas- 
sachusetts. During the latter halfof the eighteenth cen- 
tury, steel furnaces were also in operation in New York 
and Pennsylvania. 

Early American steel was called “blister” or “ce- 
mented” steel. Blister steel was wrought-iron with 
enough carbon bonded on the surface to make steel 
suitable for manufacturing edge-tools. Ironmasters 
made blister steel by placing wrought-iron bars, with 
alternate layers of powdered charcoal dust. in a fur- 
nace. The furnace was kept at a cherry-red hen1 for a 
week or more, during which time the iron absorbed the 
critical amount of carbon from the charcoai to form 
steel. Ironmasters called this steel-making method the 
“cementation” process. During the cementation pro- 
cess, a chemical reaction occurred between the carbon 
of the charcoal and the oxygen and slag trapped in the 
wrought-iron which caused blisters to form on the 
surface of the metal. When, the bar cooled, it was ready 
for market. 

Blister steel-making was a slow, expensive process. 
because the ore first had to be reduced to wrought-iron 
then reheated with great amounts of charcoal to give 
the metal the appropriate carbon content. By 1810. only 
917 tons of blister steel were produced annua!ly in the 
United States. Blacksmiths used it to make plow 
shares. to plate hoes, and to make edge-tools. By 1820, 
one implement manufacturer in New Haven. Con- 
necticut, used blister steel to make pitchforks. 



In 1812. the quality of American steel began to im- 
prove when a Valley Forge ironmaster began making 
crucible steel. The crucible steel process, involved 
placing wrought-iron and powdered charcoal into a 
crucible or container above a furnace flame. As the iron 
melted. it absorbed about one percent of the carbon and 
became steel. This molten steel was then cast into 
ingots and rolled into slabs ready for making various 
agricultural tools and implements. By the 1830s. Pitts- 
burgh manufacturers were producing cast steel hoes, 
shovels. and hay- and m;\nure-forks which were supe- 
rior to similar tools made in Europe. In 1846, the 
Pittsburgh firm of Jones & Quigg rolled the first slab of 
plow steel cast in the United States for John Deere of 
Moline. Illinois. Tbis plow steel was low grade, how- 
ever. and Pittsbmgh furnaces did not begin to make 
high quality cast steel for agricultural tools until 1853. 
Even then. the total production remained low. By 1860, 
thirteen crucible steel plants produced less than 12,000 
tons of hii gmde steel for agricultural implements, 
springs. and locomotive wheels. Brittle spots and blow 
holes or gas bubbles and inadequate crucible materials 
kept early nineteenth century ironmasters from making 
:he best crucible steel possible. By the late nineteenth 
century. the use of graphite instead of silica crucibles 
improved the quality of the steel. Still, the crucible 
process could not produce great quantities of steel for 
the multiplicity of industries, including the agricultural 
implement industry, in need of it. 

By the mid-nineteenth century, changes in ag- 
ricultura! technology created demands for greater steel 
production. Inventors and manufacturers required 
steel for plow shares and for harvesting machine com- 
punents. These demands were soon met with a new 
steel-making technique called the Bessemer process. 
This process was developed in 1855 by Henry Bes- 
semer. an English inventor. It enabled ironmasters to 
convert large amounts of molten pig iron into steel. 
Other metallurgists improved the Bessemer process, 
but it essentially involved forcing a blast of air into a 
large container, called a converter, which held molten 
pig iron. The oxygen in the air burned away the carbon, 
silica, and manganese from the pig iron. Since some 
carbon was needed togive the metal strength, iron with 
a high carbon and manganese content, called 
spiegeleisen, or a compound of iron, manganese, and 
carbon, called ferro-manganese, was added to properly 
carbonize the metal, and thereby, turn it into steel. The 
liquid steel was then poured into molds and rolled into 
blooms for sale to various manufacturers and railroad 
companies. 

The first Bessemer steel made in the United States 
was produced in Wyandotte, Michigan, in 1864. During 
the remainder of the nineteenth century, it was primar- 
ily used for making rails and, thereby, helped expand 
the railroad industry. Some Bessemer steel was also 
used for moldboard plows and for the gearing of steam 

traction engines. The Bessemer process, however, did 
not remove the sulfur and phosphorus from the iron. 
Therefore, only ores which did not contain those ele- 
ments could be smelted and converted into steel. 

In 1868, however, the New Jersey Steel and Iron 
Company at Trenton began making steel with the open- 
hearth process. This metl.ld involved using natural or 
bituminous gas fuel and a preheated air blast to super- 
heat a reverberatory furnace to as much as 4,000 de- 
grees Fahrenheit so the impurities would brro away 
from the molten pig iron. Since pig iron melts at about 
2,100 degrees and wrought-iron liquifies at about 2,XlO 
degrees, the open-hearth furnace could easily keep 
steel, which melts at about 2,800 degrees Fahrenheit, in 
a molten state. Consequently, even though the open- 
hearth process was slower than the Bessemer method, 
which took only about ten to fifteen minutes for con- 
version, the steel could be kept in a liquid state longer 
while metallurgists experimented with the proper car- 
bon content to make various grades of steel. Fre- 
quently, open-hearth furnaces were added to Bessemer 
works to utilize scrap steel and to remelt worn-out rails. 
Open-hearth steel was particularly well suited for mak- 
ing boilers and tireboxes for steam engines. 

By the turn of the twentieth cer?tury, open-hearth 
stee: was a major competitor ofcast-iron; and, in 1908, 
it surpassed Bessemer steel in volume produced. Open- 
hearth furnaces could be economically operated with a 
monthly production of 1,000 tons, whereas Bessemer 
plants had to produce 8,000 to 10,000 tons to warrant 
the financial investment. At a time when the United 
States Steel Corporation was attempting to monopolize 
the market and to keep prices high, the open-hearth 
process enabled many small, independent producers to 
stay in business. 

By 1870, the iron and steel industry clearly was 
concentrated west of the Appalachians and Pittsburgh 
was the center of tlx industry. This concentration 
reflected more than new sources of iron ore and coal or 
improved methods for making iron and steel. It also 
meant that the traditional relationship between the 
local ironworks and the village blacksmith had been 
altered for all time. Large quantities of iron and s:eel 
were sold directly to manufacturers such as McCor- 
mick, A&man-Taylor, and Deering, who used it to 
make agricultural implements. In 1902, the newly cre- 
ated International Harvester Company even built its 
own steel plant and rolling mill near Chicago to satisfy 
its metal needs. As a result of this change. the local 
blacksmirh no longer used his forge to craft farms tools 
from bars of wrought-iron. Instead, he used it to repair 
the iron and steel implements made elsewhere. 

During the late nineteenth century, increased iron 
and steel production enabled implement manufacturers 
to expand their operations. The dramatic growth in the 
value of farm machinr:,y in the United States reflects 
the increased prodection of agricultural implements. 
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Between I850 and 1870, for example, the value of farm 
machinery increased from $152,000.000 to 
$27l.000,000. In 1900, it rose to $750,000,000; and, ten 
years later it reached %1,265,000,000. This growth in 
value reflects, in part, the importance of the advances in 
metallurgy. Progress in metallurgy euabled inventors 
and manufacturers to design and lo build efficient, af- 
fordable iron and steel implements. Furthermore, the 
iron and steel parts of plows, cultivators, harvesters, 
threshing machines, combines, hay-makingequipment, 
and steam engines hastened the completion of the far- 
mers’ tasks and eased his labors. 

Certainly, without technical progress in the iron and 
steel industry. technical change in the manufacture of 
agricultural tools and implements would have been 
impossible. Ironmasters worked to meet the farmers’ 
technological needs. and inventors of agricultural im- 
plements capitalized on the progress made in metal- 
lurgy. By so doing, each contributed to the tech- 
nological changes in agriculture which helped the Am- 
erican farmer meet the food needs of a nation that was 
becoming increasingly industrialized and urbanized. 
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Newbold. Charles, 8, 114 
New Jersey, 113-15 
New Jersey Steel and Iron Company, 115 
New York, 113-14 
Nichols and Shepard Company, 73 
Nishwitz disk harrow, 21 
North Dakota (Red River Valley), IS, 23, 

28 
Northwest “New Giant” (steam engine), 

III 
Name, Joel, 16 

0 
Ohio,27-28,36,4142,44,47,52,58,68,72, 

85, 89, 92, 101, 103 
Old Colony Strong Plow, 12 
Oliver, James, 17 
Open-hearth process, 115 
Oregon, 82 
Osborne binder, 55 

P 
Pacific Coast, 18, 28 
Palmer’s hay stacker, 95 
Paring plow, 19 
Patterson. James E.. 80 
Peacock, ‘David, 9-10 
Peck, J., 76 
Peck, A. S., 59 

1. 



Pennock, Moses, 25 
Pennock, Samuel. 25, 85 
Pennock drill, 25, 27. 30 
Pennsylvania, 27-28, 36.4041. 

92, 101402, 109. 113.16 
Perkins, Ephraim, 85 
“Perpetual Press” (hay), 96 
Peterson. 3. C., 58 
“Pigeon wing” reaper, 47 
Pilgrims. 7 
Pittsburgh, 114-15 
Pit%. Hiram A., 70, 72 
Pitt% John A.. 70. 72 
Pitts threshing machine, 76 
Plows, 7-19 

carev. II-12 

69. 85.87. 

colo&al, 7-8, I I 
Deere, 15-16 
iron, 8.10, 12, 15.16 
Jrfferson’s. 8 
Lane‘s, 14.15. 17 
Michigan Double, 16.17 
Nswbold’s, 8 
Old Colony Strong. I2 
Peacock’s. 9.10 
prairie breaking, 12, 14.15 
shovel, 1 I, 35.36 
steel. 9-10, 14-16 
Wood‘s, 9-10 
wooden. IO-12 
componeuts, 8 
draft power. IO-II, 14, 17-18 
problems, IO, 14, 17 
repairs. 8-9. II. 14 
rates. II. 14, 17-18, 112 
requirements, 7 
standardization, 8.10 

Plumsock Rolling Mill, II4 
Pope, Jacob, 69 
Port Huron “Rusher” (steam engine), 1 I I 
Powell Combine, 81 
Prairie breaking plow, 12, 14.!5 
Price combine, 81 
Puritans, 7 

R 
Randall&Jones Double Hand Planter, 31 
Rank. Amos, 47 
Reapers. 41.49 

Atkins, 44 
dropper, 47, 49 
Hussey’s, 42, 44 
Ketchurn’s; 44 
McCormick’s, 42, 4446, 49 
New York self-raking, 4647 
pigeon wing, 47 
self-rake, 4647, 49 

Red River Valley 

See North Dakota 
Reverberatory furnace, I14 
Revolving rake, 85 
Reynolds and Patterson combine, 81 
Riddle, 68-69 
Rider. I. H., 32 
Rhode Island, 7 
Robbins, Martin, 32 
Roberts, Cyrus, 73 
Robinson “Conqueror” (steam engine) 

III 
Rockwell, D. S., 31 
Rollers and clod-crushers, 23 

S 
Scrapers, 38 
Seed drills 

See grain drills 
Self-raking reaper, 46-47, 49 
Seymour aud Morgan Company, 46 
Seymour’s Broadcast Sowing Machine: 25 
Shippee, L. U., 81 
Shippee combine, 81 
Shippee Harvester Works, 8: 
Shovel plow, I I, 35-36 
Sickle, 4041 
Side-delivery rake, 86, 91 
Singing plow, IS 
Sliparound, 86.87 
Smith, F. N., 65 
Soft-center steel, 17-18 
South, II, 37, 41, 85, 101-102 
South Carolina, 38, 105 
Spooner, Eli&m, 25 
Spring-tooth harrow, 21.23 
Square harrow, 42 
Standish, P. H., 109 
Steam power, 76, 81-82, 101.112 

portable, 101-103 
stationary, 101-102 
traction, 103-112 

Sterling Iron Works, 114 
Stockton Combined Harvester and Ag 

ricultural Works, 81 
Subsoil plow, IS-19 
Sulky cultivator, 37.38 
Sulky plow, 18 
Sulky rake, 8546 
sweeps, 70, 102 
Sweeprake, 86.87 
Swing plow, 17.18 
Swinging straw stacker, 74 

T 
Tedder, 91 
Tennessee, 77 
Thomas & Mast Company, 28 
Thompson, John, 33 

Threshing, 67-76 
fanning mills, 68-69 
feeders, 74 
t?ails, 67 
stackers, 74 
sweeps, 70, 102 
threshing machines, 69.76 
treading, 68 
treadmills, 70, 102 
winnowing, 68-69 
rates, 67.69, 72, 76, 103 

Townsend, Peter, II4 
Tractors @soline), 18-19, 23, 38, 

76, 83, 100; 112 
Tractors (steam), 23, 103-112 
Treading, 68 
Treadmills, 70, 102 
Tredegar Iron Works, 101 
Trenton, New Jersey, 115 
Triangular harrow (A-frame), 19 
Tull, Jetlwo, 24, 35 
Twine binders, 52, 54.55 

56, 63, 

u 
U.S. Stee! Corporation, II5 

V 
Vermont, 63, 77 
Virginia, 27, 40, 42, 44, 101, II3 
Virginia Company, 113 

W 
W. Tift and Company, 101 
Walker. E. L., 92 
Warter A. Wood Company, 54 
Wanner & Cromwell Company, 85 
Washington, 82 
Wemple, Jacob V. A., 72 
West Point Foundry, 101 
Westinghouse, George, 72 
Wheelbarrow seeder, 25 
Wheeler, Cyrenus, 89 
William Deering Company, 54-55 
Wind stacker, 74 
Winnowing, 68-69 
Wire binder, 52, 54-55 
Wisconsin, 37, 49, 54 
Wood, Jethro, 9-IL 
Wood and Mann Steam Engine Company, 

102 
Wood binder, 55 
Wyandotte, Michigan, II5 

Y 
Young, David, 80 
~Young combine, 81 
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